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Abstract
The T2K long baseline experiment studies neutrino oscillations over a distance of 295 km,
by observation of the flavour change in a νµ or ν¯µ beam starting at J-PARC travelling to
the 50 kt water Cherenkov detector, Super-Kamiokande. The beam can be run in either
neutrino or antineutrino mode and operates with a peak energy of 0.6 GeV. The ratio of
baseline to energy was designed for optimal sensitivity to oscillations at the atmospheric
neutrino mass squared splitting. The beam composition is also determined 280 m from
the production target and in combination with far detector the flavour change in the
beam can be determined.
This thesis consists of an analysis of data from neutrino mode and antineutrino mode and
the νe appearance, and νµ disappearance channels, performed using a hybrid frequentist-
bayesian approach, for three active neutrino flavour oscillations in constant-density
matter. Data is used from the T2K Run 1-8 which corresponds to an integrated neutrino
beam exposure of 1.4734× 1021 POT in FHC mode and 7.558× 1020 POT in RHC mode.
The four oscillation parameters sin2 θ23, sin2 θ13,
∣∣∆m232∣∣(∆m213), and δCP for Normal
Hierarchy (Inverted Hierarchy) are determined by a joint fit of the energy spectra for
muon-like samples, and energy vs lepton angle spectra for the electron-like samples at
Super-Kamiokande. The 1σ intervals for each of the parameters are, with the confidence
intervals for δCP extracted using the constant ∆χ2 method and T2K data only
δCP = −2.083 +0.932−0.889 ( −1.157 +0.754−0.808)
sin2 θ13 = 0.0277
+0.0053
−0.0047 ( 0.0331
+0.0047
−0.0065)
sin2 θ23 = 0.530
+0.031
−0.037 ( 0.530
+0.029
−0.034)∣∣∆m232∣∣(∆m213) = [2.462 +0.057−0.055 ( 2.436 +0.055−0.053)] × c10−3 eV2.
Using the most precise available measurements, [3σ] range, of sin2 θ13 = 0.0215 [0.0190−
0.0240] (0.0216 [0.0190 − 0.0242]), determined by reactor experiments, ranges for the
value of δCP can be determined using the Feldman-Cousins method and are shown below
including an exclusion of the CP conserving values of 0 and pi,
[−2.805,−0.830] 90 %CL
[−2.981,−0.600] ([−1.531,−1.184]) 2σ.
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1 Introduction
The neutrino, a weakly interacting neutral particle of spin 1/2, which forms a part of
the Standard Model of Particle Physics, has been a source of several surprises. The
Standard Model has been very successful at describing nature, predicting: the W and
Z gauge bosons, gluons, top and charm quarks, and the Higgs boson. There are also
several areas where the Standard Model does not fully describe nature. In the Standard
Model neutrinos are massless, however neutrino oscillation experiments have shown at
least two neutrino states must be massive. The Standard Model also does not explain
the observed CP violation in cosmology, with most of the universe observed as matter
and requiring a set of three conditions to generate this asymmetry. Some details of
neutrino interactions, mass, and probing CP violation in the lepton sector are presented
in chapter 2.
This thesis analyses data collected by the T2K long baseline neutrino oscillation ex-
periment. The T2K experiment probes the neutrinos oscillation parameters, and better
characterises neutrino cross sections, by measurements of neutrino interactions induced
by an accelerator produced νµ or ν¯µ beam, depending on running mode. The neutrino
beam is generated at J-PARC, by focussing the hadrons resulting from the collision
of a proton beam with a graphite target. A set of detectors located 280 m from the
target, both on and off the beam axis, measure beam interactions. At a distance of
295 km downstream, the Super-K 50 kt water Cherenkov detector makes the final set
of beam interaction measurements. The details of the T2K experiment are outlined in
chapter 3.
The oscillation analysis that is described in this thesis depends on a set of inputs which
are generated by the T2K experiment. A description of these inputs is made in chapter 4,
and are made up of flux, cross section and detector central values along with systematics
and constraints. These values are modelled at T2K, and a constraint that is propagated
to the prediction of the spectra at the far detector is generated using near detector data.
This constraint provides tuned central values of flux and cross section parameters in
conjunction with their covariance matrix. The beam flux model is tuned using external
hadron production data, from the NA61/SHINE experiment at CERN. The cross section
central values and uncertainties are tuned using external data with the FSI model used
at both the near and far detectors. Systematic uncertainties at Super-K are evaluated
using cosmic data. A description is made of how the data events for each sample are
selected at Super-K, which are subsequently fit in the analysis.
The analysis in this thesis, presented in chapter 5, is composed of data from the transitions
(−)
νµ → (−)νµ and (−)νe → (−)νe, and shows for the first time an exclusion of the CP conserving
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values 0, pi at 2σ. The analysis is carried out in the framework of three flavour oscillations
in constant density matter, and a hybrid bayesian-frequentist approach is used to fit
the parameters, where nuisance parameters are marginalised instead of profiled. Energy,
and energy vs lepton angle spectra are fit, and confidence intervals are built using a
∆χ2 method or the Feldman-Cousins method. A discussion of the implications of these
results is presented in chapter 6 along with a description of future prospects in neutrino
physics.
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2.1 Neutrinos in the Standard Model
The Standard Model of particle physics is a quantum field theory which describes the
known interactions between particles excluding the gravitational force. The standard
model is a gauge theory based on a local symmetry group SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y ,
where the first symmetry group, C corresponds to colour, L is for left-handed chirality,
and Y is weak hypercharge. The colour charge of a fermion determines whether they
participate in strong interactions and form hadrons, quarks have color charge and leptons
do not. The symmetry group SU(2)L×U(1)Y determines the interactions of leptons and
hence neutrinos. The observation of neutrino oscillations is evidence of physics beyond
the standard model, and requires a mechanism for generating their mass. Two possible
natures of the neutrino, Dirac or Majorana, lead to different consequences for neutrino
mass.
2.1.1 Weak Interaction
Since leptons have no colour and neutrinos have no charge they only participate in the
weak interaction, (which is somewhat of a misnomer, although it appears weaker than
the other forces it is just short ranged) this means that they only couple to either the
W± or Z0 bosons. Both W and Z bosons are very massive, with masses of ∼80 GeV
and ∼91 GeV respectively, unlike the massless photon and gluon which mediate the
electromagnetic and strong forces. As neutrinos only couple to the weak force they
have very a small interaction cross section see section 2.2.3. Since the interaction rate
is dependent on the cross section, flux, and target density, neutrino experiments seek
to maximise the flux of particles and the target mass available for interaction. The
charged W± bosons lead to interactions which are called CC and the neutral Z boson,
leads to NC processes, these are further discussed in section 2.2.3. Both CC and NC
interactions conserve lepton flavour with CC interactions producing the corresponding
charged lepton, whilst neutral current processes are blind to the flavour of the incoming
neutrino and only produce charged particles indirectly. In the Charged Current Quasi-
Elastic (CCQE) interaction mode a neutrino scatters from a nucleon converting the
nucleon and producing a charged lepton. CCQE events will form the bulk of the analysed
signal mode for this thesis. A charged current mode with the production of a single
positively charged pion from an electron neutrino interaction CC 1 pi+ makes up a
smaller part of the signal.
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2.2 Neutrino Interaction Lagrangian
Without modification the Standard Model of particle physics includes a charged-current
(CC) interaction Lagrangian, L(CC), of the form
L(CC) = − g√
2
∑
α=e,µ,τ
i=1,2,3
(
`Lαγ
λUαiνLαW
−
λ + νLiγ
λU∗αi`LαW
+
λ
)
, (2.1)
where g is the semi-weak coupling constant, neutrino and lepton fields of flavour α, are
να and `α respectively, `Lα = 12(1−γ5)`α, the left handed chiral projections of `α and να,
and W±λ the W boson fields, and γ
λ are the gamma matrices. Mixing between neutrino
flavours which will be discussed in section 2.4 in detail is included in the term Uαi
the Pontecorvo Maki Nakagawa Sakata (PMNS) matrix element. The NC interaction
Lagrangian L(NC) is,
L(NC) = − g
2 cos θW
∑
i=1,2,3
(
νLiγ
λνLiZ
0
λ
)
, (2.2)
where θW is the weak mixing or Weinberg angle and Zλ is the Z boson field. Combining
the above Lagrangians with a Dirac mass term (which requires both handed neutrinos,
and therefore an extension of the Standard Model), neutrino interactions within the
Standard model are fully described.
L ⊃
∑
i=1,2,3
[
iν¯i/∂νi −miν¯iνi
]
+ L(NC) + L(CC) (2.3)
where /∂ = γλ∂λ. The mass term considered in eq. (2.3) is the Dirac term which is
discussed in section 2.3.
2.2.1 Helicity and Chirality
The handedness of a particle is a vital component of the Standard Model, as the weak
interaction only couples to particles of one handedness. The related concepts of helicity
and chirality are used to determine a particle’s handedness. The parity operator P , takes
the spatial components of a four vector xµ to ~x P−→ −~x, but in the case of axial-vectors
(or pseudovectors) which are of the form, ~c = ~a×~b, the parity transformation leaves the
vector unchanged ~c P−→ ~c.
The helicity of a particle is defined as the dot product of the particle’s spin and its
momentum. In the case of massless particles this is well defined in all frames, however
for massive particles a Lorentz boosted frame can be found in which the helicity of
the particle is reversed, to deal with this situation we introduce the related concept of
chirality. To do this we decompose the particle’s Dirac spinor,φ, into left and right handed
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components by applying Lorentz invariant operators which project these components.
χL =
1
2
(1− γ5) ; χR = 1
2
(1 + γ5) (2.4)
here γ5 is defined as iγ0γ1γ2γ3 where the γ matrices are those used in the Dirac equation
[1]. Using these operators we can see φ = φR + φL, using the additional properties that{
γµ, γ5
}
= 0 and that, γ5† = γ5, we can derive
φ¯LφL = φ¯RφR = 0. (2.5)
This allows the construction of a Dirac mass term for a chiral state, which is complicated
by the fact that νR and ν¯L have not be observed.
2.2.2 V-A form of Weak Interaction
The condition that any matrix element in the Standard Model must be Lorentz invariant
limits the number of possible forms of the interaction vertex. Taking these limitations
into consideration there are only 5 allowed combinations of 2 spinors and gamma matrices
which form invariant currents. These five categories are classified according to the rank
of the tensor and how they transform under the parity operator. In section 2.1.1 the axial
vector remained the same under parity transformation as do scalars, whilst pseudoscalars
and vectors change sign.
An experiment to determine the helicity of the neutrino [2] observed that all neutrinos
were left handed. The previous observation requires a combination of vector and axial
vector terms, V −A = γµ(1−γ5), whose form maximally violates symmetry under charge
conjugation. The terms in the Lagrangians for neutrinos can be found in eq. (2.1) for
the charged current and eq. (2.2) for the neutral currents. The form of the weak neutral
current contains vector (gfV ) and axial vector (g
f
A) terms for interactions with each of
the fermions, f , with gfV V − gfAA and for the case of the neutrinos gνV = gνA = 12 .
2.2.3 Interaction channels
Observation of neutrino interactions requires the production of a charged particle either
directly or as the result of a capture mechanism. A review of neutrino interactions across
energy scales can be found in [3]. There are several different modes by which a charged
particle can be produced at the energies that are covered by the T2K flux which are
discussed in more detail in section 4.2. Each of these processes has an associated cross
section which is required in order to predict the expected interaction rate for a particular
neutrino flux. The neutrino nucleus interaction kinematics are described by the invariant
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amplitudeM, and the cross section is this quantity squared
|M|2 = 4G2FLµνWµν , (2.6)
where GF is the Fermi constant, Lµν is the leptonic tensor, and Wµν is the hadronic
tensor. The Standard Model can make precise predictions of Wµν for quarks, however,
neutrino interactions as considered in this thesis are on nucleons, which are gluon bound
structures of valence quarks and also contain sea quarks, which are bound in nuclei. The
nucleon structure complicates the picture so that Wµν is not known.
The most general form of the hadronic tensor for neutrino nucleus scattering is described
by [4]
1
2M
Wµν =−W1gµν +W2 p
µpν
M2
+W4
qµqν
M2
+W5
pµqµ + qµpν
2M2
− iW3µναβ pαqβ
2M2
+W6
pµqµ − qµpν
2M2
,
(2.7)
theWi for i = 1, 2, . . . , 6 are structure functions which parameterise our ignorance of the
nucleon structure, and need to be determined experimentally. The binding of nucleons
within the nucleus also introduces the additional effects of Fermi motion, due to the
positional confinement of the nucleons within the nucleus. Nuclear binding of the nucleons
also introduces effects from the uncertainty in the nucleons momentum, and nucleon-
nucleon correlations. Reinteractions within the nuclear medium of the hadrons resulting
from the primary interaction can also occur, these are termed final state interactions
(FSI) in the literature. These have a particularly significant effect where the neutrino
energy is of the order of a few GeV, and make determination of the true topology difficult
or impossible and will bias neutrino energy reconstruction. These effects examined in
greater detail in section 4.2.
In ascending energy the interaction modes are, charged current quasi-elastic interactions
(CCQE), the neutrino interacts with a nucleon, and leaves it in the ground state. In
resonant interactions (RES) the neutrino excites the nucleon into a resonant state, which
typically then decays to a state with a nucleon and a pion in the final state, but many
other decays are possible. Pions can also be produced coherently, in this process the
interaction is on the whole nucleus which stays in its ground state without much energy
transfer. This results in a forward scattered pion. Going to higher energies the neutrino
can interact with a single quark and cause a hadronic shower from the final state quark
in deep inelastic scattering (DIS). There are also neutral current versions of the processes
discussed, where a final state pion is not observed. Plots of the CC inclusive cross section
which includes all the previously discussed interaction modes are shown in fig. 2.1.
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(a) νµ CC inclusive cross section. (b) ν¯µCC inclusive cross section.
Figure 2.1: Neutrino (a), and antineutrino (b), CC inclusive cross section as a function of the
neutrino energy per target nucleon. The prediction is provided by the GENIE
neutrino MC generator [5].
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Figure 2.2: Probability of finding the flavour, α, in the ith mass eigenstate, representation
of the Pontecorvo Maki Nakagawa Sakata matrix mixing elements for the two
different mass orderings, left showing the Normal Ordering (NO) and right showing
the Inverted Ordering (IO). Here the convention ∆m2ij = m2i −m2j is used
We now know from oscillation experiments that neutrinos have small masses with tiny
mass splittings, illustrated in fig. 2.2 see section 2.4 for further details. However oscillation
experiments can only probe the mass difference ∆m2ij = m
2
i −m2j , and cannot determine
the mass of a particular neutrino. Methods for directly determining the masses of the
neutrinos exist, and are described in section 2.3.1. The pattern of mass splittings is
very different to the quark sector, and generating the masses in the same manner as the
quarks seems unlikely as the ratio of the neutrino mass to the quark mass is of O(10−6).
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There are only left handed neutrinos in the standard model, due to the maximally parity
violating nature of the weak interaction.
To introduce mass to neutrinos requires an extension of the Standard Model, a minimally
extended Standard Model introduces the right handed neutrino fields ναR, α = e, µ, τ .
Such fields are fundamentally different to the rest of the fermion sector due to their
invariance under SU(3)C × SU(2)L, they are singlets, and have hypercharge Y = 0, and
are known as sterile due to their only interaction being with the gravitational force.
In the Dirac case a massless fermion can be described by a spinor with left and right
handed components. The mass term in case is
LDirac =
∑
i=1,2,3
−miν¯iν (2.8)
where each of the, mi = yi
v√
2
, is made up of the Yukawa couplings, yi.
The Majorana case, makes the particle its own antiparticle, by making the spinor the
sum of left handed field and its conjugate [6],
ν = νL + ν
C
L = ν
C , (2.9)
this does not violate charge conservation since the neutrino is neutral. This spinor leads
to a mass term
LMajorana = −1
2
m(νCL νL + ν
C
L νL), (2.10)
where the expression is for a single neutrino field. Although eq. (2.10) only contains the
standard model left-handed neutrino fields, Majorana mass terms break SU(2) gauge
symmetry, and violate B − L, where B is baryon number and L is lepton number, a
symmetry of the standard model. An expression for the kinetic terms including the
Majorana mass is
LMajorana = νCL i
↔
/∂νL − m
2
(
−νTLC†νL + νLCνLT
)
. (2.11)
where the notation
↔
/∂ ≡ 12
(→
/∂ −
←
/∂
)
acts to the right and to the left.
For a massless neutrino the Dirac and Majorana descriptions of the neutrino coincide and
in both cases the right handed chiral fields do interact. This means that measurements
of the effect of neutrino mass are necessary in order to distinguish between the two
possibilities. This measurement cannot be made from neutrino oscillations as the effect
of the Majorana phase cannot be seen in oscillation experiments. A promising way
of determining the nature of neutrinos is via neutrinoless double beta decay which is
discussed in section 2.3.2.
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2.3.1 Direct Measurements of Neutrino Mass
Radioactive decay offers a model independent way of determining the neutrino mass.
The decay models are not dependent on whether neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana and
also do not suffer from dependence on cosmological models as in section 2.3.3. The
process
(A,Z)→ (A,Z + 1) + e− + ν¯e, (2.12)
results in an electron whose kinematics depend on the momentum of the neutrino.
Isotopes with the lowest accessible endpoint are used to improve the sensitivity of the ex-
periments. These experiments probe the limit of the effective mass,mβ =
√∑
i |Uei|2m2i .
Tritium is the isotope used in the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino Experiment (KATRIN)
experiment [7], and the Troitsk and Mainz experiments [8, 9] have determined the limit
mβ < 2 eV. KATRIN is designed to reach 0.200 eV at 90 % Confidence Level (C.L.) after
3 years running [10].
Since the decay
pi+ → µ+ + νµ, (2.13)
has two bodies in the final state, energy conservation can be used to determine the
mass of the neutrino. Measurements of the µ+ momentum resulted in upper limits for
mνµ < 0.17 MeV at 90 % C.L. [11].
The following decays of τ particles have been used to determine neutrino mass,
τ− → 2pi− + pi+ + ντ , τ− → 3pi− + 2pi+ + ντ (+pi0) (2.14)
resulting in an upper limit of mντ < 18.2 MeV at 95 % C.L.. Both these limits are less
stringent than those determined by the single beta decay
2.3.2 Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay
If neutrinos are Majorana particles the decay processes
A
ZN →AZ+2 N + 2e−
A
ZN →AZ−2 N + 2e+,
(2.15)
known as neutrinoless double beta decay (2β∓0ν) can occur, these violate lepton number
conservation ∆L = ±2, and observing either of these process is enough to confirm
the Majorana nature of neutrinos. In fig. 2.3 a 2β∓0ν process is shown at tree level,
incorporating three neutrino mixing which adds a factor of Uek at each vertex, to take
into account of helicity matching a term mk is incorporated. The effective Majorana
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mass is then the sum over three massive neutrinos
m2β =
3∑
k=1
U2ekmk. (2.16)
d u
d u
e−
e−
W
W
νk → mk
3∑
k=1
Uek
Uek
Figure 2.3: Tree level diagram of the neutrinoless beta decay (2β−0ν) process, since the νe = ν¯e
are the same particle, helicity also matching in the process introduces a term mk
for each of the massive neutrinos. Mixing between the three massive neutrinos
introduces the sum, and the elements of the Pontecorvo Maki Nakagawa Sakata
matrix Uek, which leads to eq. (2.16). This process is forbidden in the standard
model
In the standard model the particle and anti-particle difference in addition to the helicity
difference mean that 2β∓0ν is not possible. It is also possible for the decays to go via
the lepton number conserving decays with either 2νe/2ν¯e. If a nucleus can decay via
a single β process then the 2β process is not observable in practice due to its much
longer lifetime. Isotopes with energetically forbidden or suppressed β decay are selected
for experiment. The lifetime of the 2β∓0ν decay depends on the effective Majorana mass,
m2β [
T 0ν1/2(N)
]−1
= GN0ν
∣∣MN0ν∣∣2 |m2β|m2e (2.17)
where MN0ν is the nuclear matrix element, and GN0ν is the phase space factor, and
m2β =
∑
i Ueimi. To date lower bounds, and no signal, have observed on elements
which can decay via 2β∓0ν . A lower bound has been set on the decay of
136Xe of
T 0ν1/2 > 1.07× 1026 yr at 90 % C.L. by the KamLAND [12] experiment. A bound set by
the GERmanium Detector Array (GERDA) experiment on 76Ge at T 0ν1/2 > 8× 1025 yr
at 90 % C.L. has also been observed [13]. Three other experiments have also mea-
sured limits: Cryogenic Underground Observatory for Rare Events (CUORE) 130Te
at T 0ν1/2 > 1.3× 1025 yr at 90 % C.L. and T 0ν1/2 > 1.5× 1025 yr at 90 % C.L. [14] com-
bined with Cryogenic Underground Observatory for Rare Events-0 (CUORE-0) [15]
and CUORICINO (CUORICINO) [16], Enriched Xenon Observatory-200 (EXO-200)
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136Xe at T 0ν1/2 > 1.8× 1025 yr at 90 % C.L. [17], MAJORANA (MAJORANA) 76Ge at
T 0ν1/2 > 1.9× 1025 yr at 90 % C.L. [18].
2.3.3 Astrophysical Neutrino Constraints
The cosmological evolution of the universe is affected by the density of the neutrinos
which is related to the number of active neutrino species and the value of their masses.
Information from neutrinos after a hot Big Bang model in a Cosmic Neutrino Background
(CνB) modelled by the Lambda Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) formalism which currently
fits most cosmological parameters well [19]. Constraints for the sum of the neutrino
masses
∑
mν =
∑
i=1,2,3mi, come from a variety of data sets with the most robust
constraints coming from the Planck temperature data. The constraint is subject to some
model dependence with some weakening of the upper bounds of
∑
mν when including
additional parameters. The result
∑
mν < 0.12 eV at the 95 % C.L., does not include
data from Lyman-α absorption data which is much more sensitive to modelling, a plot
of
∑
mν against the Hubble parameter H0, and coloured by the matter fluctuation
amplitude σ8 [20] is shown in fig. 2.4.Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
if we add CMB lensing, since the lensing measurements restrict
the lensing amplitude to values closer to those expected in base
⇤CDM.
The combination of the acoustic scale measured by the CMB
(✓MC) and BAO data is su cient to largely determine the back-
ground geometry in the ⇤CDM+
P
m⌫ model, since the lower-
redshift BAO data break the geometric degeneracy. Combining
BAO data with the CMB lensing reconstruction power spectrum
(with priors on ⌦bh2 and ns, following PL2015), the neutrino
mass can also be constrained to beX
m⌫ < 0.60 eV (95%, Planck lensing+BAO+✓MC). (61)
This number is consistent with the tighter constraints using the
CMB power spectra, and almost independent of lensing e↵ects
in the CMB spectra; it would hold even if the AL tension dis-
cussed in Sect. 6.2 were interpreted as a sign of unknown resid-
ual systematics. Since the constraint from the CMB power spec-
tra is strongly limited by the geometrical degeneracy, adding
BAO data to the Planck likelihood significantly tightens the neu-
trino mass constraints. Without CMB lensing we findX
m⌫ < 0.16 eV (95%, Planck TT+lowE+BAO), (62a)X
m⌫ < 0.13 eV
(95%, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE
+BAO), (62b)
and combining with lensing the limits further tighten to
X
m⌫ < 0.13 eV
(95%, Planck TT+lowE+lensing
+BAO), (63a)
X
m⌫ < 0.12 eV
(95%, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE
+lensing+BAO). (63b)
These combined constraints are almost immune to high-` po-
larization modelling uncertainties, with the CamSpec likelihood
giving the 95% limit
P
m⌫ < 0.13 eV for Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+lensing+BAO.
Adding the Pantheon SNe data marginally tightens the bound
to
P
m⌫ < 0.11 eV (95%, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing
+BAO+Pantheon). In contrast the full DES 1-year data prefer a
slightly lower  8 value than the Planck ⇤CDM best fit, so DES
slightly favours higher neutrino masses, relaxing the bound toP
m⌫ < 0.14 eV (95%, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BAO
+DES).
Increasing the neutrino mass leads to lower values of H0, and
hence aggravates the tension with the distance-ladder determina-
tion of Riess et al. (2018a, see Fig. 34). Adding the Riess et al.
(2018a) H0 measurement to Planck will therefore give even
tighter neutrino mass constraints (see the parameter tables in the
PLA), but such constraints should be interpreted cautiously until
the Hubble tension is better understood.
The remarkably tight constraints using CMB and BAO data
are comparable with the latest bounds from combining with
Ly↵ forest data (Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 2015; Ye`che et al.
2017). Although Ly↵ is a more direct probe of the neutrino mass
(in the sense that it is sensitive to the matter power spectrum on
scales where the suppression caused by neutrinos is expected
to be significant) the measurements are substantially more dif-
ficult to model and interpret than the CMB and BAO data. Our
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Fig. 34. Samples from Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE chains in theP
m⌫–H0 plane, colour-coded by  8. Solid black contours
show the constraints from Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing,
while dashed blue lines show the joint constraint from Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BAO, and the dashed green lines ad-
ditionally marginalize over Ne↵ . The grey band on the left shows
the region with
P
m⌫ < 0.056 eV ruled out by neutrino oscilla-
tion experiments. Mass splittings observed in neutrino oscilla-
tion experiments also imply that the region left of the dotted ver-
tical line can only be a normal hierarchy (NH), while the region
to the right could be either the normal hierarchy or an inverted
hierarchy (IH).
95% limit of
P
m⌫ < 0.12 eV starts to put pressure on the in-
verted mass hierarchy (which requires
P
m⌫ >⇠ 0.1 eV) indepen-
dently of Ly↵ data. This is consistent with constraints from neu-
trino laboratory experiments which also slightly prefer the nor-
mal hierarchy at 2–3  (Adamson et al. 2017; Abe et al. 2018;
Capozzi et al. 2018).
7.5.2. Effective number of relativistic species
New light particles appear in many extensions of the Standard
Model of particle physics. Additional dark relativistic degrees
of freedom are usually parameterized by Ne↵ , defined so that
the total relativistic energy density well after electron-positron
annihilation is given by
⇢rad = Ne↵
7
8
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⇢ . (64)
The standard cosmological model has Ne↵ ⇡ 3.046, slightly
larger than 3 since the three standard model neutrinos were
not completely decoupled at electron-positron annihilation
(Mangano et al. 2002; de Salas & Pastor 2016).
We can treat any additional massless particles produced well
before recombination (that neither interact nor decay) as simply
an additional contribution to Ne↵ . Any species that was initially
in thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model particles pro-
duces a  Ne↵ (⌘ Ne↵   3.046) that depends only on the number
of degrees of freedom and decoupling temperature. Using con-
servation of entropy, fully thermalized relics with g degrees of
freedom contribute
 Ne↵ = g
"
43
4 gs
#4/3
⇥
(
4/7 boson,
1/2 fermion, (65)
47
Figure 2.4: Sum of the neutrino masses
∑
mν against the Hubble parameter H0. The grey
zone is excluded by limits from neutrino oscillation data
∑
mν < 0.056 eV, colour
coded by σ8, the matter fluctuation amplitude. The parameter space left of the
vertical dotted line implies Normal Hierarchy/Ordering whilst to the right either
Normal or I verted Hierarchy/Ordering are possible. Reproduced from [20] .
The effective number of neutrino families Neff can be obtained from the transition
when neutrinos decouple from the plasma present in the early Universe. In this model
the neutrinos are treated as a part of the parameterisation of the energy density of
the Universe in addition to photons. Recent results from the Planck experiment give
Neff = 2.99± 0.17 at 95 % C.L. which can be seen in fig. 2.5 where Neff is plotted
against the Hubble parameter, H0 and data sets are coloured by the matter fluctuation
a plitude σ8.
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Fig. 35. Samples from Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE chains in
the Ne↵–H0 plane, colour-coded by  8. The grey bands
show the local Hubble parameter measurement H0 =
(73.45 ± 1.66) km s 1Mpc 1 from Riess et al. (2018a). Solid
black contours show the constraints from Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+lensing+BAO, while dashed lines the joint constraint
also including Riess et al. (2018a). Models with Ne↵ < 3.046
(left of the solid vertical line) require photon heating after neu-
trino decoupling or incomplete thermalization.
where gs is the e↵ective degrees of freedom for the entropy of
the other thermalized relativistic species that are present when
they decouple.33 Examples range from a fully thermalized ster-
ile neutrino decoupling at 1 <⇠ T <⇠ 100MeV, which produces
 Ne↵ = 1, to a thermalized boson decoupling before top quark
freeze-out, which produces  Ne↵ ⇡ 0.027.
Additional radiation does not need to be fully thermalized, in
which case  Ne↵ must be computed on a model-by-model basis.
We follow a phenomenological approach in which we treat Ne↵
as a free parameter. We allow Ne↵ < 3.046 for completeness,
corresponding to standard neutrinos having a lower temperature
than expected, even though such models are less well motivated
theoretically.
The 2018 Planck data are still entirely consistent with Ne↵ ⇡
3.046, with the new low-` polarization constraint lowering the
2015 central value slightly and with a corresponding 10% re-
duction in the error bar, giving
Ne↵ = 3.00+0.57 0.53 (95%, Planck TT+lowE), (66a)
Ne↵ = 2.92+0.36 0.37 (95%, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE), (66b)
with similar results including lensing. Modifying the relativis-
tic energy density before recombination changes the sound hori-
zon, which is partly degenerate with changes in the late-time ge-
ometry. Although the physical acoustic scale measured by BAO
data changes in the same way, the low-redshift BAO geometry
helps to partially break the degeneracies. Despite improvements
33For most of the thermal history gs ⇡ g⇤, where g⇤ is the e↵ective
degrees of freedom for density, but they can di↵er slightly, for example
during the QCD phase transition (Borsanyi et al. 2016) .
in both BAO data and Planck polarization measurements, the
joint Planck+BAO constraints remain similar to PCP15:
Ne↵ = 3.11+0.44 0.43 (95%, TT+lowE+lensing+BAO); (67a)
Ne↵ = 2.99+0.34 0.33
(95%, TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing
+BAO). (67b)
For Ne↵ > 3.046 the Planck data prefer higher values of the
Hubble constant and fluctuation amplitude, 8, than for the base-
⇤CDM model. This is because higher Ne↵ leads to a smaller
sound horizon at recombination and H0 must rise to keep the
acoustic scale, ✓⇤ = r⇤/DM, fixed at the observed value. Since
the change in the allowed Hubble constant with Ne↵ is associ-
ated with a change in the sound horizon, BAO data do not help to
strongly exclude larger values of Ne↵ . Thus varying Ne↵ allows
the tension with Riess et al. (2018a, R18) to be somewhat eased,
as illustrated in Fig. 35. However, although the 68% error from
Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BAO on the Hubble parame-
ter is weakened when allowing varying Ne↵ , it is still discrepant
with R18 at just over 3 , giving H0 = (67.3±1.1) km s 1Mpc 1.
Interpreting this discrepancy as a moderate statistical fluctuation,
the combined result is
Ne↵ = 3.27 ± 0.15
H0 = (69.32 ± 0.97) km s 1Mpc 1
9>=>; 68%, TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing
+BAO+R18.
(68)
However, as explained in PCP15, this set of parameters requires
an increase in  8 and a decrease in ⌦m, potentially increas-
ing tensions with weak galaxy lensing and (possibly) cluster
count data. Higher values for Ne↵ also start to come into ten-
sion with observational constraints on primordial light element
abundances (see Sect. 7.6).
Restricting ourselves to the more physically motivated
models with  Ne↵ > 0, the one-tailed Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+lensing+BAO constraint is  Ne↵ < 0.30 at 95%. This
rules out light thermal relics that decoupled after the QCD phase
transition (although new species are still allowed if they decou-
pled at higher temperatures and with g not too large). Figure 36
shows the detailed constraint as a function of decoupling tem-
perature, assuming only light thermal relics and other Standard
Model particles.
7.5.3. Joint constraints on neutrino mass and Ne↵
There are various theoretical scenarios in which it is possible to
have both sterile neutrinos and neutrino mass. We first consider
the case of massless relics combined with the three standard de-
generate active neutrinos, varying Ne↵ and
P
m⌫ together. The
parameters are not very correlated, so the mass constraint is sim-
ilar to that obtained when not also varying Ne↵ . We find:
Ne↵ = 2.96+0.34 0.33,X
m⌫ < 0.12 eV,
9>>=>>; 95%, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BAO. (69)
The bounds remain very close to the bounds on either Ne↵
(Eq. 67b) or
P
m⌫ (Eq. 63b) in 7-parameter models, showing that
the data clearly di↵erentiate between the physical e↵ects gener-
ated by the addition of these two parameters. Similar results are
48
Figure 2.5: Number of effective neutrino species which are relativistic, Neff with the local
Hubble parameter,H0, colour coded by σ8, the matter fluctuation amplitude. The
solid contours use data from Planck alone, limits for H0 from [21] are sho n in
the grey region a d joint constrai s with that data set are sho n in d shed lines.
The vertical line shows Neff = 3.046, the standard neutrino decoupling model
expectation. Reproduced from [20].
2.4 Neutrino Oscillations
The primary focus of this thesis is the measurement of neutrino oscillations, the observa-
tion that a flux of neutrinos can change flavour in flight. We will consider hree flavour
oscillations in this thesis and in the following treatment although there are mechanisms
for the addition of non-active or sterile ne trinos. The measurement of the Z0 width by
experiments at LEP and SLD constrained the number of light mass neutrino species to
2.9840± 0.0082 [22]. The observation of neutrino oscillations implies that neutrinos have
mass and their mass and flavou eigenstates are not equivalent. Since we only observe
neutrinos via their weak interactions we can define the neutrino that is pr du ed with
a lepton of a particular flavour, for instance an electron, as a neutrino of that flavour,
an electron neutrino in this case. The propagation of neutrinos occurs via their mass
eigenstates, and each flavour state is a superposition of the mass eigenstates, since these
mass states are not identical each has a fferent veloc t and will become out of phase as
the particle propagates. When a neutrino is detected it will have a different superposition
of probability amplitudes for each mass state to its initial composition which in turn
describe another set of flavour eigenstates.
To calculate oscillation probabilities we need to relate the flavour states, να for α = e, µ, τ ,
to the mass states, νi for i = 1, 2, 3, via a matrix U
|να〉 =
∑
i
Uαi |νi〉 (2.18)
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|νi〉 =
∑
α
U∗αi |να〉 . (2.19)
The transformation matrix, in this case a rotation matrix which is called the PMNS
matrix Upmns: Pontecorvo, Maki, Nakagawa, Sakata (PMNS)
Upmns =
Ue1 Ue2 Ue3Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3
Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3

=
1 0 00 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23

 c13 0 s13e
−iδCP
0 1 0
−s13e−iδCP 0 c13

 c12 s12 0−s12 c12 0
1 0 1

=
 c12 c13 s12 c13 s13e
−iδCP
−s12 c23 − c12 s23 s13eiδCP c12 c23 − s12 s23 s13eiδCP s23 c13
s12 s23 − c12 c23 s13eiδCP −c12 s23 − s12 c23 s13eiδCP c23 c13
 ,
(2.20)
encodes the transformation between the neutrino mass and flavour states as a three
dimensional rotation matrix. In eq. (2.20) the notation clm, slm for cos θlm and sin θlm
is used, where θlm is a mixing angle between the state l and m, and the physical phase
δCP. An additional complex phase factor can be multiplied with the matrix in order to
take into consideration a possible Majorana mass which can be expressed as a diagonal
unitary matrix
diag(eiλ1 , eiλ2 , eiλ3), (2.21)
where λ1 = 0, this cannot be observed in oscillation experiments and will not be consid-
ered in the the rest of the treatment. This matrix must be unitary in order to preserve
probability .
Since only the mass squared splittings ∆m221 and
∣∣∆m232∣∣ are known from neutrino
oscillations, and the sign of ∆m231 is not known, this introduces two possibilities for how
the absolute values of the masses are ordered. One case is m1 < m2 < m3, the Normal
Ordering (NO) and m3 < m2 < m1, Inverted Ordering (IO) The case where ∆m231 > 0
is called the Normal Hierarchy/Ordering (NH,NO) and the other possibility, Inverted
Hierarchy/Ordering (IH,IO) where ∆m232 < 0, a diagram of the splittings is shown in
fig. 2.2. The results in this thesis, and those for global fits, are presented for both of
these cases considered separately.
The calculation of the probablility of observing a particular flavour state α after the
beam of neutrinos has propagated a distance, L can be performed in several different
ways . It can be shown that taking the wave packets in consideration as opposed to
the plane wave approach taken here results in the same expression for the transition
probabilities [23]. A method of generating neutrinos is from the decay of pions, from this
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consideration an expression for the energy and the momentum of the mass eigenstates
can be derived, and ignoring variations of the group speeds of the neutrinos of order m2j
an expression for the state |να〉 after time t, |να(t)〉, can be derived
|να(t)〉 = U∗αje−im
2
j t/2E |νj〉 , (2.22)
from the previous expression in eq. (2.22), the oscillation probability can be obtained
assuming the orthogonality of the flavour states
P (να → νβ) = |〈νβ|να(t)〉|2 (2.23)
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j
UβjU
∗
αje
−im2j t/2E
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(2.24)
=
∑
k,j
U∗βkUαkUβjU
∗
αje
−i∆m2kjt/2E (2.25)
where in the last line the notation ∆m2kj = m
2
k−m2j is used. If we make the approximation
that the neutrinos are ultrarelativistic (and time of flight for neutrinos is not usually
experimentally measured) we can say that t = L, this assumption is reasonable based
on the current bounds for the neutrino masses. As a consequence we can express the
phase in eq. (2.25) as
Φkj =
∆m2kjL
2E
, (2.26)
and the amplitude is determined by the magnitude of the elements of U , |Uαi|2. The
expression in eq. (2.25) can be written as
P (να → νβ) = δαβ − 4
∑
j>k
Re
[
U∗βkUαkUβjU
∗
αj
]
sin2
(
∆m2kjL
4E
)
+ 2
∑
j>k
Im
[
U∗βkUαkUβjU
∗
αj
]
sin
(
∆m2kjL
2E
)
.
(2.27)
In eq. (2.27) flavour changing channels, where α 6= β are called transition, or in the case
of beam based experiments, disappearance probabilities (which could also in principle
be caused by neutrino decays, which are not considered in this thesis and also require
“new physics”). Channels where α = β are called survival probabilities.
A similar expression to eq. (2.23) can be derived for antineutrinos, where the elements
of U are complex conjugated wrt eq. (2.25)
P (ν¯α → ν¯β) =
∑
k,j
UβkU
∗
αkU
∗
βjUαje
−iΦkj , (2.28)
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expressing eq. (2.28) in the same form as eq. (2.27),
P (ν¯α → ν¯β) = δαβ − 4
∑
j>k
Re
[
U∗βkUαkUβjU
∗
αj
]
sin2
(
∆m2kjL
4E
)
− 2
∑
j>k
Im
[
U∗βkUαkUβjU
∗
αj
]
sin
(
∆m2kjL
2E
)
,
(2.29)
this expression only differs in the sign of the imaginary part from the expression for
neutrinos in eq. (2.27). CPT violating transitions are not considered in this thesis, which
implies the equality P (να → νβ) = P (ν¯β → ν¯α), which can be seen by interchanging
α and β in eq. (2.28) and comparing with eq. (2.27), this equality also holds for the
case where α = β. CP asymmetry can be characterised by the difference between the
transitions P (να → νβ) and P (ν¯α → ν¯β) and the time reversed versions of both these
transitions. Using the expressions for these transitions from eqs. (2.27) and (2.29), the
terms which contribute to CP asymmetry are,
4
∑
j>k
Im
[
U∗βkUαkUβjU
∗
αj
]
sin
(
∆m2kjL
2E
)
, (2.30)
where in the case of a survival transition the imaginary terms vanish.
As a consequence of the unitarity of the matrix U , the sum
∑
β P (να → νβ) = 1, that
is the sum of all the transitions from a flavour α, to all flavours β(= α) covers all of
probablility space. Also for α(= β),
∑
α P (να → νβ) = 1.
Using the PMNS matrix elements, an expression for the disappearance probability of νµ
can be written
P (νµ → νµ) = 1−
(
c413 sin
2 2θ23 + s
2
23 sin
2 2θ13
)
sin2 ∆31
+
[
c213(c
2
12 − s213s212) sin2 2θ23 + s212s223 sin2 2θ13
− s223c213 sin2 2θ13 sin2 2θ23 sin2 2θ12 cos δCP
]
×
[
1
2
sin 2∆21 sin 2∆31 + 2 sin
2 2∆21 sin
2 2∆31
]
− [sin2 θ12(c223 − s213s223)2 + s213 sin2 θ23(1− cos2 δCP sin2 2θ12)
+2s213 sin
2 2θ12 cos 2θ12 sin 2θ23 sin 2θ23 cos δCP
−2s223s212c213 sin 2θ13 sin 2θ23 sin 2θ12 cos δCP
+ sin2 2θ23c
2
13(c
2
12 − s213s212) + s212s223 sin2 2θ13
]
sin2 ∆21,
(2.31)
where ∆ij = ∆m2ijL/2E, and the θij are the mixing angles. Measurements of the
ratio ∆m231/∆m221 ∼ 30 have been made, and experiments are designed to maximise
either sin2 ∆31 or sin2 ∆21 through the ratio of L/E. This allows the approximation
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∆m221  ∆m231 to be made, the resulting expression is
P (νµ → νµ) '1−
(
c413 sin
2 2θ23 + s
2
23 sin
2 2θ13
)
sin2 ∆31
=1− 4 cos213 sin223
(
1− cos2 θ13 sin2 θ23
)
sin2 ∆31,
(2.32)
due to the symmetry of this expression about sin2 2θ23 there is a degeneracy in the
octant of this parameter. The approximate expression for electron neutrino appearance
to leading order is
P (νµ → νe) ' sin2 θ23 sin2 2θ13 sin2 Φ31, (2.33)
this approximate expression can be used to lift the degeneracy in νµ survival. Matter ef-
fects which modify the expressions eqs. (2.32) and (2.33) are discussed in section 2.4.1.
2.4.1 Matter Effects
The discussion in section 2.4 was for neutrinos propagating in a vacuum and did not take
into account the effects introduced by propagation through matter, where an additional
potential is introduced by those same atoms. This potential modifies the oscillation
probabilities introducing additional terms which can significantly alter the resulting
probabilities. This is a significant effect when neutrinos created in nuclear interactions in
the core of sun propagate and leave the sun. Since ordinary matter which composes the
sun is composed of electrons orbiting nuclei and does not contain muonic or tau matter
an effect from this asymmetry needs to be included. In ordinary matter NC interactions
take place for, νe,µ,τ , whilst for νe CC interactions with the e− also take place. Coherent
forward elastic scattering introduces a potential which can enhance oscillations [24], the
amount of incoherent scattering is small. A charged current potential is introduced in a
addition to a neutral current potential due to matter.
In the case of three-neutrino mixing an effective hamiltonian HF can be used to describe
the evolution of the neutrino states, and is defined as
HF = 1
2E
(
UM2U † +A
)
, (2.34)
with
M2 =
0 0 00 ∆m221 0
0 0 ∆m231
 , A2 =
Acc 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 (2.35)
where Acc ≡ 2EVcc = 2E
√
2GFNe, where Ne is the electron density in matter, and GF is
the Fermi coupling constant. The neutral current potential is given by Vnc = −12
√
2GFNn,
where Nn is the neutron density in matter. The signs of the two potentials are reversed
for interactions of antineutrinos in ordinary matter.
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For three flavour oscillations the probability of the transition νµ → νe can be approxi-
mated by [25]
P (νµ → νe) ' sin2 θ23 sin 2θ13 sin
2(∆31 − aL)
(∆31 − aL)2 ∆
2
31
+ sin 2θ23 sin 2θ13 sin 2θ12
sin(∆31 − aL)
(∆31 − aL) ∆31
sin(aL)
(aL)
∆21 cos(∆31 + δCP)
+ cos2 θ23 sin
2 2θ12
sin2(aL)
(aL)2
∆221
(2.36)
where ∆ij = ∆m2ijL/4E, and a = Vcc/2. The CP conjugate process changes the signs
of both δCP and the matter potential Vcc, and hence a. This introduces a degeneracy,
where matter effects can mimic the effects of CP violation. The effect of varying the
phase of δCP with the inclusion of matter effects are shown in fig. 2.12 for a baseline
where the degeneracy between matter effects and CP violation can be resolved. In fig. 2.6
the T2K experiment baseline and energy is shown with degeneracies for both the mass
hierarchy and the value of δCP. Additional degeneracies come from the octant of θ23 as
the νµ survival probability depends on sin2 2θ23 which further limits the resolution of
the experiment, this is also shown in fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Biprobability diagram in the space P (νµ → νe) , P (ν¯µ → ν¯e) the CP transformed
transition for the T2K experiment baseline and energy. The oscillation parameters
are fixed apart from δCP which varies between δCP ∈ [0, 2pi], the red and blue
curves show the normal and inverted hierarchies respectively. The solid and dashed
lines show different solutions to the octant of θ23 which introduces an additional
degeneracy beyond that of the mass hierarchy.
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2.4.2 MSW Effect
Considering the case of two neutrino mixing is useful to illustrate the enhancement that
matter can have on the oscillation probability, the treatment in this section follows [26].
Considering the case of νe, νµ and ν1, ν2, which is the same as mixing between νe, ντ
since they have the same matter potential. The mixing matrix contains one mixing
angle, θ and a single mass splitting ∆m. The time evolution of the neutrino state can
be written
i
d
dx
(
φee
φeµ
)
=
1
4E
(
−∆m2 cos 2θ +Acc ∆m2 sin 2θ
∆m2 sin 2θ ∆m2 sin 2θ −Acc
)(
φee
φeµ
)
(2.37)
with the effective Hamiltonian contained in the first two terms after the equality. An
effective mixing matrix is described by
UM =
(
cos θM sin θM
− sin θM cos θM,
)
(2.38)
along with an effective ∆m2 difference
∆m2M =
√
(∆m2 cos 2θ −Acc)2 + (∆m2 sin 2θ)2, (2.39)
and the effective mixisng angle θM given by
tan 2θM =
tan 2θ
1− Acc
∆m2 cos 2θ
. (2.40)
When the electron density in matter is a specific value,NRe , a resonance for the transitions
between the flavour states occurs,
NRe =
∆m2 cos 2θ
2E
√
2GF
. (2.41)
The angle at resonance is pi/4, and if the region of matter at the resonant electron density
is wide enough, a complete transition between the two flavours can occur and is called
the Mikheyev Smirnov Wolfenstein (MSW) effect [27, 28]. These conditions are present
for neutrinos propagating outwards from the core of stars, in the case of solar neutrinos
and for supernova neutrinos. Star are composed of a plasma smoothly varying varying in
density in a radial direction. The core of the Sun has a high electron density, Ne  NRe
and so the initial production of neutrinos, where θM ∼ pi/2 and is therefore almost
pure ν2 will cross the resonance and do so adiabatically. The state will then remain in
ν2 = sin θνe + cos θνµ and will primarily be composed of νµ even in the case of a small
vacuum mixing angle θ.
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2.4.3 Neutrino Oscillation Measurements
Several experiments have been designed and run to measure the oscillation parameters
in the parameterisation of the PMNS matrix described in section 2.4.
Knowledge of the oscillation parameters θ12 and ∆m221 comes from solar and reactor
experiments with baselines of ∼100 km. The θ23 parameter is determined by atmospheric
experiments and accelerator experiments with long baselines ∼100 km. θ13 has best been
determined by reactor experiments with baselines O(1 km) and is also determined with
long baseline accelerator experiments.
∣∣∆m232∣∣ is measured using atmospheric, long
baseline accelerator and reactor experiments with baselines ∼1 km. The determination
of the sign of ∆m232 requires lifting the degeneracy between matter effects and the effect
of δCP as illustrated in fig. 2.12. δCP is determined by long baseline experiments. A
brief description of the experiments follows with the experimental best knowledge of the
parameters presented in section 2.4.6.
2.4.3.1 Solar Experiments
Copious neutrinos are produced in the sun in several thermonuclear reactions, making
up the standard solar model [29], which each have an associated energy spectrum shown
in fig. 2.8. Experimentally observable quantities are used as input into the standard
solar model and have been verified using data from satellite based experiments [30]. An
experiment at the Homestake mine [31] measured the number of 37Ar atoms that were
produced in the reaction νe +37 Cl→37 Ar + e− on 615 t of tetrachloroethylene C2Cl4,
and measured one third of the expected flux relative to the prediction from the solar
model. The precursor to the Super-Kamiokande experiment, Kamiokande, measured the
solar neutrino flux and specifically neutrinos from the 8B reaction [32]. Gallium based
experiments have also been performed, which are sensitive to lower energy neutrinos
from the pp reactions, GALLEX [33, 34] and SAGE [35], and observed a deficit of about
a half, suggesting an energy dependence. The Super-K experiment made more precise
measurements [36] of the same process the Kamiokande experiment, consistent with
the previous measurements. The SNO experiment made measurements with 1000 t of
D2O which allowed it to measure interactions in the CC, NC and ES channels. Each
of these channels has a different sensitivity to the neutrino flavour states, with NC
να + d → p + n + να being equally sensitive to all neutrino flavours, the CC channel
νe+d→ p+p+e− sensitive to the νe and the ES channel να+e− → να+e− sensitive to
a mixture of the fluxes with the contribution from the νe dominant. Using the sensitivity
to the νµ, ντ components of the flux the hypothesis that neutrinos oscillate in flight could
be tested, finding that the measurements were consistent with a mixture of neutrino
flavours in the solar neutrino flux, this is shown in fig. 2.7. The Borexino experiment [37]
had the ability to measure the lower energy neutrinos which are much more abundant,
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TABLE XIX: Systematic uncertainties (%) on fluxes for the energy-
unconstrained analysis of the salt data set. Note that “const.” de-
notes an energy-independent systematic component and “E dep” an
energy-dependent part.
Source NC uncert. (%) CC uncert. (%) ES uncert. (%)
Energy scale (const.) -3.3, +3.8 -0.9, +1.0 -1.6, +1.9
Energy scale (E dep.) -0.1, +0.1 -0.1, +0.1 -0.1, +0.1
Energy radial bias -2.0, +2.1 -0.6, +0.7 -1.1, +1.2
Energy resolution -0.8, +0.8 -0.2, +0.2 -0.7, +0.7
β14 mean (const.) -3.6, +4.5 -4.0, +3.7 -1.2, +1.3
β14 mean (E dep.) -0.1, +0.2 -0.2, +0.0 -0.0, +0.1
β14 width -0.0, +0.0 -0.2, +0.2 -0.2, +0.2
Radial scale (const.) -3.0, +3.3 -2.6, +2.5 -2.6, +3.0
Radial scale (E dep.) -0.6, +0.5 -0.9, +0.8 -0.7, +0.8
Vertex x -0.0, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0 -0.1, +0.1
Vertex y -0.1, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0 -0.1, +0.1
Vertex z -0.2, +0.2 -0.1, +0.1 -0.0, +0.0
Vertex resolution -0.1, +0.1 -0.1, +0.1 -0.1, +0.1
Angular resolution -0.2, +0.2 -0.4, +0.4 -5.1, +5.1
Internal neutron bkgd. -1.9, +1.6 -0.0, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0
Internal γ bkgd. -0.1, +0.1 -0.1, +0.1 -0.0, +0.0
Internal Cherenkov bkgd. -0.9, +0.0 -0.9, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0
External Cherenkov bkgd. -0.2, +0.0 -0.2, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0
Instrumental bkgd. -0.4, +0.0 -0.3, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0
Neutron capture eﬀ. -2.3, +2.1 -0.0, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0
Total systematic -6.9, +7.6 -5.1, +4.7 -6.2, +6.5
Cross section [45] ±1.1 ±1.2 ±0.5
Total statistical ±4.2 ±3.7 ±9.3
TABLE XX: Systematic uncertainties (%) on fluxes for the energy-
constrained analysis of the salt data set. Note that “const.” denotes an
energy-independent systematic component and “E dep” an energy-
dependent part.
Source NC uncert. (%) CC uncert. (%) ES uncert. (%)
Energy scale (const.) -0.3, +0.7 -3.7, +3.9 -1.8, +1.6
Energy scale (E dep.) -0.9, +1.0 -1.0, +1.0 -0.2, +0.2
Energy radial bias -0.1, +0.1 -2.5, +2.6 -1.0, +0.9
Energy resolution -2.1, +2.1 -1.1, +1.1 -0.6, +0.6
β14 mean (const.) -2.2, +3.0 -2.4, +2.0 -0.5, +2.3
β14 mean (E dep.) -0.2, +0.2 -0.2, +0.2 -0.7, +0.7
β14 width -0.0, +0.0 -0.1, +0.1 -0.8, +0.8
Radial scale (const.) -3.0, +3.3 -2.7, +2.6 -1.9, +2.9
Radial scale (E dep.) -0.2, +0.2 -1.3, +1.2 -0.8, +0.8
Vertex x -0.0, +0.1 -0.0, +0.0 -0.1, +0.1
Vertex y -0.1, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0 -0.2, +0.2
Vertex z -0.1, +0.1 -0.1, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0
Vertex resolution -0.1, +0.1 -0.2, +0.2 -0.7, +0.7
Angular resolution -0.2, +0.2 -0.4, +0.4 -4.9, +4.9
Internal neutron bkgd. -1.9, +1.6 -0.0, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0
Internal γ bkgd. -0.2, +0.1 -0.1, +0.0 -0.0, +0.1
Internal Cherenkov bkgd. -0.9, +0.0 -0.8, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0
External Cherenkov bkgd. -0.2, +0.0 -0.2, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0
Instrumental bkgd. -0.4, +0.0 -0.3, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0
Neutron capture eﬀ. -2.3, +2.1 -0.0, +0.0 -0.0, +0.0
Total systematic -5.4, +5.7 -6.2, +6.0 -5.9, +6.6
Cross section [45] ±1.1 ±1.2 ±0.5
Total Statistical ±3.9 ±3.1 ±9.8
Note that the uncertainties on the ratios are not normally dis-
tributed.
The non-νe active neutrino component (φµτ) of the 8B flux
can be determined by subtracting the φe component, as mea-
sured by the CC flux, from the NC and ES fluxes. Whereas the
NC measurement is equally sensitive to all active neutrinos,
the ES measurement has reduced sensitivity to non-electron
neutrinos in the form φES = φe + 0.1553φµτ. The resulting φµτ
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FIG. 29: Flux of µ + τ neutrinos versus flux of electron neutri-
nos. CC, NC and ES flux measurements are indicated by the filled
bands. The total 8B solar neutrino flux predicted by the Standard So-
lar Model [13] is shown as dashed lines, and that measured with the
NC channel is shown as the solid band parallel to the model predic-
tion. The narrow band parallel to the SNO ES result correponds to
the Super-Kamiokande result in [9]. The intercepts of these bands
with the axes represent the ±1σ uncertainties. The non-zero value
of φµτ provides strong evidence for neutrino flavor transformation.
The point represents φe from the CC flux and φµτ from the NC-CC
diﬀerence with 68%, 95%, and 99% C.L. contours included.
fluxes, in units of 106 cm−2 s−1, are
φNC,unconµτ = 3.26 ± 0.25 (stat) +0.40−0.35 (syst)
φES,unconµτ = 4.36 ± 1.52 (stat) +0.90−0.87 (syst).
Figure 29 shows the flux of non-electron flavor active neutri-
nos (φµτ) versus the flux of electron neutrinos (φe). The error
ellipses shown are the 68%, 95% and 99% joint probability
contours for φµτ and φe.
Adding the constraint of an undistorted 8B energy spectrum
to the signal extraction yields, for comparison with earlier re-
sults (in units of 106 cm−2s−1):
φconCC = 1.72+0.05−0.05(stat)+0.11−0.11(syst)
φconES = 2.34+0.23−0.23(stat)+0.15−0.14(syst)
φconNC = 4.81+0.19−0.19(stat)+0.28−0.27(syst),
with corresponding ratios
φconCC
φconNC
= 0.358 ± 0.021 (stat) +0.028−0.029 (syst)
φconCC
φconES
= 0.736 ± 0.079 (stat) +0.050−0.049 (syst),
Figure 2.7: 8B flux of νµ + ντ vs flux of νe for the CC, NC, and ES channels as indicated by
the filled b ds. The black band shows the resul from Super-K reported in [40].
Reproduced from[41].
(equation (1)) rate to be 1316 2 counts per day (c.p.d.) per 100 t of
target scintillator.
The scintillation light generatedby a 100 keV event typically induces
signals in,50 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). This allows for a low de-
tection threshold (,50keV),much less than themaximumelectron recoil
energy of pp neutrinos (Emax5 264 keV).
The ppneutrino analysis is performed througha fit of the energy dis-
tribution of events selected to maximize the signal-to-background ratio.
The selection criteria (Methods) remove residual co micmuons, decays of
muon-produced isotopes, and electronic noise events. Furthermore, to
suppress background radiation from external detector components, only
events whose position is reconstructed inside the central detector volume
(the ‘fiducial volume’: 86m3, 75.5 t) are used in the analysis. The fit is done
within a chosen energy interval and includes all relevant solar neutrino
components a d those from various backgrounds, mostly from resid-
ual radioactivity traces dissolved in the scintillator.
Figure 2 shows a calculation of the spectral shape of the pp neutrino
signal (thick red line), aswell as of the other solar neutrino components
(7Be, pep and CNO), and of the relevant backgrounds (14C, intrinsic to
the organic liquid scintillator; its ‘pile-up’ (see definition below); 210Bi;
210Po; 85Kr; and 214Pb), all approximately at theobserved rates in thedata.
The ppneutrino spectral component is clearlydistinguished fromthose
of 85Kr, 210Bi, CNOand 7Be, all ofwhichhave flat spectral shapes in the
energy region of the fit. Most of the pp neutrino events are buried
under the vastlymore abundant 14C,which is ab-emitterwith aQ value
of 156 keV. In spite of its tiny isotopic fraction in the Borexino scintil-
lator (14C/12C< 2.73 10218), 14Cb-decay is responsible formost of the
detector triggering rate (,30 counts s21 at our chosen trigger thresh-
old). The 14C and ppneutrino energy spectra are, however, distinguish-
able in the energy interval of interest.
The 14C rate was determined independently from themain analysis,
by looking at a sample of data in which the event causing the trigger is
followed by a second event within the acquisition timewindow of 16ms.
This second event, which is predominantly due to 14C, does not suffer
from hardware trigger-threshold effects and can thus be used to study
the rate and the spectral shape of this contaminant. We measure a 14C
rate of 406 1Bqper 100 t. The error accounts for systematic effects due
to detector response stability in time, uncertainty in the 14C spectral
shape27, and fit conditions (Methods).
An important consideration in this analysis were the pile-up events:
occurrences of two uncorrelated events so closely in time that they can-
not be separated and aremeasured as a single event. Figure 2 shows the
expected pile-up spectral shape,which is similar to that of the ppneutrinos.
Fortunately, the pile-up component can be determined independently,
using a data-drivenmethod,whichwecall ‘synthetic pile-up’ (Methods).
Thismethodprovides the spectral shape and the rate of the pile-up com-
ponent, and is constructed as follows. Real triggered events without any
selection cuts are artificially overlapped with random data samples. The
combined synthetic events are selected and reconstructedusing the same
procedure applied to the regular data. Thus, some systematic effects, such
as the position reconstruction of pile-up events, are automatically taken
intoaccount.The synthetic pile-up ismainlydue to theoverlapof two 14C
events, but includes all possible event combinations, for example 14Cwith
the external background, PMTdark noise or 210Po. 14C–14C events dom-
inate the synthetic pile-up spectrum between approximately 160 and
265keV. The fit to the 14C–14C pile-up analytical shape in this energy
region gives a total rate for 14C–14C pile-up events of 1546 10 c.p.d. per
100 t in the whole spectrum, without threshold.
Measurement of the pp neutrino flux
The data used for this analysis were acquired from January 2012 to
May 2013 (408 days of data; Borexino Phase 2). This is the purest data
set available, and was obtained after an extensive purification campaign
that was performed in 2010 and 201128 and reduced, in particular, the
content of 85Kr and 210Bi isotopes, which are important backgrounds
in the low-energy region.
The pp neutrino rate has been extracted by fitting the measured
energy spectrum of the selected events in the 165–590 keV energy win-
dowwith the expected spectra of the signal andbackground components.
The energy scale in units of kiloelectronvolts is determined from the
number of struck PMTs, using a combination of calibration data col-
lected with radioactive sources deployed inside the scintillator29 and a
detailed Monte Carlo model28.
The fit is done with a software tool developed for previous Borexino
measurements28 and improved for this analysis to include the descrip-
tion of the response of the scintillator to mono-energetic electrons, to
give high statistics; a modified description of the scintillation line-
width at low energy, providing the appropriate response functions
widths for a- and b-particles (mainly from the 210Po and 14C back-
grounds); and the introduction of the synthetic pile-up.
The main components of the fit are the solar neutrino signal (the
dominant pp component and the low-energy parts of the 7Be, pep and
CNO components); the dominant 14C background and the associated
pile-up; and other identified radioactive backgrounds (85Kr, 210Bi,
210Po and 214Pb). The free fit parameters are the rates of the pp solar
neutrinos and of the 85Kr, 210Bi and 210Po backgrounds. The 7Be neut-
rino rate is constrained at the measured value17 within the error, and
pep andCNOneutrino contributions are fixed at the levels of the SSM9,
taking into account the values of the neutrino oscillation parameters25.
The 14C and the synthetic pile-up rates are determined from the data
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Figure 2.8: The solar neutrino flux as a functio of energy f r the thermonuclear processes
considered i the standard solar model. Reproduced from [38]
including those originating from he p eaction [38, 39], and better characterising the
majority of the neutrino flux.
2.4.3.2 At ospheric Neutrino Experiments
The S per-K xperiment also made measurements of neutrinos origin ting from cosmic
ray interactions and subsequent hadronic decays. The interaction model predicted a ratio
of the flux ratio (νµ + ν¯µ)/(νe + ν¯e) ' 2. Measurements of the flux ratio as a function
of zenith angle were made, which samples interactions from regions of the atmosphere
at different distances from the detector. These measurements, shown in fig. 2.9 showed
deviations from the ratio predicted by the flux model [42] and were consistent with two
flavour oscillations [43].
The IceCube detector is an ice Chere kov detector consisting of an arr y of 5160 10 inch
Photomultiplier Tubes (PMTs) facing downwards at depths between 1450–2450 m n
the ice at the South Pole. The PMTs are arranged on strings protected by pressure
spheres (Digital Optical Modules (DOMs)) with a vertical spacing of 17 m between
22
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FIG. 2. The 68%, 90%, and 99% confidence intervals are
shown for sin2 2u and Dm2 for nm $ nt two-neutrino oscil-
lations based on 33.0 kton yr of Super-Kamiokande data. The
90% confidence interval obtained by the Kamiokande experi-
ment is also shown.
case overlapped at 1 3 1023 , Dm2 , 4 3 1023 eV2
for sin2 2u ≠ 1.
As a cross-check of the above analyses, we have re-
constructed the best estimate of the ratio LyEn for each
event. The neutrino energy is estimated by applying a
correction to the final state lepton momentum. Typi-
cally, final state leptons with p , 100 MeVyc carry 65%
of the incoming neutrino energy increasing to ,85% at
p ≠ 1 GeVyc. The neutrino flight distance L is esti-
mated following Ref. [18] using the estimated neutrino
energy and the reconstructed lepton direction and flavor.
Figure 4 shows the ratio of FC data to Monte Carlo for
e-like and m-like events with p . 400 MeV as a func-
tion of LyEn , compared to the expectation for nm $ nt
oscillations with our best-fit parameters. The e-like data
show no significant variation in LyEn , while the m-like
events show a significant deficit at large LyEn . At large
LyEn , the nm have presumably undergone numerous os-
cillations and have averaged out to roughly half the
initial rate.
The asymmetry A of the e-like events in the present data
is consistent with expectations without neutrino oscilla-
tions and two-flavor ne $ nm oscillations are not favored.
This is in agreement with recent results from the CHOOZ
experiment [22]. The LSND experiment has reported the
appearance of ne in a beam of nm produced by stopped
pions [23]. The LSND results do not contradict the
present results if they are observing small mixing angles.
With the best-fit parameters for nm $ nt oscillations, we
expect a total of only 15–20 events from nt charged-
current interactions in the data sample. Using the current
sample, oscillations between nm and nt are indistinguish-
able from oscillations between nm and a noninteracting
sterile neutrino.
Figure 2 shows the Super-Kamiokande results overlaid
with the allowed region obtained by the Kamiokande
FIG. 3. Zenith angle distributions of m-like and e-like events for sub-GeV and multi-GeV data sets. Upward-going particles
have cosQ , 0 and downward-going particles have cosQ . 0. Sub-GeV data are shown separately for p , 400 MeVyc and
p . 400 MeVyc. Multi-GeV e-like distributions are shown for p , 2.5 and p . 2.5 GeVyc and the multi-GeV m-like are shown
separately for FC and PC events. The hatched region shows the Monte Carlo expectation for no oscillations normalized to the data
live time with statistical errors. The bold line is the best-fit expectation for nm $ nt oscillations with the overall flux normalization
fitted as a free parameter.
1566
Figure 2.9: Super-K zenith angl distributions for the event in the sub-GeV range and the
multi-GeV producing e-like or µ-like signatures. The hatched regions show the
expectation based on the atmospheric flux model with no oscillations, whilst the
bold line shows the best fit expectation for νµ ↔ ντ . Reproduced from [43]
DOMs on the strings, the strings are sunk into the ice in a triangular grid spaced at
125 m [44]. A more densely instrumented region with DOM spacing of 7 m and smaller
(40–70 m) string spacing along with 50 % of PMTs having higher quantum efficiency
and a threshold of 10 GeV is known as DeepCore [45]. A planned upgrade Precision
IceCube Next Generation Upgrade (PINGU) will be able to determine the neutrino
mass ordering to 3σ with less than 4 yr of data [46].
2.4.3.3 Reactor Experiments
Experiments using the intense ν¯e flux from nuclear reactors at different baselines can
probe either θ13 and ∆m232 at O(1 km) or at longer baselines O(10 km) the parameters
θ12 and ∆m221. These are typically accomplished via the measurement of ∆m2ee ≈
cos2 θ12
∣∣∆m231∣∣ + sin2 θ12∣∣∆m232∣∣ [47]. Inverse β-decay ν¯e + p → e+ + n is used as the
reaction channel.
The KamLAND experiment uses 1 kt liquid scintillator surrounded by 55 reactors at an
average distance of 180 km, the exposure consists of 2881 t yr [48]. A plot of the data
gathered showing the data to no oscillation expectation fig. 2.10 shows a characteristic
oscillation pattern.
The Chooz experiment was a 0.09 % Gd loaded scintillator with a target mass of 5 t
surrounded by a 17 t region of scintillator optically separated from a final 90 t region
of scintillator to veto cosmic ray muons. The total live time of the experiment was
342.1 days[49, 50].
The Palo Verde experiment consisted of 11.3 t of 0.1 % Gd loaded scintillator [51] shielded
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of these backgrounds is assumed to be flat to at least
30 MeV based on a simulation following [12]. The atmos-
pheric ! spectrum [13] and interactions were modeled
using NUANCE [14]. We expect fewer than 9 neutron and
atmospheric ! events in the data-set. We observe 15 events
in the energy range 8.5–30 MeV, consistent with the limit
reported previously [15].
The accidental coincidence background above 0.9 MeV
is measured with a 10- to 20-s delayed-coincidence win-
dow to be 80:5! 0:1 events. Other backgrounds from (",
n) interactions and spontaneous fission are negligible.
Antineutrinos produced in the decay chains of 232Thand
238U in the Earth’s interior are limited to prompt energies
below 2.6 MeV. The expected geoneutrino flux at the
KamLAND location is estimated with a geological refer-
ence model [9], which assumes a radiogenic heat pro-
duction rate of 16 TW from the U and Th-decay chains.
The calculated !e fluxes for U and Th-decay, including
a suppression factor of 0.57 due to neutrino oscillation,
are 2:24" 106 cm#2 s#1 (56.6 events) and 1:90"
106 cm#2 s#1 (13.1 events), respectively.
With no !e disappearance, we expect 2179! 89$syst%
events from reactors. The backgrounds in the reactor en-
ergy region listed in Table II sum to 276:1! 23:5; we also
expect geoneutrinos. We observe 1609 events.
Figure 1 shows the prompt energy spectrum of selected
!e events and the fitted backgrounds. The unbinned data
are assessed with a maximum likelihood fit to two-flavor
neutrino oscillation (with #13 & 0), simultaneously fitting
the geoneutrino contribution. The method incorporates the
absolute time of the event and accounts for time variations
in the reactor flux. Earth-matter oscillation effects are
included. The best fit is shown in Fig. 1. The joint con-
fidence intervals give "m221 & 7:58' 0:14#0:13$stat%' 0:15#0:15$syst% "
10#5 eV2 and tan2#12 & 0:56' 0:10#0:07$stat%' 0:10#0:06$syst% for
tan2#12 < 1. A scaled reactor spectrum with no distortion
from neutrino oscillation is excluded at more than 5$. An
independent analysis using cuts similar to Ref. [2] gives
"m221 & 7:66' 0:22#0:20 " 10#5 eV2 and tan2#12 & 0:52' 0:16#0:10.
The allowed contours in the neutrino oscillation parame-
ter space, including "%2-profiles, are shown in Fig. 2. Only
the so-called LMA-I region remains, while other regions
previously allowed by KamLAND at ( 2:2$ are disfavored
at more than 4$. For three-neutrino oscillation, the data
give the same result for "m221, but a slightly larger uncer-
tainty on #12. Incorporating the results of SNO [16] and
solar flux experiments [17] in a two-neutrino analysis with
KamLAND assuming CPT invariance, gives "m221 &
7:59' 0:21#0:21 " 10#5 eV2 and tan2#12 & 0:47' 0:06#0:05.
To determine the number of geoneutrinos, we fit the
normalization of the !e energy spectrum from the U and
Th-decay chains simultaneously with the neutrino oscilla-
tion parameters using the KamLAND and solar data. There
is a strong anticorrelation between the U and Th-decay
chain geoneutrinos, and an unconstrained fit of the indi-
vidual contributions does not give meaningful results.
Fixing the Th/U mass ratio to 3.9 from planetary data
[18], we obtain a combined U ' Thbest fit value of $4:4!
1:6% " 106 cm#2 s#1 (73! 27 events), in agreement with
the reference model.
The KamLAND data, together with the solar ! data, set
an upper limit of 6.2 TW (90% C.L.) for a !e reactor source
at the Earth’s center [19], assuming that the reactor pro-
duces a spectrum identical to that of a slow neutron artifi-
cial reactor.
The ratio of the background-subtracted !e candidate
events, including the subtraction of geoneutrinos, to no-
oscillation expectation is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of
L0=E. The spectrum indicates almost two cycles of the
periodic feature expected from neutrino oscillation.
In conclusion, KamLAND confirms neutrino oscillation,
providing the most precise value of "m221 to date and
improving the precision of tan2#12 in combination with
solar ! data. The indication of an excess of low-energy
antineutrinos consistent with an interpretation as geo-
neutrinos persists.
The KamLAND experiment is supported by the
Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology, and under the United States Department
of Energy Office Grant No. DEFG03-00ER41138 and
other DOE grants to individual institutions. The reactor
data are provided by courtesy of the following electric
associations in Japan: Hokkaido, Tohoku, Tokyo,
Hokuriku, Chubu, Kansai, Chugoku, Shikoku, and
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only and do not include, for example, correlated systematic
uncertainties in the energy scale.
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Figure 2.10: Figure from [48] showing the background and geoneutrino subtracted ν¯e spec-
trum from the average reactor flux as a ratio to the no-oscillation expectation
measured by the KamLAND experimentx. This r tio is plotted as a function of
L0/E where the average distance L0 is 180 km.
by oil and 105 t of water, non equidistant from three reactors, one at 750 m and two at
890 m, and took data for 350 days [52].
Double Chooz uses the same sit as the Chooz experiment and u es two detectors a near
detector, 400 m from the two reactors and far detector near the oscillation aximum
at 1.05 km. The neutrino target consists of 10.3 m3 of liquid scintillator loaded with Gd
(1 g l−1) surrounded by a plain scintillator region 55 cm (22.3 m3) thick to catch γ-rays
itself surrounded by a shielding/veto region 105 cm thick (110 m3) 462.72 days [53].
The Daya Bay experiment consists of identical modular detectors, with two sets of two
near detectors and four far detectors. Each detector contains 20 t of liquid scintillator
loaded with 0.1 % Gd by mass which are in turn nested within 20 t of plain scintillator,
and an outer layer of mine l il. he data collected orresponded to 1230 days of
operation, and the flux originates from 6 reactor pairs [54].
The Reactor Experiment for Neutrino Oscillation (RENO) consis s of two identical det c-
tors, 290 m and 1380 m from a flux from 6 linearly arranged equidistant (260 m)reactors.
The detectors contain 16 t of liq id scintillator loaded with 0.1 % Gd as the target, with
29 t plain scintillator, a buffer region and an ter detector acting as a shield an vet
[55].
2.4.3.4 Accelerator Experiments
Accelerators can be used to produce beams of primarily νµ or ν¯µ neutrinos via hadron
production and decay. A proton beam is incident on a target and the charged hadrons
that are produced are focussed with magnetic horns to increase the beam intensity and
select the primary νµ or ν¯µ beam mode.
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Main Injector Neutrino Oscillation Search (MINOS) was a long baseline experiment
with near (0.1 kt) and far (3.3 kt) detectors 1.04 km and 795 km from beam target and
on the beam axis. These were tracking calorimetric detectors of the same technology
made up of layers of magnetised steel and scintillator to measure particle momentum
[56].
The long baseline T2K experiment is described in more detail in chapter 3, briefly it
operates 2.5°(22.9 mrad) off-axis with a beam peak Eν ∼ 0.6 GeV with a near detector
(ND280) and far detector (Super-K) at 280 m and 295 km from the beam target.
NuMI Off-axis νe Appearance (NOνA) is a 0.84°(14.6 mrad) long baseline off-axis exper-
iment with near and far detectors 1 km and 810 km from the beam target with a beam
peak Eν ∼ 1.9 GeV. The near and far detectors are composed of the same polyvinyl
chloride scintillator cells in layers alternately oriented in the vertical and horizontal direc-
tions, the total mass of the far detector is 14 kt. The events are fed into a Convolutional
Visual Network (CVN), which selects from beam induced CC reactions from νe,µ,τ and
NC events and cosmogenic events. Muon-like tracks are selected after Kalman filtering
[57] by a k-nearest neighbour classifier [58] which scores tracks based on: likelihoods in
dE/dx and scattering consistent with a single particle, the total track length, and con-
sistency with having minimum-ionizing-like dE/dx in the detector planes. Far detector
events must also be signal like based on a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) which is trained
on simulation and cosmic data.A similar process is applied for the selection of νe events,
where νe CC events are initially selected by the same CVN then further selected by
building event vertices using a Hough transforms in the two available two dimensional
views for both near and far detectors. Events are removed: if they have large amounts
of transverse energy as they are typically cosmogenic, are not contained in the detector,
have too many hits for reconstruction, or are close in time or space in the detector. A
different BDT is used at the far detector to select for signal like events. [59]
The Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND) experiment measured oscillations
in a short baseline (30 m) accelerator based experiment and observed an excess of ν¯e
events at 3.8 σ[60]. The Mini Booster Neutrino Experiment (MiniBooNE) experiment
was designed in part to search for the excess found by the LSND experiment at the
same L/E. Results with 12.84× 1020 POT in neutrino mode show an excess of νe events
at 4.5 σ, and in combination with the antineutrino mode 11.27× 1020 POT an excess
at 4.8 σ is found. Taken in combination the MiniBooNE and LSND experiments show
an excess at 6.1 σ [61]. The Short-Baseline Neutrino (SBN) program, made up of a
set of three detectors, at Fermilab is designed to resolve this anomaly [62], with the
MiniBooNE detector continuing to operate in the same beamline.
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2.4.4 Charge Parity (CP) Violation
One of the major unresolved questions in modern physics is the reason for the observed
matter antimatter asymmetry in the universe. The StandardModel contains a mechanism
for violating CP (CPV) through the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Masakawa (CKM) quark mixing
matrix which was designed to accommodate the observed CPV decays of K mesons [63].
Evidence for CP in λ0b baryons has been observed [64]. However the predominance of
matter over antimatter in the universe cannot be explained using these observations.
A possible mechanism for this asymmetry to manifest in the universe requires that:
baryon number is not conserved, the C and CP symmetries must be violated, unless
CPT violating transitions are allowed these previous two conditions must proceed out of
thermal equilibrium [65]. The discovery of neutrino masses suggests that an additional
source of CP violation may come from the lepton sector. The resulting lepton number
asymmetry may be converted to a baryon number asymetery via sphaleron transitions
[66] in a process called leptogenesis.
The charge conjugation operator C takes a particle, p, to its antiparticle, |p〉 C−→ −|p〉,
and is not a symmetry of weak interactions, neither left handed antineutrinos nor right
handed neutrinos have been observed. The operator P was defined in section 2.1.1, and
was first shown to be maximally violated in the decay of 60Co [67] and verified in an
experiment from a pi+ decay [68]. Both C and P when applied twice return the particle
to its initial state C2 = P2 = I, and the parity of a composite system, in its ground
state, is the product of the parities of the constituent particles. The eigenvalues taken
by the operators C and P are ±1, with the convention that the parities of the fermions
and antifermions are 1 and −1 respectively.
The product CPT , where the operator T , reverses the sign of the time component
xµ
T−→ (−x0, ~x), must be conserved as shown by the CPT -theorem, which shows that
it is not possible to construct a quantum field theory without this symmetry, although
from a phenomenological point view it is conceivable that CPT violation could occur
in the neutrino sector and limits set from cosmological data [69]. CP invariance can be
checked by comparing P (να → νβ ; t) with P (ν¯α → ν¯β ; t) which are appearance channels,
and are used in this thesis. T violation can be searched for in the neutrino transition
P (νβ → να; t).x The combination CPT can be searched for by looking at P (να → νβ ; t)
with P (ν¯β → ν¯α; t), a diagrammatic representation of the symmetries can be seen
in fig. 2.11, although it is extremely difficult to search for transitions which involve ντ .
Looking at the transition probabilities in the space P (νµ → νe), P (ν¯µ → ν¯e)/P (νe → νµ)
as shown in fig. 2.12 shows how a search for CP might be carried out experimentally,
oscillation probabilities are calculated with matter effects (solid) and in vacuum (dashed)
for several transitions with normal hierarchy (red) and the inverted hierarchy (blue)
P (νµ → νe), P (ν¯µ → ν¯e). The yellow (normal hierarchy) curve and the green (inverted
hierarchy) show P (νµ → νe), P (νe → νµ).
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να → νβ
νβ → να ν¯α → ν¯β
ν¯β → ν¯α
CPT
TCP
CPT
CPT
Figure 2.11: Diagram illustrating action of the T , CP, CPT operators when acting on the
neutrino flavour transitions, να → νβ , for neutrinos of flavour α = e, µ, τ where
α can equal β.
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Figure 2.12: Biprobability diagram in the space P (νµ → νe), P (ν¯µ → ν¯e)/P (νe → νµ), the
CP and T transformed spaces, oscillation parameters are fixed apart from δCP
which varies between δCP ∈ [0, 2pi]. The red and blue solid curves show the
normal and inverted hierarchies with matter effects, whilst the dashed curves
show oscillations in vacuum in both cases for P (νµ → νe) vs P (ν¯µ → ν¯e). The
yellow and green curves show the normal and inverted hierarchies for P (νµ → νe)
and P (νe → νµ) respectively. The baseline and energy correspond to a DUNE
like scenario where matter effects mimicking CP violation can be separated.
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2.4.5 Jarlskog Invariant
An expression for CP violation in a way which is independent of the rephasing of the
leptonic (or quark) fields can be accomplished using the Jarlskog Invariant, J , [70]
J = Im
[
Uµ3Ue2U
∗
µ2U
∗
e3
]
(2.42)
where the U are elements of the matrix eq. (2.20). For the case of mixing of three
active neutrinos all the imaginary parts of the rephasing invariant quartic products
U∗αkUβkUαjU
∗
βj are equal apart from a sign due to unitarity relations. In the parameter-
isation of the PMNS matrix U , J is ,
J = c12s12c23s23c
2
13s13 sin δCP =
1
8
sin 2θ12 sin 2θ13 sin 2θ23 cos θ13 sin δCP. (2.43)
In the quark sector the value of JCKM = (3.18± 0.15)× 10−5 [71] which is significantly
different from that which is found for the lepton sector, 0.026(0.027)|sin δCP| . |JCP| .
0.035|sin δCP| [71], where the size of the CP violation effects are mainly dependent on
the value of δCP.
2.4.6 Global fit results
Global fits to the data [72, 73] are used to extract the six oscillation parameters using
data gathered from the categories of experiments listed in section 2.4.3. Results of these
analysis are shown in fig. 2.13, showing the parameter values with respect to a local
minimum of either the NO or IO or with and fig. 2.14.
The fit results from the analysis in [72] determine a maximum allowed value of CP
violation of JmaxCP = 0.0329± 0.0007
(
+0.0021
−0.0024
)
) at 1 σ and (3σ) where this is expressed
using the Jarlskog Invariant in eq. (2.43).
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J
H
E
P
0
1
(
2
0
1
7
)
0
8
7
Normal Ordering (best fit) Inverted Ordering (∆χ2 = 0.83) Any Ordering
bfp ±1σ 3σ range bfp ±1σ 3σ range 3σ range
sin2 θ12 0.306
+0.012
−0.012 0.271→ 0.345 0.306+0.012−0.012 0.271→ 0.345 0.271→ 0.345
θ12/
◦ 33.56+0.77−0.75 31.38→ 35.99 33.56+0.77−0.75 31.38→ 35.99 31.38→ 35.99
sin2 θ23 0.441
+0.027
−0.021 0.385→ 0.635 0.587+0.020−0.024 0.393→ 0.640 0.385→ 0.638
θ23/
◦ 41.6+1.5−1.2 38.4→ 52.8 50.0+1.1−1.4 38.8→ 53.1 38.4→ 53.0
sin2 θ13 0.02166
+0.00075
−0.00075 0.01934→ 0.02392 0.02179+0.00076−0.00076 0.01953→ 0.02408 0.01934→ 0.02397
θ13/
◦ 8.46+0.15−0.15 7.99→ 8.90 8.49+0.15−0.15 8.03→ 8.93 7.99→ 8.91
δCP/
◦ 261+51−59 0→ 360 277+40−46 145→ 391 0→ 360
∆m221
10−5 eV2
7.50+0.19−0.17 7.03→ 8.09 7.50+0.19−0.17 7.03→ 8.09 7.03→ 8.09
∆m23ℓ
10−3 eV2
+2.524+0.039−0.040 +2.407→ +2.643 −2.514+0.038−0.041 −2.635→ −2.399
[
+2.407→ +2.643
−2.629→ −2.405
]
Table 1. Three-flavor oscillation parameters from our fit to global data after the NOW 2016 and
ICHEP-2016 conference. The numbers in the 1st (2nd) column are obtained assuming NO (IO),
i.e., relative to the respective local minimum, whereas in the 3rd column we minimize also with
respect to the ordering. Note that ∆m23ℓ ≡ ∆m231 > 0 for NO and ∆m23ℓ ≡ ∆m232 < 0 for IO.
corresponding CL intervals) may be modified [54, 55]. In section 4 we will discuss and
quantify these eﬀects.
In table 1 we list the results for three scenarios. In the first and second columns
we assume that the ordering of the neutrino mass states is known a priori to be Normal
or Inverted, respectively, so the ranges of all parameters are defined with respect to the
minimum in the given scenario. In the third column we make no assumptions on the
ordering, so in this case the ranges of the parameters are defined with respect to the global
minimum (which corresponds to Normal Ordering) and are obtained marginalizing also
over the ordering. For this third case we only give the 3σ ranges. In this case the range
of ∆m23ℓ is composed of two disconnected intervals, one containing the absolute minimum
(NO) and the other the secondary local minimum (IO).
Defining the 3σ relative precision of a parameter by 2(xup − xlow)/(xup + xlow), where
xup (xlow) is the upper (lower) bound on a parameter x at the 3σ level, we read 3σ relative
precision of 14% (θ12), 32% (θ23), 11% (θ13), 14% (∆m221) and 9% (|∆m23ℓ|) for the various
oscillation parameters.
2.3 Results: leptonic mixing matrix and CP violation
From the global χ2 analysis described in the previous section and following the procedure
outlined in ref. [56] one can derive the 3σ ranges on the magnitude of the elements of the
– 6 –
Figure 2.13: Oscillati n p ramete s for the three flavour case, from a global fit to data extant
aft r NEU RINO 2016 [74]. The numbers in the first two columns are relative
to the local minimu for the ordering hypothesis, the third colu n minimises
also with respect to the ordering. Reproduced from [72].
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Figure 1. Global 3ν oscillation analysis. Each panel shows the two-dimensional projection of the
allowed six-dimensional region after marginalization with respect to the undisplayed parameters.
The diﬀerent contours correspond to 1σ, 90%, 2σ, 99%, 3σ CL (2 dof). The normalization of reactor
fluxes is left free and data from short-baseline reactor experiments are included as explained in the
text. Note that as atmospheric mass-squared splitting we use ∆m231 for NO and ∆m
2
32 for IO.
The regions in the four lower panels are obtained from ∆χ2 minimized with respect to the mass
ordering.
– 4 –
Figure 2.14: Global fit results from a 3 ν oscillation analysis reproduced from [72]. Each of
the contours correspond to 1σ, 90 %, 2σ, 99 %, 3σ confidence levels, these are the
result of margi alising the oscillation parameters not shown in the plot. Data
from reacto experiments is used in the fits, including short <100 m baseline
experiments. The atmospheric mass squared splitting uses ∆m231 for NO and
∆m232 for IO. The lower four plots are obrained from minimising ∆χ2 with
respect to the mass ordering.
At the time that the analysis described in chapter 5 together with validation studies were
performed using the value for θ13 and its uncertainty derived from reactor experiments,
the “reactor constraint” in the 2016 compilation of the Particle Data Group (PDG). Due
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to time constraints it was not possible to reproduce the whole analysis with the, at the
time, newly available PDG values for the reactor constraint.
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3 T2K Experiment
The T2K long baseline neutrino experiment is made up of three primary constituent
parts: the neutrino beam and parent proton beamline located in the Japan Proton
Accelerator Research Centre (J-PARC), a ND280, and a far detector, Super-Kamiokande
(Super-K). A neutrino beam, initially composed primarily of νµ, or ν¯µ, depending on
the running mode, is produced at J-PARC by hadron decays resulting from proton
interactions in a graphite target. The ND280 complex of detectors is located ∼280 m
from the target, where the first set of neutrino beam induced interactions are observed.
The beam continues to propagate 295 km through Japan to Super-K where neutrino
interactions are once again observed. The location of the detectors and the path that
the beam takes is shown in fig. 3.1.
3.1 J-PARC Proton Accelerator and Neutrino Beam
The proton beam (which ultimately generates the neutrino beam) at J-PARC is created
by a series of three accelerators: a Linear Accelerator (LINAC) and two synchrotrons,
the Rapid-Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) and the Main Ring (MR), their arrangement at
J-PARC is depicted in fig. 3.2. An initial beam of H− ions are accelerated to 400 MeV
in the LINAC, injected into the RCS where they are stripped of e− and accelerated to
3 GeV. The RCS cycles at 25 Hz, and contains two proton bunches per cycle [76] which
are injected into the MR. The MR accelerates the protons to 30 GeV, and achieved
470 kW in Run 8 (2017), with planned upgrades to reach its design power of 750 kW in
2018-2023 and eventually 1.3 MW beyond 2023 [77].
Figure 3.1: A diagramatic overview of the T2K experiment near and far detector sites and
path through Japan. Reproduced from [75]
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the J-PARC proton beam accelerator facility showing the position
on site of: the linear accelerator (LINAC), rapid cycling synchrotron (RCS), and
the main ring (MR)– source JPARC public website
3.1.1 Primary Beamline
The proton bunches are extracted from MR to the neutrino beamline, which is composed
of two sections as depicted in fig. 3.3. The primary section steers the proton beam towards
Kamioka and allows for a range off-axis angles, 2–3°, with respect to Super-K and is
operated at 2.5° or 43 mrad off-axis. Each beam spill extracted from the MR consists of
an 8-bunch structure with 80 ns bunch width and 581 ns bucket length, which repeats
every 2.48 s [77], see fig. 3.4..
The primary beamline is made up of an initial preparation section which contains 11
The neutrino beamline is designed so that the neutrino energy
spectrum at Super-Kamiokande can be tuned by changing the
off-axis angle down to a minimum of ! 2:01, from the current
(maximum) angle of ! 2:51. The unoscillated nm flux at Super-
Kamiokande with this off-axis angle is shown in Fig. 3. Precise
measurements of the baseline distance and off-axis angle were
determined by a GPS survey, described in Section 3.6.1.
3.1. Primary beamline
The primary beamline consists of the preparation section
(54 m long), arc section (147 m) and final focusing section
(37 m). In the preparation section, the extracted proton beam is
tuned with a series of 11 normal conducting magnets (four
steering, two dipole and five quadrupole magnets) so that the
beam can be accepted by the arc section. In the arc section, the
beam is bent toward the direction of Kamioka by 80.71, with a
104 m radius of curvature, using 14 doublets of superconducting
combined function magnets (SCFMs) [6–8]. There are also three
pairs of horizontal and vertical superconducting steering magnets
to correct the beam orbit. In the final focusing section, 10 normal
conducting magnets (four steering, two dipole and four quadru-
pole magnets) guide and focus the beam onto the target, while
directing the beam downward by 3.6371 with respect to the
horizontal.
A well-tuned proton beam is essential for stable neutrino
beam production, and to minimize beam loss in order to achieve
high-power beam operation. Therefore, the intensity, position,
profile and loss of the proton beam in the primary sections are
precisely monitored by five current transformers (CTs), 21 elec-
trostatic monitors (ESMs), 19 segmented secondary emission
monitors (SSEMs) and 50 beam loss monitors (BLMs), respec-
tively. Photographs of the monitors are shown in Fig. 4, while the
monitor locations are shown in Fig. 5. Polyimide cables and
ceramic feedthroughs are used for the beam monitors, because
of their radiation tolerance.
The beam pipe is kept at ! 3" 10#6 Pa using ion pumps, in
order to be connected with the beam pipe of the MR and to reduce
the heat load to the SCFMs. The downstream end of the beam pipe
is connected to the ‘‘monitor stack’’: the 5 m tall vacuum vessel
embedded within the 70 cm thick wall between the primary
beamline and secondary beamline. The most downstream ESM
and SSEM are installed in the monitor stack. Because of the high
residual radiation levels, the monitor stack is equipped with a
remote-handling system for the monitors.
3.1.1. Normal conducting magnet
The normal conducting magnets are designed to be tolerant of
radiation and to be easy to maintain in the high-radiation environ-
ment. For the four most upstream magnets in the preparation
Fig. 2. Overview of the T2K neutrino beamline.
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Fig. 3. The unoscillated nm flux at Super-Kamiokande with an off-axis angle of 2.51
when the electromagnetic horns are operated at 250 kA.
Fig. 4. Photographs of the primary beamline monitors. Upper left: CT. Upper right:
ESM. Lower left: SSEM. Lower right: BLM.
Fig. 5. Location of the primary beamline monitors.
K. Abe et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 659 (2011) 106–135110
Figure 3.3: Schematic of the neutrino beam facility at J-PARC, marked “Neutrino” in fig. 3.2
detailing the dedicated beamline components for the neutrino beam production.
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Figure 3.4: Beam bunch structure at T2K, showing the bunch repetition rate (top), and the
bunch timing structure (bottom).
normal conducting magnets, a more strongly curved arc section with 28 superconducting
combined function magnets (SCFMs) and a final focussing section with 10 conducting
magnets. Following the beam through the described beamline sequence, these sections
perform an initial bending and focussing of the proton beam from the MR and ready
the beam for transport through the arc section. The arc section strongly deflects the
beam towards Super-K, followed by fine adjustment of the beam’s position, angle, and
size at the target in the final focussing section. There are a series of instruments in
the primary beamline which monitor beam intensity, loss, position and profile. Beam
intensity is monitored by 5 current transformers (CTs), loss is instrumented by 50 beam
loss monitors (BLMs), position is monitored by 21 electrostatic monitors (ESMs), 19
segmented secondary emission monitors (SSEMs) measure the beam profile during beam
tuning. The beam intensity monitors are used to measure T2K’s exposure, recorded in
POT. Table 3.1 shows the exposures achieved in each T2K run period. A plot of the
cumulative POT in each run period and the beam power can be seen in fig. 3.5.
Period Dates POT×1020
Run 1 01/2010 – 06/2010 0.323
Run 2 11/2010 – 04/2011 1.108
Run 3 03/2012 – 06/2012 1.579
Run 4 09/2012 – 05/2013 3.560
Run 5 05/2014 – 06/2014 0.506
Run 6 11/2014 – 06/2015 3.505
Run 7 02/2016 – 05/2016
2.18
1.12
Run 8 10/2016 – 05/2017 7.170
ν
6.
5
7
ν¯
4
.0
11
ν¯
ν
ν
Table 3.1: Table of run periods and exposure in protons on target at T2K, separated into
neutrino and antineutrino running
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the secondary neutrino beamline at J-PARC. The primary proton
beam is shown impinging the target, the resulting hadrons are focussed by the
horns. The hadrons and any decaying particles impinge on the beam dump, any
muons passing through monitored by the muon monitor, neutrinos then interact
with the detectors in the near pit. The target station section does not depict the
carbon baﬄe located upstream of the target in the target station which collimates
the proton beam
3.1.2 Secondary Beamline
The secondary beamline which is shown in fig. 3.6 consists of a baﬄe, target, focussing
horns, decay volume, beam dump and two beam monitors. The target station contains
a graphite baﬄe, which is 1.7 m long with a bore 30 mm in diameter which serves to
collimate the beam. An optical transition monitor (OTR) [78] monitors the 30 GeV
proton beam from the primary beam profile just before it strikes the target. The beam
then interacts with the 91.4 cm, (1.9 interaction length, 85 % of protons interact) graphite
target, producing primarily pions and kaons, this is further discussed in section 4.1. The
particles are then focussed by the set of three magnetic focussing horns and propagate
down a water cooled decay volume filled with helium to minimise pion absorption and
the production of tritium and NOx products. At the end of the decay volume particles
impinge on the beam dump, and any particles which pass through the beam dump are
monitored by the muon monitor.
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3.1.2. Gas system
Two kinds of gases are used for the ionization chambers: Ar
with 2% N2 for a low intensity beam and He with 1% N2 for a high
intensity beam. By switching the gas from Ar to He, the signal is
reduced by one order of magnitude because the ionization yields
for a minimum ionization particle (MIP) in Ar and He gases at the
standard condition1 (STP) are 95.6 cm!1 and 7.80 cm!1 [14],
respectively. As a result, depletion of the signal due to recombina-
tion of electrons and ions can be avoided and the linearity of the
signal to the beam intensity is guaranteed. To get a faster
response, only the charge induced by electrons’ drift is used as a
signal, and one by ions’ drift (103 times slower) is disregarded. In
addition, N2 is added as a quencher, which makes the response
faster. The N2 plays another important role by making the Jesse
effect [15] saturated,2 where the signal is insensitive to the
amount of impurities in the gas.
A diagram of the gas system is drawn in Fig. 7. There are
two feeds of the gas for the ionization chambers. Each feed
consists of a manifold of five 7-m3 gas cylinders. The gas pressure
in each manifold is monitored by a pressure transducer
(IBSs HSV-020MP). At the outlet of the manifold, the gas is
decompressed to 0.2MPa by a regulator (Swageloks KCM). The
regulator has a mechanism which automatically switches the gas
feed from a depleted supply to the other and that ensures
continuous flow of the gas. Downstream of the regulator, the flow
rate is set at approximately 100 cc/min. Two rotameters for Ar and
He gas are built into the line and they are exchangeable with ball
valves at their inlets and outlets. Proportional relief valves
(Swagelok SS-RL3S4) in the line release the gas to protect the
gas system if the pressure accidentally reaches 200 kPa (absolute).
Tee-type filters (Swagelok TF) protect the gas system from
particulate contaminants. Stainless tubes (14 in.) are used for the
gas line to minimize outgassing from the tubes.
The stable response of the ionization chamber is guaranteed by
a constant gas temperature, pressure and purity. Variance of the
temperature and pressure leads to variance in gas density, which
varies the signal size. Each parameter should be kept within 1.7%
to keep the signal variance within 3%. The gas temperatures
in the ionization chambers are monitored by the three PRTs.
Temperatures in all of the ionization chambers are kept within
1.5 1C gradient and 70.2 1C variance at around 34 1C. The absolute
gas pressure is monitored by five pressure transducers (IBS HBV-
300KP), which are kept separate from the muon pit to avoid
Fig. 3. Schematic view of the muon monitor. The beam enters from the left side. On the upstream side, 49 silicon PIN photodiodes are placed on the support enclosure. On
the downstream side, the large moving stage holds seven ionization chambers, each of which contains seven sensors. The whole structure is covered with aluminum
insulation panels, which are not drawn in the figure.
Fig. 4. Photograph of the silicon PIN photodiodes (right) and the ionization
chambers (left) in the support enclosure. The beam enters from the right side.
1 The temperature is 20 1C and the pressure is 101.325kPa (absolute).
2 If there is only a few impurities, there is a big increase in ionization due to
Penning ionization. Therefore, the signal increases as a function of the density of
impurities.
K. Matsuoka et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 624 (2010) 591–600 593
Figure 3.7: The Muon Mo itor (MUMON) located after the beam dump designed to monitor
the secondary beam. The incoming beam is incident on the left side of the detector,
reproduced from [80]
The charged mesons resulting from the proton interaction with the graphite target are
focussed by the previously mentioned system of three magn tic horns. Each of these
consists of a pair of coaxial conductors, which generate a magnetic field of 2.1 T when at
their design current of 320 kA, although are currently operate at 250 kA. T e first horn
serves to collect the generated mesons while the two downstream horns focus the mesons
[79]. Depending on the di ection o t e current n he horns, t rm d either orward horn
current (FHC) or reverse horn current (RHC), the neutrino beam composition can be
primarily ν, in FHC mode or ν¯ in RHC mode. The a alysis in thi thesis is performed on
data collected in both running modes. Further details on the composition of the beam
can be found in secti n 4.1.
A beam dump consisting of 75 t of graphite sa dwiched by iro pl tes, is located at the
end of the ∼96 m decay volume, and is designed to only allow muons with pµ & 5 GeV to
pass through and absorb most other remaining particles. The secondary beam is continu-
ously monitored, bunch by bunch, after the beam dump, by a muon monitor (MUMON)
[80]. This makes measurements of the beam profile using the arrangement shown in
fig. 3.7 of 49 sensors in each of two detection technologies, a columnar arrangement
of seven argon filled ionisation chambers each containing seven sensors, preceded by a
seven by seven array of silicon PIN photodiodes. Using MUMON the beam direction is
tuned to within the systematic error of 0.3 mrad [80].
3.1.3 Off-Axis Beam
Neutrino oscillation has a dependence on L/Eν, where Eν is the neutrino energy and
L is the propagation length see section 2.4. This implies that a more sharply defined
neutrino energy is desirable to observe a clear oscillation signal, due to the difficulty in
reconstructing the interaction neutrino’s energy. The approach taken at T2K is to use
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including the 2.5° T2K operating angle.
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ment at Super-Kamiokande.
the angular dependence of pion (and other mesons) decay to select the desired neutrino
energy .
Eν =
m2pi −m2µ
2(Epi − ppi cos θOA) (3.1)
where mpi,µ are the masses of the pion and muon respectively, Epi is the energy and ppi
is the momentum of the pion and θOA is the angle from the pion momentum vector,
following from the proposal in [81]. When the off axis angle increases the contribution that
the momentum term makes to the denominator decreases, which flattens the variation
in neutrino energy. This results in a peaked neutrino energy distribution fig. 3.8, where
the energy can be selected by variation of the off-axis angle. The 2.5° (or 43.63 mrad)
angle that is chosen for T2K gives a peak neutrino flux energy of 0.6 GeV, see fig. 3.9
which corresponds to the location of the first oscillation maximum for νµ disappearance
at Super-K, the corresponding probabilities for νe/ν¯e appearance are shown in fig. 3.10.
A discussion of how the flux prediction is generated can be found in section 4.1, and the
flux composition for FHC and RHC modes for each flavour in fig. 4.6.
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3.2 Near Detector Complex
The T2K near detectors are a heterogeneous set of detectors designed in order to satisfy a
number of physics goals, including the measurement of long baseline and to a lesser extent
short baseline neutrino oscillations. A precise determination of the energy spectrum and
flavour composition of the neutrino beam is required for the measurement of neutrino
oscillations. The primary physics goal is the precise characterisation of the unoscillated
neutrino flux and the measurement of cross sections, for which a number of different sub
detectors are used [75], the arrangement of the detector is illustrated in fig. 3.11.
After the beam has travelled through the muon monitor it passes through the soil/sand
at J-PARC towards a site which is located 280 m from the target. This site contains a
number of detectors, of which the primary detector is a magnetised tracking detector
known as ND280, located 2.5° off-axis. This detector consists of a number of subdetectors
contained within a dipole magnet from the UA1 experiment [82], which operates at
0.2 T. The magnet flux return yokes are composed of 16 iron plates separated by air
gaps whose three innermost gaps are populated with scintillator slabs threaded with
wavelength shifting (WLS) fibre of radius 1 mm matched to Multi Pixel Photon Counter
(MPPC) of dimension 1.3× 1.3 mm2 developed specially for the T2K experiment [83].
The scintillator plates inserted in the magnet make up the Side Muon Range Detector
(SMRD). The SMRD is designed so that areas where lower energy loss are expected due
to the detector material composition are more heavily instrumented [84]. The previously
described detection technology of scintillator bars threaded with WLS fibres readout by
MPPCs are used extensively throughout the detector, due the MPPCs insensitivity to
the detector’s magnetic field. Inside the magnet solenoid coil a number of electromagnetic
calorimeters (ECals) surround the innermost portions of the detector, these are designed
to detect γ-rays and any other electromagnetic radiation not converted in the inner
detector. The upstream portion of the detector consists of a pi0 detector (PØD), and
downstream of this is the tracking portion of the detector which is an alternating stack
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The ND280 off-axis detector must satisfy several require-
ments. Firstly, it must provide information to determine the nm
flux at the Super-Kamiokande detector. Secondly, the ne content
of the beam must be measured as a function of neutrino energy.
The beam ne background is expected to be approximately 1% of
the nm flux and creates a significant non-removable background.
Thirdly, it must measure nm interactions such that the back-
grounds to the ne appearance search at Super-Kamiokande can
be predicted. These backgrounds are dominated by neutral
current single p0 production. To meet these goals the ND280
off-axis detector must have the capability to reconstruct exclusive
event types such as nm and ne charged current quasi-elastic,
charged current inelastic, and neutral current events, particularly
neutral current single p0 events. In addition, the ND280 off-axis
detector should measure inclusive event rates. All of these
requirements were considered in designing the off-axis detector.
The constructed off-axis detector consists of: the PØD and the
TPC/FGD sandwich (tracker), both of which are placed inside of a
metal frame container, called the ‘‘basket’’; an electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECal) that surrounds the basket; and the recycled
UA1 magnet instrumented with scintillator to perform as a muon
range detector (SMRD). (See Fig. 16).
The basket has dimensions of 6.5 m!2.6 m!2.5 m (length!
width!height). It is completely open at the top, to allow the
insertion of the various detectors. Two short beams are fixed at
the center of the two faces of the basket perpendicular to the
beam axis. The short beam at each end of the basket connects to
an axle which runs through the hole in the magnet coil originally
intended to allow passage of the beam pipe in the UA1 experi-
ment. The axle is in turn supported by an external support frame
which is bolted to the floor. When opening the magnet, the half
yokes and the coils move apart, while the basket and the inner
detector remain fixed in the position chosen for data taking. In the
following sections, more detailed descriptions of these elements
are provided.
4.3.1. UA1 magnet
The ND280 off-axis detector is built around the old CERN UA1/
NOMAD magnet providing a dipole magnetic field of 0.2 T, to
measure momenta with good resolution and determine the sign
of charged particles produced by neutrino interactions.
The magnet consists of water-cooled aluminum coils, which
create the horizontally oriented dipole field, and a flux return
yoke. The dimensions of the inner volume of the magnet
are 7.0 m!3.5 m!3.6 m. The external dimensions are 7.6 m!
5.6 m!6.1 m and the total weight of the yoke is 850 tons. The
coils are made of aluminum bars with 5.45 cm!5.45 cm square
cross sections, with a central 23 mm diameter bore for water to
flow. The coils are composed of individual ‘‘pancakes’’ which are
connected hydraulically in parallel and electrically in series.
The magnet consists of two mirror-symmetric halves. The coils
are split into four elements, two for each half, and are mechani-
cally supported by, but electrically insulated from, the return
yoke. The two half yoke pieces each consist of eight C-shaped
elements, made of low-carbon steel plates, which stand on
movable carriages. The carriages are fitted on rails and operated
by hydraulic movers, so that each half magnet is independent of
the other and can be separately moved to an open or closed
position. When the magnet is in an open position, the inner
volume is accessible, allowing access to the detectors.
The magnet yoke and coils were reused from UA1/NOMAD,
while the movers were obtained from the completed HERA-B
experiment at DESY. In order to comply with seismic regulations,
detailed FEM static and dynamic analyses were performed and
cross-checked with measurements of deformation and modal
frequency of the yoke elements. As a result of this, the carriages
were mechanically reinforced by additional steel bars to increase
Fig. 15. A typical neutrino event in the Proton Module. A neutrino enters from the
left and interacts within the module, producing charged particles whose tracks are
shown as the red circles. One of them exits the Proton Module and enters the
central INGRID horizontal module. Each of the green cells in this figure is a
scintillator, and the size of the red circles indicates the size of the observed signal
in that cell. Blue cells indicate veto scintillators. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
Fig. 16. An exploded view of the ND280 off-axis detector.
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Figure 3.11: ND280 off axis constituent detectors, PØD, Ecals, FGDs, TPCs, magnet solenoid
coil, and SMRD, within the UA1 magnet – reproduced from [75]
of three time projection chambers (TPCs) and two fine grained detectors (FGDs), an
event display from th tracker region is shown in fig. 3.12.
13.4. Particle identification
Because slower moving particles deposit more energy per path
length, the energy loss summed over bars can be used to identify
the type of particle that produced a track stopped in the FGD [17].
The measured light yield of a hit along a track is first converted
into an equivalent energy deposit in MeV by the calibration chain
described in Section 11, which includes corrections for MPPC gain
and saturation, Birks’ constant effects, and the attenuation curve of
the bar/fiber combination. By comparing the measured total energy
deposit for a given particle range in the FGD to the theoretically
expected energy deposit for particles with that range, protons can be
distinguished from muons and pions. Fig. 45 shows a scatterplot of
deposited energy versus range for particles produced by neutrino
interactions and stopping in FGD1. The solid, dashed and dot-dashed
lines show the expected locations of protons, muons, and pions,
respectively, on this plot. A distinct population of protons can be
discerned. In Fig. 46, similar distributions are shown for cosmic rays
that stop in the FGD. In this case the muon line is well populated, as
expected, but protons are of course absent. The agreement of the
distributions shown in these figures with curves representing simu-
lated energy deposition for the same particle ranges demonstrates
that the calibration chain described in Section 11.1 operates correctly.
13.5. Michel electron studies
Michel electrons produced by muons that stop in an FGD can
be identified by looking for a delayed cluster of hits following the
initial neutrino interaction. The FGD electronics reads out a 10 ms
waveform for each beam spill, while the beam bunches span an
interval of just over 4 ms. The electronics is therefore sensitive to
Michel electrons for over four times the muon lifetime for muons
produced early in the beam spill, dropping to about two and a half
muon lifetimes for neutrino interactions late in the spill.
As a demonstration of the FGD’s ability to identify Michel
electrons, we have looked for delayed clusters of hits following
cosmic ray muon events. Stopping cosmics are selected by
identifying muons that pass entirely through one FGD and enter
the other FGD, without leaving hits in the far side of the second
FGD. A ‘‘delayed cluster’’ is defined as a group of at least two hits
that occurs at least 100 ns after any previous hits.
Fig. 47 shows the distribution of the time interval between the
primary muon and the delayed cluster of hits for tracks stopping in
the FGDs. The sign of the initiating muon can be determined from
the track curvature in the magnetic field. Each fitted curve is the
sum of an xponential decay with normalization p1 and lifetime
p2 on top of a flat background p0. The fitted backgrounds are
consistent with zero, as expected. For positive muons the fitted
lifetime of 2:2370:09 ms is consistent with the muon lifetime,
while for negative muons, he fitted lifetime ð1:8770:12 msÞ is
shorter, since negative muons can become trapped in atomic states
and then absorbed. The measured lifetime for negative muons is
Fig. 47. Measured lifetim distributions for positive muons (top) and negative
muons (bottom) that stop inside an FGD. The data are fitted with an exponential
plus a flat background. See text for details.
Fig. 48. Sample ND280 event display for a neutrino interaction in the tracker. This appears to be a deep inelastic scattering interaction in FGD1.
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Figure 3.12: An event display from the tracker region of ND280 showing a possible deep
inelastic scatter originating in FGD1, figure reproduced from [85]
A separate modular cross shaped detector located on the beam axis made up of iron and
scintillator planes, Interactive Neutrino GRID (INGRID), is also housed in the same pit
as the primary ND280 detector. The cross shape of the detector spans the beam and
mak s measurements f the eutrino be m profile.
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3.2.1 ND280 Detector
3.2.1.1 Pi-zero Detector (PØD)
The pi0 detector (PØD) is instrumented by triangular scintillator bars in perpendicular x
and y views with WLS fibres read out by MPPCs. These bars are 2133 mm long vertically
and 2272 mm horizontally. The scintillator planes are interleaved with stainless steel clad
lead sheets (4.5 mm thick) in two ECal sections which are upstream and downstream
of a water target section. The water target section is divided into an upstream section
and a central section, this section is composed of high density polyethylene (HDPE)
water bags and brass sheets as targets. The primary objective of this water filled section
is to measure the neutral current process νµ + N → νµ + N + pi0 + X on the same
nuclear target and with same neutrino beam as at Super-K [86]. The (PØD) detector
can operate with (15 800 kg) or without water (12 900 kg) in the HDPE bags, and can
determine the rate on water by using the difference in these two configurations.
3.2.1.2 Fine Grained Detectors (FGDs)
The two FGDs, FGD1 and FGD2, provide a neutrino interaction target mass and the
tracking of charged particles originating from the interaction. Short-ranged particles are
important in identifying the type of neutrino interaction, and the granularity of the FGDs
is such that the tracks and their direction from the interaction can be resolved. The
FGDs differ in composition: FGD1 is composed of 30 layers of 9.6× 9.6 mm scintillator
bars alternately oriented in x and y directions transverse to the beam and bonded
together into 15 “xy” modules of dimensions 186.4× 186.4× 2.02 cm, FGD2 has seven
scintillator xy modules alternating with total of 6, 2.5 cm thick layers of water making
up 42 % of the FGD mass, contained in hollow corrugated polycarbonate panels [85]. As
will be discussed in section 3.3.1, any particles that are detected at Super-K have to be
above an energy threshold for detection, this means that hadrons are often invisible. The
FGDs are used to characterise these and other irreducible backgrounds. The FGDs work
in conjunction with the TPCs (section 3.2.1.3) they are thin enough so that charged
leptons can leave tracks in the TPCs, their particle identification can discriminate
between protons and muons or pions, and measure short ranged particles.
Constraints from both FGD1 and FGD2 are used in this thesis and are the only targets
at the near detector that are used in this thesis. The inclusion of FGD2 allows constraints
on the neutrino oxygen cross section parameters to be imposed, see section 4.3, and is
essential for the prediction of events at Super-K. A fiducial mass 1100 kg of CH2 makes
up FGD1 and the described structure of CH2 and H2O in FGD2 with a target mass
of water 579 kg, the remainder CH2 as in FGD1. The composition of the water filled
panels in FGD2 is designed so that it nearly matches that of a mixture of water and
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scintillator allowing for interactions on water to be determined by subtraction of the
rates in the two FGDs. The speed dependent nature of energy deposition in the FGD is
exploited for particle identification. The energy deposition for a particular track range
has a different form for the protons, muons and pions that are produced in interactions,
the expectation from MC and data are shown in fig. 3.13.
function of angle the inefficiency occurs primarily for tracks that
move parallel to the coating of the bar itself. The size of the dip at
zero angle corresponds approximately to the thickness of the coat-
ing divided by the bar width. In other words, the missed tracks are
those that skim along the coating at the edge of a bar rather than
passing through active scintillator. Viewed as a function of position
on the bar, the efficiency is very high for tracks passing through the
center of the bar, but drops off for tracks that hit the edges of the
bar, which depending on their angle may again pass through the
inactive coating and miss the active volume.
13.3. Light yield
The ND280 software is used to do a full Monte Carlo simula-
tion of cosmic rays passing through the detector. The simulation
includes a detailed GEANT4 model of the detectors. The processes
of photon production and propagation in scintillator and fiber are
not treated in a Monte Carlo technique, but rather using empirical
analytic models for light attenuation in the fibers (as in the
calibration chain) and the spatial distribution of the light incident
on the MPPC pixel array that is derived from measurements with
fibers [33]. Then the simulation returns to a Monte Carlo techni-
que for the behavior of the MPPC. Optical photons are generated
with this spatial distribution and with a time distribution given
by the decay constants of light production in the scintillator and
fiber together with the superposition of direct and reflected paths
in the fiber. The MPPC behavior is simulated by a model that may
generate a primary and possibly a secondary (possibly delayed)
avalanche from each incident photon [28]. Each avalanche pro-
duces a charge impulse, the series of which is then processed by a
model of the electronic analog and digital system. The simulation
produces digitized MPPC waveforms, as well as logic signals from
a model of the FGD’s self-trigger system.
Fig. 43 shows the spectrum, for FGD-triggered cosmic ray
events, of a measured quantity assumed to be proportional to the
number of scintillation photons (see last paragraph of Section
11.1.6), superimposed upon a histogram of the same quantity
extracted from reconstructed events from this simulation.6
The total number of photons detected in an MPPC should be
proportional to the total deposited energy by a minimum ionizing
particle in the active part of the scintillator bar, and hence to the path
length of the track through the bar. Fig. 44 illustrates the measured
MPPC avalanche yield from cosmic rays travelling through an FGD
versus the calculated path length of the track through the bar.
Although each bar is only 9.61 mm wide, much longer path lengths
are possible for tracks with a direction component parallel to the
bar’s axis.
Fig. 43. Measured spectrum of pulse heights processed to represent a quantity
proportional to the number Nscint of scintillation photons (see Section 11.1.6), for
cosmic ray events triggered by the FGDs. The data are compared to the
corresponding result extracted from simulated events. The horizontal scale of
the simulated spectrum is normalized to the data.
Fig. 44. Correlation of the number Nav of MPPC avalanching pixels with path
length through the scintillator bar.
Fig. 45. Deposited energy versus range for particles stopping in FGD1. The scatter-
plot shows stopping particles in neutrino beam data, while the curves show the MC
expectations for protons, muons, and pions.
Fig. 46. Deposited energy versus range for particles stopping in FGD1. The scatterplot
shows stopping particles from cosmic ray triggers, while the curves show the MC
expectations for protons, muons, and pions.
6 The version of the simulation used for this figure employed a uniform
distribution of photons incident on the MPPCs from the fibers.
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Figure 3.13: Track range and energy deposition in FGD1, for stopping particles. Data col-
lected in neutrino beam running mode, and the curves show MC expectations
for protons, muons and pions
3.2.1.3 Time Projection Chambers (TPCs)
The thre iden ic l time projection chambers (TPCs) are filled with a gas mixture of
argon, tetrafluoromethane, and isobutane, Ar:CF4:iC4H10 in a ratio (95:3:2), this drift
volume is surrounded a CO2 filled insulating volume. A central cathode divides the drift
volume which is of dimensio s 1808× 2230× 854 mm, the active tracking length in the
volume is 720 mm. The 12 micro egas modules are arranged in two staggered columns
so that the inac ive regions are not aligned.
1. In oduction
Over the past decade, the phenomenon of neutrino oscillation
has been firmly established from observations of neutrinos pro-
duced by cosmic rays in the atmosphere [1], by the sun [2], by
nuclear reactors [3], and by accelerators [4,5]. The goals of the T2K
experiment [6] are to improve the measurements of the atmo-
spheric (2–3) mixing parameters by an order of magnitude by
studying nm disappearance, and to increase the sensitivity to 1–3
mixing by studying ne appearance, possibly observing this for the
first time. If the experiment finds evidence for 1–3 mixing, this will
open the possibility of measuring leptonic CP-violation in the future.
1.1. T2K and the off-axis near detector
The T2K experiment is designed with an off-axis neutrino
beam configuration [7,8], providing a relatively narrow band
beam peaked at about 700 MeV, so that the far detector is located
at the first oscillation maximum. Near detectors, located 280 m
downstream of the production target, are designed to ensure that
the neutrino beam properties are well understood so that the
experiment can reach its ultimate sensitivity. On the neutrino
beam axis, the INGRID detector monitors the neutrino beam
profile. Along the off-axis direction towards the far detector, the
ND280 detector measures the interaction rates, neutrino spectra,
and neutrino interaction kinematics.
The ND280 detector consists of several detector systems
contained within the former UA1/NOMAD dipole magnet which
provides a magnetic field of approximately 0.2 T. Innermost are
the PiZero detector, specifically designed to study neutral current
interactions that produce p0 particles and a tracker, consisting of
two fine-grained scintillator detectors (FGDs) that act as active
neutrino targets interleaved with three time projection chambers
(TPCs). Electromagnetic calorimeters surround these detectors
within the magnet coil and planes of scintillators are inserted
within the magnet yoke to act as a muon range detector.
1.2. ND280 tracker
The ND280 tracker is designed to study charged current neutrino
interactions. At 700 MeV, a sizable fraction of neutrino interactions
are charged current quasi-elastic (CCQE), in which the neutrino
energy can be determined by measuring the momentum of the
charged lepton. For 2–3 mixing studies, the spectrum of nm inter-
actions observed in the near detector will be used to estimate the
unoscillated spectrum at the far detector, and nm interaction kine-
matics will be studied to help model background from non-CCQE
interactions in the far detector. For 1–3 mixing studies, the near
detector will measure the ne contamination in the beam, an
important and irreducible background at the far detector.
1.3. Tracking performance requirements
At 700 MeV, neutrino energy estimation in CCQE events is
limited at about the 10% level due to the Fermi motion of the
struck nucleons. For this reason, a relatively modest momentum
resolution goal is set to be d(p?)/p?o0:1p? [GeV/c] (perpendi-
cular to the magnetic field direction). The overall momentum
scale, however, needs to be known at the level of 2%, in order not
to limit the precise determination of Dm223. The ionization energy
loss of electrons in 1 atm argon gas is roughly 45% larger than for
muons over the momentum range of interest. To measure the ne
contamination of the beam, the resolution in ionization energy
loss needs to be better than 10%.
1.4. TPC system design overview
The tracker performance goals can be reached with time
projection chambers [9] operated in a magnetic field of 0.2 T
with a sampling length of 700 mm and pad segmentation of
70 mm2, providing space point resolution of about 0.7 mm. For
gas-amplified readout of the ionization electrons, the collabora-
tion decided to use bulk micromegas detectors [10]. To fit the
geometry of the UA1/NOMAD magnet, a rectangular design for
the TPCs was required.
A double box design was selected, in which the walls of the
inner box form the field cage, and the walls of the outer box are at
ground potential, with CO2 acting as an insulator between. The
walls are made from composite panels, and the inner box panel
surfaces are machined to form a copper strip pattern, in order to
produce a uniform electric drift field. A simplified drawing of the
TPC design is shown in Fig. 1.
The gas system is designed to maintain a stable mixture in the
inner volume and a constant positive pressure with respect to the
outer volume. The inner gas mixture, Ar:CF4:i C4H10 (95:3:2)
referred to as ‘‘T2K TPC gas’’ in this document, was chosen for its
high speed, low diffusion, and good performance with microme-
gas detectors. There are 12 micromegas modules that tile each
readout plane in two offset columns, so that inactive regions are
not aligned. Front-end electronics cards that plug into the back of
the micromegas modules digitize buffered analog data and send
zero suppressed data out of the detector with optical links. A
photoelectron calibration system is incorporated into the design
to generate a control pattern of photoelectrons from the cathode.
The next six sections describe these TPC subsystems in detail,
followed by a report on the overall performance of the TPCs.
2. Mechanical structure
A TPC module consists of two gastight boxes, one inside the
other. The inner box (Fig. 2) is subdivided by the cathode located
at its midpoint, and supports the 12 micromegas modules that are
located in a plane parallel to the cathode at each end. The walls
joining the cathode and the micromegas are covered with a series
of conducting strips joined by precision resistors, forming
a voltage divider that creates the uniform electric field along
Outer wall
Inner wall and
field cage
E B,
directions
beam
direction
Central cathode
Central
cathode HV
Front end
cards
Micromegas
detector
Fig. 1. Simplified cut-away drawing showing the main aspects of the TPC design.
The ND280 off-axis detector uses a right handed coordinate system with z in the
horizontal plane along the neutrino beam direction, and y in the vertical direction.
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Figure 3.14: A cutaway diagram of a TPC module showing the arrangement of the mi-
cromegas detectors and the central cathode and nested structure of the two gas
volumes.
Using the electric field fro the inner volume and the magnetic field, which are roughly
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aligned, charged particles are deflected and their momentum can be inferred. The ionisa-
tion electrons produced by the particles are readout by the micromegas detectors. Com-
bining information from the energy deposition of a particle with its measured momenta
allows for the identification of particle in the TPC, measurements for positively charged
particles and MC expectations are shown in fig. 3.15. The requirements for energy loss
in order to perform this identification are better than 10 % with a measured resolution
of (7.8± 0.2) %, and a momentum resolution better than 0.1p⊥ > δp⊥/p⊥ GeV
compared to the expected curves for muons, electrons, pions and
protons: the different particle species are clearly visible in the
TPC. For negatively charged particles, mainly muons with few low
momentum electrons are observed while in the positively
charged sample protons, pions and positrons are seen.
8. Conclusion
Over the period between 2005 and 2009, the T2K near detector
TPCs and its subsystems were designed, constructed, operated in
TRIUMF test-beam, transported to JPARC, installed and brought
into operation. Prior to the construction, prototypes of the TPCs
and subsystems had been built for verification of design and
performance. The TPCs were ready for the first physics data-
taking of the T2K experiment in 2010, and the spatial and energy
loss resolution goals have been achieved. In the years to come, the
TPCs and the near detector tracker will make important contribu-
tions to detailed studies of neutrino interactions and the under-
standing of neutrino oscillations.
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Fig. 30. Distribution of the energy loss as a function of the momentum for
negatively charged particles produced in neutrino interactions, compared to the
expected curves for uons, electrons, protons and pions.
Fig. 31. Distribution of the energy loss as a function of the momentum for
positively charged particles produced in neutrino interactions, compared to the
expected curves for muons, electrons, protons and pions.
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Figure 3.15: Measured energy loss distrib tions as a function of the particle momentum i
the TPCs compared with the plotted MC expectations for the particle.
3.2.1.4 Electromagnetic C lorimeters (ECals)
The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECal) uses layers of rectangular scintilla or ba s
(dimensions 186.4× 186.4× 2.02 cm) alt rnately oriented in the x and y directions, con-
taining WLS fibres, with lead absorber sheets between the scintillator layers. The three
submodules of the ECal surround the inner detectors. The PØD ECal surrounds the
PØD, the Barrel ECal surrounds the TPC and FGD tracking region and the downstream
ECal is located after the final TPC in the beamline. The ECal detects, identifies, and
measures the energy of charged particles which interact in the scintillator and from which
tracks in the detector can be reconstructed [87]. The PØD, described in section 3.2.1.1,
allows for reconstruction of the resulting electromagnetic showers from neutral pion decay
and the PØD-ECal tags the escaping energy, provides separation between photons and
muons, and a veto for events originating outside the PØD. Without the requirement of
electromagnetic shower reconstruction the composition differs from the remaining Ecals
with each of the PØD Ecals providing 4.9 radiation lengths of material. The remaining
Ecals, known as the tracker-Ecal, provide detailed reconstruction of the electromagnetic
showers from interactions that originate in the tracker region. Shower reconstruction
complements the TPCs and FGDs by measurement of neutral particle energies and
also by providing information on the presence of pi0 and potentially reconstructing the
energy of the pi0, this is accomplished by having at least 10 electron radiation lengths
of material in order to contain the photon initiated showers resulting from pi0 decays.
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of operation of multi-pixel photodiodes can be found in a recent
review paper [34] and the references therein.
After R&D and tests provided by several groups for three years,
the Hamamatsu Multi-Pixel Photon Counter (MPPC) was chosen
as the photosensor for ND280. The MPPC gain is determined by
the charge accumulated in a pixel capacitance Cpixel: Qpixel ¼
Cpixel "DV , where the overvoltage DV is the difference between
the applied voltage and the breakdown voltage of the photodiode.
For MPPCs the operational voltage is about 70 V, which is
0.8–1.5 V above the breakdown voltage. The pixel capacitance is
90 fF, which gives a gain in the range 0.5–1.5#106. When a
photoelectron is produced it creates a Geiger avalanche. The
amplitude of a single pixel signal does not depend on the number
of carriers created in this pixel. Thus, the photodiode signal is a
sum of fired pixels. Each pixel operates as a binary device, but the
multi-pixel photodiode as a whole unit is an analog detector with
a dynamic range limited by the finite number of pixels.
A customized 667-pixel MPPC, with a sensitive area of
1.3#1.3 mm2, was developed for T2K [35,36]. It is based on a
Hamamatsu commercial device, the sensitive area of which was
increased to provide better acceptance for light detection from
1 mm diameter Y11 Kuraray fibers. In total, about 64,000 MPPCs
were produced for T2K. The T2K photosensor is shown in Fig. 10.
The main parameters of MPPCs are summarized in Table 2. The
characterization of the MPPCs’ response to scintillation light is
presented in Ref. [37].
4.2. INGRID on-axis detector
INGRID (Interactive Neutrino GRID) is a neutrino detector
centered on the neutrino beam axis. This on-axis detector was
designed to monitor directly the neutrino beam direction and
intensity by means of neutrino interactions in iron, with sufficient
statistics to provide daily measurements at nominal beam inten-
sity. Using the number of observed neutrino events in each
module, the beam center is measured to a precision better than
10 cm. This corresponds to 0.4 mrad precision at the near detector
pit, 280 m downstream from the beam origin. The INGRID
detector consists of 14 identical modules arranged as a cross of
two identical groups along the horizontal and vertical axis, and
two additional separate modules located at off-axis directions
outside the main cross, as shown in Fig. 11. The detector samples
the neutrino beam in a transverse section of 10 m#10 m. The
center of the INGRID cross, with two overlapping modules,
corresponds to the neutrino beam center, defined as 01 with
respect to the direction of the primary proton beamline. The
purpose of the two off-axis modules is to check the axial
symmetry of the neutrino beam. The entire 16 modules are
installed in the near detector pit with a positioning accuracy of
2 mm in directions perpendicular to the neutrino beam.
The INGRID modules consist of a sandwich structure of nine iron
plates and 11 tracking scintillator planes as shown in Fig. 12. They
are surrounded by veto scintillator planes, to reject interactions
Fig. 9. ND280 detector complex. The off-axis detector and the magnet are located
on the upper level; horizontal INGRID modules are located on the level below; and
the vertical INGRID modules span the bottom two levels.
Fig. 10. Photographs of an MPPC with a sensitive area of 1.3#1.3 mm2: magnified
face view (left) with 667 pixels in a 26#26 array (a 9-pixel square in the corner is
occupied by an electrode); the ceramic package of this MPPC (right).
Table 2
Main parameters of the T2K MPPCs.
Number of pixels 667
Active area 1.3#1.3 mm2
Pixel size 50# 50 mm2
Operational voltage 68–71 V
Gain $ 106
Photon detection efficiency at 525 nm 26–30%
Dark rate, threshold¼0.5 p.e., T¼25 1C r1:35 MHz
Fig. 11. INGRID on-axis detector.
K. Abe et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 659 (2011) 106–135116
Figure 3.16: Diagram of the INGRID on axis detector – reproduced from [75]
3.2.2 Interactive Neutrino GRID (INGRID)
The Interactive Neutrino GRID (INGRID), is an on-axis neutrino detector which is
designed to measure the beam centre, it does this by measuring neutrin interactions
on 9 sheets of iron and 11 sheets of the same scintillator and MPPCs as the previously
described detectors. Using the statistics collected, the beam centre is measured with a
precision <10 cm, corresponding to a 0.4 mrad precision per day. The detector is arranged
in a cross pattern consisting of 14 modules in a cross pattern and two outside this pattern
see fig. 3.16 which measure the beam’s axial symmetry[88]. The supplementary proton
module, which has finer scintillator bars, in order to improve tracking, and no iron planes,
is designed to detect t e muons a d protons due to neutri o beam interactions.
3.3 Super-Kamiokande Far Detector
The far detector, Super-Kamiokande is a water Cherenkov detector located in a mine
below a mountain called Ikenoyama in the Japanese Gifu prefecture fig. 3.17. The
detector has 1000 m overburden of rock or 2700 m-water-equivalent (m.w.e.), and muons
with energies less than 1.3 TeV cannot reach this depth. Super-K was designed to search
for proton decay, and to perform studies of neutrinos from several astrophysical sources,
supernovae, gamma ray bursts, the Sun, atmospheric neutrinos and accelerator based
beams. SK consists of a stainless steel tank containing 50 kt of water which is continually
purified to maintain high optical clarity and to reduce radioactive backgrounds. The
tank is separated into two optical regions the outer detector (OD) and inner detector
(ID). The ID and OD are separated by a stainless steel frame, the ID is instrumented
with 11 146 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) which corresponds to 40 % coverage fig. 3.18.
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After considering other locations within Japan,
the Kamioka mine was determined to be the most
suitable location for the experiment for many
reasons. The Kamiokande experiment had been
successfully completed and made significant phy-
sics contributions; the mine was still in operation
with existing facilities (electricity, water, air ducts,
drains, communications); its rock structure was
well known and very stable. A suitable site was
identified within the mine for the new experiment,
close to the existing main tunnel; thus it would
not be necessary to excavate a new tunnel, whose
cost would be a substantial fraction of the total
budget.
The Super-Kamiokande project was approved
by the Japanese Ministry of Education, Science,
Sports and Culture in 1991 for total funding of
approximately $100M. The US portion of the
proposal, which was primarily to build the OD
system, was approved by the US Department of
Energy in 1993 for $3M. In addition the US has
also contributed about 2000 20 cm PMTs recycled
from the IMB experiment.
Excavation of the cavity started in 1991, and
detector construction was completed by Decem-
ber, 1995. Super-Kamiokande was successfully
commissioned and began operations on April 1,
1996, as scheduled. By May 1, 1996, minor initial
problems with the DAQ were cleared up and data
taking began in earnest. While earlier data are
valid, the large number of interrupted runs
collected in April, 1996 are normally discarded
for convenience in physics analyses except for
analyses of upward-going muons. Fig. 3 shows the
construction timeline.
A general view of the detector and other
facilities is shown in Fig. 4. In the inset at the
right bottom corner, a sectional view of Mt.
Ikenoyama is shown, with Super-Kamiokande
almost directly under the peak where the tunnels
merge.
The cavity which houses the 50 kton tank is
located near the mine’s main horizontal truck
tunnel, which is 1800m long at approximately
350m altitude above mean sea level, as shown in
Fig. 5. The Atotsu tunnel, named after the river
near its entrance, provides access to the tank top,
with its electronics huts and calibration equip-
ment, as well as the experiment control room, a
separate cavity housing the water purification
system, toilet facilities, and a parking area for
mine vehicles. A branch tunnel winds downward
around the tank and provides access to the
pressure hatch at the tank bottom. Additional
halls for the electron LINAC located above and
behind the main tank cavity and for equipment
storage are also provided.
The main tunnel also provides access to other
experiments at the Kamioka Observatory such as
KamLAND. As a safety backup the experimental
areas can also be reached by mine train from the
mine company’s surface facilities in Higashi–
Mozumi village.
Electronics Installtion
Excavation
Water Tank
Water Purification
Electronics
PMT Production
PMT Installation
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
Data Taking
Commissioning
Fig. 3. Super-Kamiokande construction schedule.
Fig. 4. A sketch of the Super-Kamiokande detector site, under
Mt. Ikenoyama.
S. Fukuda et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 501 (2003) 418–462 425
Figu e 3.17: Super-Kamiokande Detector, location within the mine complex – reproduced
from [89]
Figure 3.18: Super-Kamiokande, view of the inner detector partly filled with water, reproduced
from the SuperK public website
The OD is more sparsely instrumented and used to veto events, with 1185 PMTs facing
outward on the separating frame. The OD PMTs are mounted to acrylic plates and the
OD itself is lined with a reflective material in order to increase light collection.
3.3.1 Super-Kamiokande Event Reconstruction
The Cherenkov effect is exploited in Super-K to detect interacting particles. The emitted
Cherenkov light resulting from a charged particle propagating through the water is
incident on the PMTs in the detector, detected light is shown in fig. 3.20. The conditions
for Cherenkov emission are that the particle velocity exceed the phase velocity of light
in the medium, c/n, where n is the refractive index of the medium, n ≈ 1.33 for water.
At this velocity a non zero dipole moment in the region around the charge will be
induced, the energy deposited in the dipole is emitted as Cherenkov light in a cone at a
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characteristic angle, θ from the particle’s direction vector,
cos θ =
1
βn
. (3.2)
Where β = v/c, and v is the particle velocity [90]. With the given value for n in water
the threshold for Cherenkov emission is β = 0.75. Due to the interaction kinematics
and the energy that is available in the neutrino beam, the more massive hadrons and
nuclei are not usually above threshold. A proton requires a momentum of 1.064 GeV,
pions require 158 MeV, they can also can be detected by the subsequent Michel decay
electron tagging, if below threshold. The leptons that result from the interaction have
momenta thresholds of 120 MeV for muons and 0.57 MeV for electrons.
This analysis uses the fiTQun reconstruction algorithm [91, 92]. The fiTQun algorithm
has been used in previous analyses to reduce the NC pi0 background, and in this analysis
is used to perform the selection of all the samples including a sample which observes
the hadronic component of the system, in a νe CC 1pi+ reaction, in addition to the
charged current quasielastic (CCQE) samples that have been used for previous analyses
see section 4.4.1 for further details. This algorithm also uses an expanded fiducial volume,
determined using two variables which determine the distance to the walls of the inner
detector, further details are in section 4.4 and the variables are depicted in fig. 4.27.
The previously employed APFit algorithm uses an approach made up of various stages.
A vertex fitting stage based on the difference between the photon arrival time and the
time of flight is made, this is followed by a search for ring candidates using a Hough
transformation [93], the contribution from other rings is subtracted in subsequent ring
search stages. The identified rings are then classified in a particle identification (PID)
stage, depending on whether they are showering or non showering using a likelihood
function. Rings are then separated using the vertex position and direction to generate a
predicted hit pattern on the PMTs. The particle momentum is then estimated by using
the sum of the PMT hits that are detected for a particular ring within a 70° half opening
angle from the particle direction vector [94].
FiTQun is based on a likelihood function approach using charge and time information
from hit PMTs for each event. This likelihood aims to reconstruct the particle kinemat-
ics based on track variables, and compares the global maximum of likelihood for the
hypothesis of higher multiplicity of numbers of tracks and in a similar way compares
the likelihood ratio for different particles, with a revisited specific pi0 fit. It provides pre-
viously unavailable reconstruction and identification facilities for pi±, K± and p, which
are employed for the additional electron-like sample containing a pi+.
Particle identification is included in the fiTQun likelihood by a function which contains
the Cherenkov emission profile as a function of momentum, angle, and track length
for a range of particles. The showers that are generated by electrons have broader
angular emission distributions, which result in “fuzzy” cones [91]. The electron-like
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PID parameter
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Figure 3.19: fiTQun PID distribution selecting between electron and muon like interactions
with cut location – reproduced from [95]
particle identification (PID) cut for the νe sample is shown in fig. 3.19. As previously
discussed the peak energy of the T2K beam lies at 0.6 GeV, this results in CCQE
interactions making up the bulk of the signal with a smaller contribution coming from
pion production channels. Measurements of channels with hadronic systems need to
have the components above threshold in order to be measured. Studies of the data-MC
difference in the stopping muon sample indicate that that largest difference between the
vertex position is of the order of 1.5 cm in the fiTQun algorithm vs 5 cm as extracted
by APFit. The energy scale was evaluated using APFit, unlike the rest of the analysis,
at the time of the analysis no tuning was available for fiTQun which showed a larger
uncertainty, hence the choice of the well understood APFit result.
3.4 Physics Results
The initial νµ character of the neutrino beam that is produced at T2K allows for better
measurements of oscillation parameters accessible at the beam energy. The two detec-
tor setup and initial running in FHC mode, is suited to P (νµ → νµ), muon neutrino
disappearance, and with sufficient statistics P (νµ → νe) electron neutrino appearance.
The disappearance of νµ allows access to the parameters sin2 θ23 and
∣∣∆m232∣∣, whilst
θ13 can be measured through νe appearance. Indications of νe appearance, and the first
measurement of a θ13 angle inconsistent with zero [96] were followed by the measure-
ment of electron neutrino appearance with a significance of 7.3σ [97]. Measurements of
ν¯µ disappearance have been made finding agreement with the parameters for νµ [98].
Transformations under CP of the previous channels can be combined to measure the δCP
phase [99]. The current thesis aims to better characterise the phase of δCP in addition
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Figure 3.20: Super-K Event Displays for (a) µ-like, (b) e-like, (c) e-like with 1 decay electron.
The coloured dots represent the charge measured by a PMT located on the
inside of the detector, the figure in the upper right is the corresponding plot for
the OD. reproduced from [95]
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to measurements of the oscillation parameters from the disappearance and appearance
channels.
A search for non-standard oscillations has been made using ND280 for indications of
νe disappearance at short baseline [100]. A search for Lorentz Violation using INGRID
based on sidereal time event rate variations indicates that any symmetry violations are
suppressed by 1× 1020 in the GeV region [101].
The composition of the near detector allows for the measurement of neutrino cross sec-
tions on many targets, and publications of these cross sections for the regions of phase
space that T2K can access are have been published. A selection of these measurements
νµ charged current single pion production on water [102] a flux-averaged cross section
measurement for charged current coherent pi+ production on carbon for neutrino energies
less than 1.5 GeV in the phase space of ND280 [103], charged current inclusive cross
section induced by νµ and ν¯µ on carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and copper [104], νµ on water
without pions in the final state [105]. Single pion production in neutral current interac-
tions on water has been measured [106], this is an important background to characterise
since it forms an irreducible background to νe appearance. Better measurements of the
interaction cross sections allow for a reduction in uncertainty in the observed event
rates.
3.5 Future Developments and Physics Goals/Sensitivity
The original proposal which decided the final exposure of the T2K experiment was
determined prior to the experimental result that the mixing angle θ13, is large [107, 108,
109]. In the case of a large θ13, systematic uncertainties are not dominant and increased
statistics can improve the experimental sensitivity to exclude values of δCP at the 3σ
level. As a result an extension of the running time to reach 20× 1021 POT is proposed,
known as T2K-II [110] with sensitivities for the oscillation parameters
∣∣∆m232∣∣, sin2 θ23
shown in fig. 3.21, and δCP fig. 3.22.
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FIG. 4: Expected 90% C.L. sensitivity to  m232 and sin
2 ✓23 with the 2016 systematic
error. The current POT corresponds to 6.9⇥ 1020 POT ⌫-mode + 4.0⇥ 1020 POT
⌫¯-mode. For the ultimate T2K-II exposure of 20⇥ 1021 POT, a 50% increase in e↵ective
statistics is assumed.
antineutrino scattering, which probe nuclear structure through the axial vector current;
these data sets may be used to solve long-standing experimental disagreements seen in
previous measurements. The reduced uncertainties of the neutrino/antineutrino flux, in-
creased statistical samples, and improvements to the acceptance of the T2K detectors
will enable more detailed kinematic measurements to be made for interaction channels
already measured by T2K, including studies of nuclear e↵ects relevant for quasi-elastic
Figure 3.21: T2K-II sensitivity for the parameter space
∣∣∆m232∣∣, sin2 θ23 with total exposure
of 20× 1021 POT, assuming that the true value of sin2 θ23 = 0.5, in the scenarios
that that the evaluation of the systematic errors in the experiment remain the
same or are improved to the order of 4 % – reproduced from [110].
Figure 7: Measurement of the oscillation parameters ✓23 and  m
2
32 from T2K, com-
pared to other experiments.
of 1.7  or better and 1%, respectively. Such statistics will be obtained also thanks to
an upgrade of the J-PARC Main Ring power supplies that will allow to reach ⇠1 MW
of beam power (while currently T2K is stably running at ⇠ 470 kW of beam power).
Figure 8: Left: Expected T2K-II sensitivity to  CP assuming the mass ordering is
not known as a func ion of  CP. Right: Expected T2K-II sensitivity to ✓23 and  m
2
32.
In order to fully profit from the foreseen additional statistics a better understand-
ing on systematic uncertainties will be necessary. For this reason the T2K collabo-
ration has launched an upgrade project for the Near Detector, aimed at overcoming
the known limitations of the current design of ND280, that concerns the angular
acceptance of the near and far detectors.
Thanks to the cylindrical shape of the tank and to its large size, in fact, Super-
7
Figure 3.22: T2K-II sensitivity with total exposure of 20× 1021 POT, assuming that the mass
hierarchy is unknown as a function of δCP – reproduced from [111]
Gadolinium “doping” of Super-Kamiokande has been approved by both the T2K and
Super-K collaborations. The addition of gadolinium at the level of 0.2 % in the form
of a salt allows >90 % of thermalised neutrons to be captured by the gadolinum atom
resulting in the emission of an 8 MeV γ cascade which allows detection by coincidence
and discrimination between ν and ν¯ [112] allowing for the reduction of background
in the measurement of δCP. Information about the final hadronic state will be gained
from the ability to detect delayed neutron captures, and the ability to measure neutral
current channels [113]. A 200 t prototype water Cherenkov detector has been run with
the described 0.2 % gadolinium loading and experimental measurements of the neutron
capture efficiency have been made with good agreement to simulation [114].
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The oscillation analysis which is described in chapter 5 depends on a variety of inputs
which feed into the analysis as illustrated in fig. 4.1. A flux prediction is made based
on simulation of the initial proton beam and the subsequent hadron production which
results in a neutrino beam, this is tuned on external data and is described in section 4.1.
A cross-section model is used which describes neutrino interactions in the ∼1 GeV region
section 4.2, this is tuned on bubble chamber data. Event selections at ND280 are used
to tune the flux and cross section parameters of the previous two models, via a fit,
performed by Beam And Near Detector Task Force (BANFF) and MaCh3 (MaCh3) to
those data sets section 4.3. Any correlated uncertainties are propagated to Super-K,
and the covariance matrix that is obtained is used in the oscillation fits. Events are
selected at Super-K in section 4.4 with event reconstruction based on: lepton kinematics
approximating the CCQE interaction for the single ring samples, and on the production of
a ∆ resonance for the νe CC1pi+ sample. A new Super-K event reconstruction algorithm
known as fiTQun, previously described in section 3.3.1, is further described in section 4.5
along with the procedure for evaluating the systematic uncertainties on these samples. A
table of the versions of the software that are used in this thesis are listed in table 4.1.
4.1 Neutrino Flux Prediction
The neutrino flux is predicted by tracking the initial proton beam through the secondary
beamline, and follows the produced secondary hadrons through the horns and allows
for and tracks any tertiary hadron production. Finally the neutrinos resulting from
hadronic decays whose direction vectors pass through the near and far detectors are
passed to subsequent steps of the simulation. Energy thresholds for particle tracking
are used, after which decays are forced using branching ratio information: 0.1 GeV for
tracking hadrons and muons, and 1.0 GeV for gammas and electrons, with an additional
Input Version
JNUBEAM flux 13av2
NEUT 5.3.2
SKDETSIM v13p90
Super-K Software and MC 14a
fiTQun v4r0
APFit 14c
Super-K FSI Systematics FSIFitter (TN-325)
Table 4.1: Versions of the software used in the inputs to the oscillation analysis
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Neutrino
Flux Model
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Neutrino
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FD Data FD Predictions
Oscillation Physics!
ND DataND Predictions
ND Constraint on
Fluxes and Cross-Sections
Simulation
+ External data tune on ν/e/h
reaction data
Simulation
+ Beam monitors
+ Data on pi and K yields
Simulation
+ Calibration data
+ Test Beam data
+ FSI data (FD)
Sources of uncertainty correlated
between ND & FD, constrained
by the ND. Remaining uncertain-
ties are marginalised
Figure 4.1: Inputs used in the oscillation analysis, categorised into flux, detector and cross
section model. NEUT MC is used to simulate the neutrino cross-section model.
The flux model is made up of several software packages, and the detector models
are handled differently for both the near and far detectors. The red dashed box
contains the work which is original to this thesis.
threshold of 1.0 GeV downstream of the beam dump for neutral hadrons and muons.
Measurements of the beam characterising its profile and intensity are used together
with measurements of the horn magnetic field and external measurements of hadron
production to tune the simulation.
Hadron production and the associated decay channels ultimately determine the neutrino
flux that is seen at the near and far detectors. Various hadron production channels from
proton carbon collisions exist, and the contribution of each channel via branching ratio
best knowledge [71] along with form factors and decay modes is considered in the flux
prediction. Data from an external experiment, NA61, is used to tune the probabilities
of producing various hadrons in bins of longitudinal and transverse momentum.
Proton interactions in the graphite target are simulated by using the FLUKA2011 code
[115, 116] and in particular version FLUKA 2011.2c.3 [117] to simulate the interactions
in the target followed by JNUBEAM (which is based on GEANT3)[118] to track the
particles outside the target and the decay to neutrinos. Outside the target GCALOR
[119, 120] simulates the hadronic interactions. This initial flux prediction is then tuned
using both T2K data from ND280 and data from the NA61/SHINE (SPS Heavy Ion
and Neutrino Experiment) at CERN [121] which has measured the hadron production
on a thin target [122, 123, 124] and a replica T2K target [125, 126]. The neutrino tracks
that are produced as a result of the simulation are extrapolated to both the near and
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far detectors, to obtain the respective fluxes and energy spectra. These tracks are forced
to point in the direction of the far detector or a random point in the near detector, with
a corresponding weight, in order to save computation time.
The neutrino flux and energy spectra depend on the kinematics of the parent pions and
kaons, which need to be accurately simulated in order to determine the neutrino flux
which reaches the near and far detectors and participates in interactions. The off-axis
Eν technique limits the uncertainty originating from the parent pion spectrum. The
hadronic interactions that contribute to the flux at Super-K are used to select the data
that is used for tuning. The previously described interactions consist of: pi±, K±, K0,
Λ production from the primary proton interaction, p(n) production from both primary
and secondary protons, pi± production from secondary nucleons and from incident pi±
originating inside and outside of the target. The decay modes that produce neutrinos
are listed in table 4.2, and are used along with the best knowledge of their branching
ratios, and feed-down from strange particle decays K0 and Λ.
Particle Decay Products
pi+ → νµµ+
→ νee+
K+ → νµµ+
→ νµpi0µ+
→ νepi0e+
K0L → νµpi∓ + µ±
→ νepi∓ + e±
µ+ → ν¯µνee+
(Λ → ppi−)
(K0S → pi+pi−)
Table 4.2: Decay modes considered in the neutrino flux prediction, the antiparticle versions
of the decays are also considered in the flux prediction but are not listed here for
conciseness. The feed-down from the strange particle decays K0S and Λ are also
considered.
The target materials that are considered in the flux tuning are carbon, which makes
up the target and beam dump, the aluminium which composes the focussing horns and
the iron which makes up the decay volume walls. Data is used to tune the interactions
[127] and set systematic uncertainties that happen on the target materials which are
simulated, which include Al, Cu and Ti. The flux is tuned via two weights, one for the
probability of an interaction producing a secondary hadron W1, and the second for the
multiplicity of the final state in a double differential distribution W2. The final weights
as a function of energy for each neutrino species and each running mode are shown in
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fig. 4.2. The first set of weights W1,
W1 =
σdatap (pin, A)
σMCp (pin, A)
×
exp
(−ρd0 [σdatap (pin, A)− σMCp (pin, A)])×
exp
(−ρd1 [σdatap (pout, A)− σMCp (pout, A)]) ,
(4.1)
where the secondary hadron production probability for an incoming proton, with mo-
mentum pin which travels a distance d0 before interacting in the medium of density ρ,
and atomic number, A, depends on the production cross sections, σMCp and σdatap which
are momentum and atomic mass dependent, for Monte Carlo and data respectively. The
production cross section is defined as σp = σinel − σqe. A particle of momentum pout is
created and travels a distance d1 in the medium.
The second set of weights, W2 that are calculated account for the multiplicity of the
hadrons after the primary interaction
d2n(p, θ)
dpdθ
=
1
σprod
d2σ(p, θ)
dpdθ
, (4.2)
W2(p, θ) =
[
d2n(p, θ)
dpdθ
]
data
/[
d2n(p, θ)
dpdθ
]
MC
, (4.3)
the double differential production weight eq. (4.2) is dependent on the momentum and
the angle, θ relative to the incident particle. For the primary interaction eq. (4.3) can
be constructed easily since the T2K beam and the NA61 data occupy the same phase
space, as shown in figs. 4.4 and 4.5, for tertiary pion production extrapolation from the
data is required. The extrapolation is required for the lower nucleon momenta and the
interaction on the aluminium horn. A total weight for a particular neutrino is then the
product of W1 and W2 for a particular ancestor particle.
The motivation of NA61/SHINE is to study the final hadronic states that are produced
from several different beam particles that are available at the Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS), interacting on a variety of targets. Germane to this thesis are measurements
which will improve the simulation of the neutrino beam produced as a result of the
proton carbon interaction. The proton beam energy run at SPS is 31 GeV, which as
described in section 3.1.1 is a near match to the 30 GeV run at T2K.
The NA61 detector, depicted in fig. 4.3, consists of 5 time projection chambers, and three
time of flight (ToF) detectors. There is also a forward calorimeter Particle Spectator
Detector (PSD), downstream of the other detectors and a Low Momentum Particle
Detector (LMPD) which is located on either side of the target [121]. There is a group
of detectors upstream of the target in the beamline which collect timing, charge, and
position measurement of the incoming beam. Downstream of the detector are a set of
interaction counters which trigger on the interactions. Two of the TPCs are located
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Figure 103: Tuned Runs 1-4 (top) and 1-8 (middle) ratios to 13a nominal flux at ND280 (left)
and Super-Kamiokande (right). All species of neutrinos are shown. Errors are not presented.
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(a) Run 1-8 weights
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Figure 104: Tuned Run 5c-7b to 13a nominal flux in positive focussing mode (top - in log
scale!) and 13a nominal flux in negative focussing mode (bottom) ratios at ND280 (left) and
Super-Kamiokande (right). All species of neutrinos are shown. Errors are not presented.
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(b) Run 5c-7b weights
Figure 4.2: Flux tuning weights for (a) forward horn running, and (b) reverse horn running
for the neutrino species νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e, from [128]
within magnetic fields and perform PID using dE/dx and the particle’s momentum, the
ToF detectors are also used to perform PID using the ToF information in combination
with the information from the TPCs.
Data from two carbon targets has been collected, these are: a thin target which is 2 cm
thick or 0.04λI interaction lengths in the direction of beam propagation, and a replica
target 1.9λI of the same dimensions as the target used at T2K see section 3.1.2 for
target details. The thin target provides data for the initial interaction and multiplicity
of hadrons. Tertiary hadron production information within the target is provided by the
replica target, leading to a better constraint of the T2K flux, increasing from 60 % to
90 % at the beam peak energy [125].
The final neutrino flux prediction broken down by neutrino flavour νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e for each
running mode is presented in fig. 4.6.
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Figure 1. Schematic layout of the NA61/SHINE experiment at the CERN SPS (horizontal cut in the beam
plane, not to scale). The beam and trigger counter configuration used for data taking on p+p interactions in
2009 is presented. The chosen right-handed coordinate system is shown on the plot. The incoming beam
direction is along the z axis. The magnetic field bends charged particle trajectories in the x-z (horizontal)
plane. The drift direction in the TPCs is along the y (vertical) axis.
Detector are presented. Finally, data acquisition and detector control systems are described in
section 8. Section 9 closes the paper with summary and outlook.
2 Beams
This section starts from the presentation of the CERN proton and ion accelerator chains, and con-
tinues with a brief description of the H2 beamline and secondary hadron and ion beams for the
experiment.
The CERN accelerator chain, with its components relevant for NA61/SHINE beams exposed,
is shown in figure 2. From the source, the beams of ions and protons pass through a series of
accelerators, before they reach the SPS for final acceleration and subsequent extraction to the North
Area and the NA61/SHINE experiment. The protons and ions follow a different path in the pre-
injector chain to the PS, required to match the beam parameters for their acceleration.
2.1 Proton acceleration chain
The proton beam is generated from hydrogen gas by a duo-plasmatron ion source, which can pro-
vide a beam current of up to 300mA [10]. The Radio-Frequency Quadrupole RFQ2 [11] focuses
and bunches the beam, and accelerates it to 750 keV for injection into LINAC2, a three-tank Al-
varez drift tube linear accelerator. The three tanks have a total length of 33.3m, and the energy
of the beam at the exit of the tanks is respectively 10.3, 30.5, and 50MeV. With a repetition
rate of 0.8Hz, LINAC2 delivers a current of up to 170mA within a 90% transverse emittance of
15p mmmrad, during a 120µs pulse length [12]. The 50MeV proton beam from LINAC2 is then
– 3 –
Figure 4.3: NA61/SHINE in the CERN SPS facility. The locations of the various components
that determine the beam showing the location of the target which is either the
thin target or the replica T2K target. Reproduced from[121]
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Fig. 1 The {p, θ} phase space ofπ ± , K ± , K 0S and protons contributing
to the predicted neutrino flux at SK in the “positive” focusing configura-
tion, and the regions covered by the previously published NA61/SHINE
measurements [5,6] and by the new results presented in this article.
Note that the size of the {p, θ} bins used in the K 0S analysis of the 2007
data [14] is much larger compared to what is chosen for the K 0S analysis
presented here, see Sect. 4.3
the J-PARC high intensity 30 GeV (kinetic energy) proton
beam interacting in a 90 cm long graphite target to produce
π and K mesons, which decay emitting neutrinos. Some of
the forward-going hadrons, mostly protons, reinteract in the
target and surrounding material. To study and constrain the
reinteractions in the long target, a special set of data was
taken by NA61/SHINE with a replica of the T2K target: the
first study based on pilot data is presented in Ref. [27], the
analysis of the high-statistics 2009 dataset is finalized [28],
while the analysis of the last 2010 dataset is still on-going.
The T2K neutrino beam [17] is aimed towards a near
detector complex, 280 m from the target, and towards the
Super-Kamiokande (SK) far detector located 295 km away
at 2.5◦ off-axis from the hadron beam. Neutrino oscillations
are probed by comparing the neutrino event rates and spec-
tra measured in SK to predictions of a Monte-Carlo (MC)
simulation based on flux calculations and near detector mea-
surements. Until the NA61/SHINE data were available, these
flux calculations were based on hadron production models
tuned to sparse available data, resulting in systematic uncer-
tainties which are large and difficult to evaluate. Direct mea-
surements of particle production rates in p + C interactions
allow for more precise and reliable estimates [17]. Precise
predictions of neutrino fluxes are also crucial for neutrino
cross section measurements with the T2K near detector, see
e.g. Refs. [22–24].
For the first stage of the experiment, the T2K neutrino
beamline was set up to focus positively charged hadrons
(the so-called “positive” focusing), to produce a νµ enhanced
beam. While charged pions generate most of the low energy
neutrinos, charged kaons generate the high energy tail of the
T2K beam, and contribute substantially to the intrinsic νe
component in the T2K beam. See Ref. [17] for more details.
An anti-neutrino enhanced beam can be produced by revers-
ing the current direction in the focusing elements of the beam-
line in order to focus negatively charged particles (“negative”
focusing).
Positively and negatively charged pions and kaons whose
daughter neutrinos pass through the SK detector constitute
the kinematic region of interest, shown in Figs. 1 and 2 in the
kinematic variables p and θ – the momentum and polar angle
of particles in the laboratory frame for “positive” and “nega-
123
Figure 4.4: FHC mode phase space of the hadrons contributing to the flux at Super-K, with
the coverage of the NA61/SHINE experiment for two data collection periods.
Reproduced from [129]
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Fig. 2 The {p, θ} phase space ofπ ± , K ± , K 0S and protons contributing
to the predicted neutrino flux at SK in the “negative” focusing configura-
tion, and the regions covered by the previously published NA61/SHINE
measurements [5,6] and by the new results presented in this article.
Note that the size of the {p, θ} bins used in the K 0S analysis of the 2007
data [14] is much larger compared to what is chosen for the K 0S analysis
presented here, see Sect. 4.3
tive” focusing, respectively. See Refs. [5,6,17] for additional
information. The much higher statistics available in the 2009
data makes it possible to use finer {p, θ} binning (especially
for charged kaons, K 0S and Λ) compared to previously pub-
lished results [5,6,14] from the 2007 data. The improved
statistics of the 2009 data also allows for the first measure-
ments of negatively charged kaons within NA61/SHINE.
The NA61/SHINE results on hadron production are also
extremely important for testing and improving existing
hadron production models in an energy region which is not
well constrained by measurements at present.
The paper is organized as follows: a brief description of
the experimental setup, the collected data and their process-
ing is presented in Sect. 2. Section 3 is devoted to the anal-
ysis technique used for the measurements of the inelastic
and production cross sections in proton–carbon interactions
at 31 GeV/c and presents the obtained results. A detailed
description of the procedures used to obtain the differential
inclusive spectra of hadrons is presented in Sect. 4. Results
on spectra are reported in Sect. 5. A comparison of these
results with the predictions of different hadron production
models is discussed in Sect. 6. A summary and conclusions
are given in Sect. 7.
2 The experimental setup, collected data and their
processing
The NA61/SHINE apparatus is a wide-acceptance hadron
spectrometer at the CERN SPS. A detailed description of the
NA61/SHINE setup is presented in Ref. [25]. Only parts rel-
evant for the 2009 running period are briefly described here.
The NA61/SHINE experiment has greatly profited from the
long development of the CERN proton and ion sources, the
accelerator chain, as well as the H2 beamline of the CERN
North Area. Numerous components of the NA61/SHINE
setup were inherited from its predecessors, in particular, the
last one – the NA49 experiment [29].
The detector is built arround five Time Projection Cham-
bers (TPCs), as shown in Fig. 3. Two Vertex TPCs (VTPC-1
and VTPC-2) are placed in the magnetic field produced by
two superconducting dipole magnets and two Main-TPCs
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Figure 4.5: RHC mode phase space of the hadrons contributing to the flux at Super-K, with
the coverage of the NA61/S INE experiment for two data collection periods.
Reproduced from [129] (GeV)νE
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Figure 102: Tuned Runs 1-4 (top), 1-8 (middle) and 5c-7b (bottom) combined fluxes at ND280
(left) and Super-Kamiokande (right). All species of neutrinos are shown. Only statistical error
bars are shown.
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Figure 102: Tuned Runs 1-4 (top), 1-8 (middle) and 5c-7b (bottom) combined fluxes at ND280
(left) and Super-Kamiokande (right). All species of neutrinos are shown. Only statistical error
bars are shown.
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(b)
Figure 4.6: Neutrino flux prediction for (a) FHC mode Runs 1-8, and (b) RHC mode Runs
5c-7b, for each neutrino flavour at Super-K. Reproduced from [128].
4.1.1 Flux Uncertainties
There are five groups forming the sources uncertainty for the flux prediction, these are
used to generate a prior flux covariance matrix. The sources of uncertainty considered
are:
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• Hadron interaction: the experimentally determined hadron production data
have associated uncertainties. Extrapolating to the phase space not covered by
NA61 carries a larger uncertainty, as does scaling the centre of mass energy to
cover tertiary production. There are also uncertainties due to scaling for materials
outside the target from the available data, and final state meson multiplicities.
Secondary baryon production after the primary interaction is not simulated and
forms a source of uncertainties
• Proton beam and off-axis angle: amongst the beam alignment parameters
the Y beam center and θY are the dominant sources of uncertainty [130, 131].
The proton beam profile is stable across all runs and allows for fully correlated
variations to be applied across runs. The off-axis beam direction uncertainty is
taken from the INGRID measurement.
• Target and horn alignment: the positions and angles of the target and horn
system and the remaining two horns are another source of the uncertainty. The
vertical displacement of horns 2 and 3, and together are of order 2 %. The uncer-
tainty due to the target misalignment is of order 3 %, the angular alignment of
horn 1 is of order 2 %.
• Horn current magnetic field: this uncertainty is dominated by the current
monitoring stability. Measurements of the magnetic field’s deviation from nominal
have been made [131, 128]. The effect on the final neutrino flux is <1 % for bins
<1 GeV and <4 % for bins >1 GeV.
• Material out of target: interactions on the cooling water inside the horns are
simulated. The “striplines” carrying the current to the horn forms another source
of uncertainty, each of these change the flux prediction by at most a few % over
nominal [128].
The fractional flux uncertainties for the categories presented above are shown for νµ and
ν¯µ in FHC mode at Super-K in fig. 4.7, improvements in hadron interaction modelling
using data from [129] have resulted in the right sign flux uncertainty has being reduced
from ∼11 % to ∼8 % at the flux peak. Most bins show improvement compared to the
previous flux prediction mainly due to improved hadron production modelling. The
uncertainties for ν¯e at ND280 in RHC mode are shown in fig. 4.8 which does not have a
previous flux version for comparison. The flux is parameterised as detailed in table 4.3.
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Figure 113: The total uncertainties evaluated on the SK flux prediction. The 13av2 uncertainty
is the current version. The 11bv3.2 is the previous version.
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Figure 4.7: The fractional νµ and ν¯µ flux uncertainties in FHC running mode at Super-K for
each of the categories listed in section 4.1.1. The solid line represents the updated
flux p edictio , whereas the dashed line was the previous version. Reproduced
from [128].
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Figure 114: The total uncertainties evaluated on the ND280 flux prediction. The 13av2
uncertainty is the current version. The 11bv3.2 is the previous version.
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Figure 4.8: The fractional νe and ν¯e flux uncertai ties in RHC r nning mode at ND280 for
each of the categories list d in section 4.1.1. Reproduced from [128].
Beam mode ν Flavour Binning (GeV)
FHC
νµ 0–0.4, 0.4–0.5, 0.5–0.6, 0.6–0.7, 0.7–1.0, 1.0–1.5,
1.5–2.5, 2.5–3.5, 3.5–5.0, 5.0–7.0, 7.0–30.0
νe 0–0.5, 0.5–0.7, 0.7–0.8, 0.8–1.5, 1.5–2.5, 2.5–4.0,
4.0–30.0
ν¯µ 0–0.7, 0.7–1.0, 1.0–1.5, 1.5–2.5, 2.5–30.0
ν¯e 0–2.5, 2.5–30.0
RHC
νµ 0–0.7, 0.7–1.0, 1.0–1.5, 1.5–2.5, 2.5–30.0
νe 0–2.5, 2.5–30.0
ν¯µ 0–0.4, 0.4–0.5, 0.5–0.6, 0.6–0.7, 0.7–1.0, 1.0–1.5,
1.5–2.5, 2.5–3.5, 3.5–5.0, 5.0–7.0, 7.0–30.0
ν¯e 0–0.5, 0.5–0.7, 0.7–0.8, 0.8–1.5, 1.5–2.5, 2.5–4.0,
4.0–30.0
Table 4.3: Flux systematic parameters for each of the beam modes, as a function of true
neutrino energy and flavour. These bins are mapped to the parameters in table 4.11
with SKNuMode* corresponds to FHC and SKANuMode* RHC, and *Numu*, *Nue*,
*Numub*, *Nueb* mapping to νµ, νe, ν¯µ, ν¯e, and each of the numbered parameters
corresponding to a true energy bin.
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4.2 Neutrino Interaction Simulation
The interactions of neutrinos, across the range of energies that is covered by the T2K
beam flux, spans several different modes outlined in section 2.2.3. Ascribing the correct
rate associated with a particular interaction mode depends on knowledge of its cross
section. There are several different overlapping models for predicting cross sections in
this energy region and they must all be incorporated into a coherent whole. Both the
near detector inputs and the simulation of the far detector are produced by the NEUT
Monte Carlo generator [132]. Since knowledge of neutrino cross sections is a major source
of uncertainty in current oscillation experiments any treatment which better quantifies
the uncertainty is valuable. NEUT version 5.3.2 is used as the reference in this analysis
for the ND280 and Super-K. A description of the physics models used in NEUT 5.4.0 is
available in [133] and are discussed below based primarily on [134].
4.2.1 Neutrino Interaction Modes
The interactions of neutrinos with atomic nuclei are simulated using a variety of models
to cover the energy range at T2K. The “Impulse Approximation” is used along with
a Random Phase Approximation (RPA) model parameterised using a functional form
which minimises correlations. The primary interaction mode which makes up the signal
in this thesis is CCQE, and is tuned to bubble chamber data. Interactions between the
incoming neutrino and two nucleons can occur which overlap the CCQE region, their
contribution to this region and the higher energy pion production region is considered.
The single pion production region is modelled and tuned again using bubble chamber
data. Interactions within the nucleus after the primary neutrino interaction, Final State
Interactions (FSI), which bias or make impossible neutrino energy reconstruction are
modelled using a cascade model. Secondary Interactions (SI) take place after the particles
from the interaction leave the nucleus and interact in the detector medium. Both FSI
and SI interactions are tuned using external pion nucleus scattering data. At high
energies Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) processes take place which for T2K are a small
contribution.
4.2.1.1 Nuclear Model
Neutrino nucleus interactions at T2K are simulated using the so called “Impulse Ap-
proximation” which considers a neutrino interaction as acting on a single nucleon in the
nucleus, with the rest of the system spectating, and takes the incoherent sum of these
probabilities. Modifications due to: initial nucleon kinematics, extracting the nucleon
from the nucleus, re-interactions in the remnant nucleus, and the changes to the cross
section due to the nuclear potential are included. However, the nuclear potential is not
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included in the ν-nucleon interaction equation, neither is the wave function of the nu-
cleon before interaction and that of the final state. The interaction between the remnant
nucleus and the scattered nucleon are not included in the nucleon wave function.
Several effects need to be considered for the simulation of neutrino scattering of bound
nucleons and are included in the T2K model. The kinematics of the initial nucleons
are described by using a Fermi gas, the momentum distribution being flat up to a
maximum Fermi momentum (pF ). The nuclear potential is taken into consideration by
subtracting the binding energy (Eb) required to remove a nucleon from the nucleus from
the final state. Re-interactions within the struck nucleus by hadrons, FSI, are considered
by use of a Monte Carlo cascade model, with Pauli blocking applied. Pauli blocking
can also affect the distribution of events observed at low values of Q2, if the nucleon
is not energetic enough to leave the nucleus the creation of the state may be “blocked”
due to the Pauli exclusion principle not allowing another particle to occupy the same
state. The cascade model treats each collision as independent and conserves energy and
momentum, a mean free path calculation takes into account effects from the medium.
Tuning of this model is described in section 4.2.2. Modification of the neutrino-nucleus
cross-section originating from the nuclear potential is described by the RPA, which is a
function of Q2 = (ω, ~q), the four-momentum transferred to the nucleon. Although RPA
effects apply to all particles exiting the nucleus, these are only applied to CCQE events
in this analysis, as similar effects for pion production are not yet available.
4.2.1.2 Collective Nuclear Effects (BeRPA)
A relativistic RPA model is used, developed by Nieves et al. in [135] and referred to
as Nieves RPA. This is a non-perturbative method that takes into account interactions
in complex many body systems. Parameterisations have been made of for Effective
RPA (ERPA) models, but unfortunately strong correlations were introduced between
parameters. Berstein basis polynomials bi,n, of degree n have a functional form where
each polynomial is strongly peaked in a particular region of x
bi,n =
(
n
i
)
xi(1− x)n−i, i = 0, . . . , n. (4.4)
The form of the polynomial reduces undesired correlations between parameters [136]. A
parameterisation of the Nieves RPA model using Bernstein Polynomials, Bernstein RPA
(BeRPA), to allow for the coverage of uncertainties in the model has been developed
f(x) =
A(1− x′)3 + 3B(1− x′)2x′ + 3p1(1− x′)x′2 + Cx′3, x < U1 + p2e−D(x−U), x > U (4.5)
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where x = Q2 and x′ = x/U , and the parameters A, B, C and p1 are normalisation
factors. The parameters p1,2 are used for the continuity conditions and are
p1 =C +
UD(C − 1)
3
p2 =C − 1.
(4.6)
For µ-like samples in FHC mode effects from BeRPA changes event rates by up to 2.5 %
and up to 2 % in RHC mode with variations of 1σ around the BANFF tuned values
for parameters A, B and D. Similar effects on the event rates are seen for the e-like
samples, however the νe CC1pi+ sample shows a much smaller effect 0.2 % table B.1 to
table B.10.
4.2.1.3 Charged Current Quasielastic (CCQE) and CCQE-like
The CCQE interaction mode, shown in fig. 4.9, is dominant at the peak of the flux used
in the T2K experiment. The CCQE-like samples used in the analysis are identified by
the requirement of no pion (0pi) in the final state, and no attempt is made to reconstruct
the outgoing proton. The CC0pi mode is the main signal for Super-K. This interaction
model is for the vertex before any modification by FSI. Other interactions that have the
same final state but where the physics process is different, such as the multi-nucleon
2p2h process, cannot be separated from a true CCQE process. Another process which
can result in 0pi in the final state is pi production followed by absorption of the pi within
the nucleus. Attempts to better determine the final state using measurements of the
outgoing proton are not yet well enough developed to separate the CCQE and 2p2h
contributions for an oscillation analysis.
νµ µ−
u
u
d
d
u
d
W+
n p
Figure 4.9: Feynman diagram of a muon neutrino charged current quasi-elastic interaction.
The CCQE interaction is implemented using the Llewellyn Smith formalism [137], a
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dipole is used for the axial (FA) form factor with
FA(Q
2) =
gA(
1 + Q2/
(
MQEA
)2)2 . (4.7)
where Q2 is the four-momentum transfer. The axial mass term MQEA is constrained
from neutrino-deuterium scattering experiments, which do not include nuclear effects,
although this form has proved effective at describing nuclear parameters. Alternative
models for the axial form factor have been studied in order to better describe data at
higher values of Q2. These will be further discussed in section 4.2.1.4 but are not used
in this round of analysis.
4.2.1.4 Tuning to Bubble Chamber Data
A joint fit to data that is available from bubble chamber experiments, is made using
a sum of the likelihoods for each dataset. The bubble chamber targets were free nucle-
ons in either hydrogen or deuterium. Data is used from Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL) [138, 139] and Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) [140] in addition to Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) [141] and the Big European Bubble Chamber
(BEBC) [142]. The data is presented in a number of different forms, as cross sections
σ(Eν), event rates R(Q2), and differential cross-sections dσ/dQ2. To avoid biasing the
fit and to take into account the information that is available from Q2 and Eν the fit
is made to both classes of data set simultaneously, fitting the cross sections σ(Eν) to
understand the flux of the experiment and the dσ/dQ2 to gain shape and form factor
information. Different treatments are taken for each of the data sets due to overly strong
contributions from a particular data sets. Flux uncertainties are taken into account by
performing tuning with fixed fluxes from the data sets from ANL and BNL and allowing
the flux to vary by 15 %.
The dipole form factor in eq. (4.7) is widely used to model neutrino nucleon quasi-
elastic interactions. Available neutrino scattering data from bubble chamber experiments
constrains the model at low values of Q2 but are sparse for Q2 > 1 GeV2.
Two additional models are considered, a “2- and 3-component” model [143], and a model
based on QCD sum rules, the “Z-expansion” model [144, 145]. Both these models fit
the data from the bubble chamber experiments well but vary in the uncertainty that
they predict. Propagation of the additional form factors to ND280 and Super-K shows
inflated errors at values of Q2 > 1 GeV2. These models are not used to constrain the
parameters for the analysis presented in this thesis but are used to build fake data sets,
and will be used in future as the reference model.
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Figure 34: Cross-section of the 2p2h process for neutrino and antineutrino as pre-
dicted in the T2K reference model [5] (labeled as Nieves et al.) and in the alternative
model from Ref. [12, 38] (labeled as Martini et al.)
3March2017-meeting/ndfitissues/view). As a consequence, it has been decided to585
keep the same shape uncertainty (i.e. fully correlated) between neutrino and an-586
tineutrino.587
Finally, the reference T2K model for 2p2h has been developed for isoscalar nu-588
clei, like Carbon and Oxygen. A dedicated study has been performed to estimate589
the uncertainty on the extrapolation from Carbon to Oxygen exploiting the electron590
scattering data of Ref. [39]. In this paper, the amount of proton-proton (pp) and591
proton-neutron (pn) Short-Range Correlated (SRC) pairs in di↵erent nuclei has been592
computed by comparing the electron induced two-proton A(e, e0pp) and one-proton593
A(e, e0p) knock-out cross-sections measured at CLAS [40]. Only kinematics domi-594
nated by scattering on SRC pairs have been selected. To first approximation, in these595
regions, the A(e, e0pp) cross-section is proportional to the number of pp SRC pairs,596
while the A(e, e0p) cross-section is proportional to twice the number of pp SRC pairs597
plus the number of pn SRC pairs. The measurements are corrected for FSI e↵ects598
which induce migration between single- and double-proton final states due to atten-599
uation or charge exchange processes while the outgoing protons are traversing the600
residual nucleus. The measurements are reported relatively to 12C for three nuclei:601
27Al, 56Fe, 208Pb, as reported in Tab.8.602
Performing a fit to such results as a function of the number of nucleons (A) we603
extract the relative number of pp and pn pairs in oxygen, with respect to carbon,604
and its uncertainty, as shown in Fig.35. An arbitrary functional form with two free605
parameters has been chosen606
NSRC(A)
NSRC(12C)
= (
A
12
)↵ +  (
A
12
  1) (11)
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Figure 4.10: Neutrino and antineutrino cross sections for the 2p2h process for the reference
T2K model, Nieves et al., and an alternative model, Martini et al. Reproduced
from [134].
4.2.1.5 Multi-Nucleon Interactions (2p2h)
The 2p2h interaction process occurs when the incoming n utrino interacts with two
nucleons, as shown in fig. 4.11, and this can be decomposed into the following contribu-
tions
• Meson Exchange Current (MEC), ∆ resonance pion-less decay and other MEC
diagrams which i clude a ∆ propagator and contributions due to pio s in flight
shown in fig. 4.13
• Nucleon-Nu leon (NN) correlatio s shown in fig. 4.12
• interference between MEC and NN
This class of interactions can account for between 10–20 % of the total CC0pi cross section
at T2K. The region of phase pace (ω, ~q) occupied by 2p2h overlaps that of pion pro-
duction, whilst NN overlaps with the Quasielastic region. Since these interaction modes
have different mappings from true to reconstructed quantities and without knowledge
of the contribution from each of these modes the use of the neutrino energy reconstruc-
tion formula eq. (4.11) biases the reconstruction to lower energies. Data from electron
scattering experiments could potentially be used to constrain this process, however, due
to restrictions from the available models this cannot be done directly. A parameter that
rescales the 2p2h contribution and a variable which alters the composition of MEC and
NN components and alters the differential shape is included in the analysis. There are
very different predictions for neutrinos and antineutrinos for the default model [135]
and the alternative model [146, 147], and are shown in fig. 4.10. Unfortunately for this
analysis there are low antineutrino statistics at ND280 (only data up to Run 6 is used)
which makes it impossible to constrain the antineutrino shape uncertainty.
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Figure 4.11: Coupling between pairs of nucleons, N1,2 via pion exchange in a νµ interaction.
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Figure 4.12: Couplings between pairs of nucleons, nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions.
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Figure 4.13: Feynman diagrams of the MEC contribution to the two particle two hole in-
teraction. The top line shows the two contact or seagull diagrams, the pion in
flight term, and the pion pole term. The second line shows the coupling to a
∆-resonance or ∆-pole
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The NEUT Nieves et al. reference model [135] has been developed for isoscalar nuclei,
and a study to estimate the uncertainty on the extrapolation from carbon to oxygen
has been performed based on data from electron scattering experiments at CLAS [148].
Extrapolation from the phase space of the data and corrections for FSI effects limit
the scope of the conclusions from the study, however conservative conclusions are made
which motivate the oscillation analysis priors. The parameters for the oscillation analysis
are set so that the 2p2h normalisation parameters for ν and ν¯ on carbon have flat prior
probability distributions and are uncorrelated. The 2p2h normalisation scaling from
carbon to oxygen have 20 % correlation and are fully correlated between ν and ν¯. The
2p2h shape uncertainty is fully correlated between ν and ν¯ and flat within the range
[−1, 1], fully NN or not-∆ like to fully MEC or ∆ like. The 2p2h shape uncertainty on
oxygen behaves in the same manner as the shape uncertainty on carbon and be 30 %
correlated with the carbon parameter.
4.2.1.6 Single Pion Production
The previous oscillation analysis of the T2K data included a sample with a single pion
in addition to the CCQE-like samples previously included. A final state that includes
a single pion can be produced via several different interaction processes. These include:
resonance excitations that decay into pions, multi-pion processes, and coherent pion
production. The largest contribution comes from resonance production, with a small
contribution to this process from a “non-resonant background", in which pion production
proceeds without an intermediate resonance state. These are incorporated into the T2K
model using Rein-Sehgal model [149], and the hadronic invariant mass, W , of the final
state follows the condition W < 2 GeV to avoid double counting with the DIS process
discussed in section 4.2.1.9. The ∆(1232) dominates resonance production at T2K beam
energies.
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Figure 4.14: A possible Feynman diagram for the production of a charged pion by excitation
and subsequent decay of a resonance.
The single pion data was previously tuned to data from nuclear targets,MiniBooNE,K2K,
and the data from bubble chambers was not included. This oscillation analysis, bins the
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Figure 4.15: Coherent pion production on a nucleus, showing the exchange of a pomeron
with the nucleus leaving it in the ground state and the production of charged
pion for (a) the CC process, and a neutral pion for (b) the NC process.
events in Eν and in θ of the outgoing lepton for electron-like events. Lepton kinematics do
not undergo the additional final state interactions, and can thecrefore sidestep the pion
and nucleon models. The external data from MINERνA and MiniBooNE data which
are the most relevant data have associated difficulties which make them unsuitable for
the tuning that was performed, and were not used apart from the lepton data available.
Bubble chamber data is included by reweighting interactions with single pions on a free
nucleon and MiniBooNE Tµ cos θµ data is used to verify the scaling performed to the
nuclear environment.
Values extracted from separate fits to different data sets show a wide range of variation,
the central values of the parameters and the correlations between the parameters are
taken from the ANL+BNL fit with inflated errors in order to cover data on nuclear
targets from MiniBooNE.
Coherent pion production produces a pion via interaction with the whole nucleus without
exciting the nucleus after neutrino scattering. For this process to take place, there must
only be a low energy transfer to the nucleus. Data from MINERνA is lower compared to
the prediction from NEUT, and an ad-hoc reweighting has been implemented from the
data due to known under prediction from the implemented Rein-Sehgal (RS) model.
4.2.1.7 Tuning to bubble chamber and nuclear data
Previous iterations of the single pion tunes detailed in [150, 151, 152] used the existing
scattering data on nuclei from the MiniBooNE [153] and K2K [154] experiments, these
experiments reported their results as cross sections as a function of energy rather than
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flux integrated differential cross sections which introduces model dependence. The bubble
chamber data was not used at all in the previous fits. Lepton ` kinematics p`, cos θ`
are unaffected by subsequent interactions with the nuclear medium which introduce the
possibility of misidentifying the interaction topology. This makes leptonic variables ideal
for extracting information from the interaction vertex.
Additional functionality was introduced to NEUT in order to generate and reweight single-
pion interactions on a free nucleon. This means that the model can fit to the available
bubble chamber data using minimisation techniques, rather than the previous eye-balling
technique. NEUT tailors its form factor parameterisation for the ∆(1232) resonance
[155], of the 18 that are considered, so tuning is preferably done to W < 1.4 GeV.
Poisson likelihoods are used for the event distributions N(~x) in the kinematic variable ~x
(e.g. ppi, Q2), and Gaussian likelihoods for cross section distributions σ(Eν), this leads
to the expression
χ2 =
N(~x)∑2
N(bins)∑
i=1
(
NEUTi −Datai ln
(
Datai
(NEUTi
))
+
σ(Eν)∑ 
N(bins)∑
i=1
(Datai −NEUTi)2
δ2i
 ,
(4.8)
where Datai and NEUTi are the ith bin contents for either the cross-section or event rate
distributions. The N(~x) distributions are fit using shape information only by scaling
the generated MC distribution to the data for every fit. Correlations across experiments
are not considered and normalisation of the total cross-sections is not performed, shape
information only is used. The outer sum for both terms is over the data data sets that
are available for that particular category.
This fit does not intend to replicate the fits producing the constraints that are carried
out by the ND fitters which will be discussed in section 4.3, but aims to provide ranges
within which the model can vary given the input data. Several fits are made to the
bubble chamber data, either combined or alone, and the MiniBooNE lepton variable
data, setting various conditions in fit, e.g. fixing or allowing the non resonant background
parameter I1/2 to be free. From these fits which produced a range of best-fit values the
central values and uncertainties on the parametersMRESA , the axial mass for the resonant
process analgous to MQEA , C
5
A, the axial form factor, and I1/2 are listed in table 4.4.
4.2.1.8 Final State Interactions (FSI)
Hadrons propagating through the nuclear medium as a result of a neutrino interaction
may interact in this medium. These interactions happen before the lepton or hadron
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Parameter Central Value & Uncertainty
MRESA 1.07± 0.15
C5A 0.96± 0.15
I1/2 0.96± 0.40
Table 4.4: Central values and uncertainties resulting from the fit to the external data for the
pion production parameters from [134].
can be observed, and the probablility of a pion undergoing an additional interaction is
significant . To further complicate accessing the underlying physics process, the hadrons
which leave the medium can undergo “secondary interactions” (SI) in the detector
material before reconstruction. For example when pions are absorbed in the nuclear
medium the event reconstruction looks CCQE-like, however the 2-body assumption
for CCQE events eq. (4.11), which will be discussed in section 4.4, biases the energy
reconstruction. Any FSI and or SI interactions can modify the pion kinematics, which
in turn alters the detector particle identification efficiency. Charge exchange processes
can modify the observed neutral pion rate, which because of conversion to γ-rays is an
important background to understand for νe appearance. FSI processes are difficult to
constrain because data from well understood hadron beams do not probe the interior
of the nucleus and consequently are not subject to the same physical environment as
hadrons from neutrino induced interactions.
The FSI interactions are modelled in NEUT by use of a cascade model [132] and con-
strained using external data [156]. An Intra-Nuclear cascade model is used, in which
pions are tracked from their creation at the initial neutrino interaction. The position
where the pions are created is chosen based on a nuclear density profile, modelled by
a Fermi model, the Woods-Saxon potential [157], using a three parameter model with
one set to zero for oxygen. The pion is then stepped through the nucleus in finite steps,
where interaction probabilities are calculated till absorption or the pion leaves the nu-
cleus. High and low momentum pions have different treatments, using tables derived
from a computational many-body simulation in infinite nuclear matter and scattering
data from free protons and deuterons respectively. A mixture of these models is used
in the region 400–500 MeV. The model is parameterised by using six factors, one for
absorption, two for QE scattering (high and low energies), two for charge exchange (high
and low energies) and one for hadron production and are named in table 4.5. Five of
the parameters scale the probabilities of pi interaction at each step, and the parameter
FEFCX scales the charge exchange fraction of quasielastic scattering at low momenta.
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NEUT Name ND Fit Name Momentum Region MeV/c0 Description
FEFABS FSI_PI_ABS <500 Absorption
FEFQE FSI_INEL_LO <500 QE scattering (low energy)
FEFCX FSI_CEX_LO <500 Single charge exchange (low energy)
FEFQEH FSI_INEL_HI >400 QE scattering (high energy)
FEFCXH FSI_CEX_HI >400 Single charge exchange (high energy)
FEFINEL FSI_PI_PROD >400 Hadron (N+npi) production
Table 4.5: The NEUT and ND names of the FSI scaling parameters with their associated
momentum region. These parameters are also used in the fits to data described in
this section and section 4.2.2. The overlapping momentum regions are due to the
combination of the scaling parameters in this region.
The uncertainties that are associated with FSI are implemented in the near and far
detectors using different methods. Response functions, parameterised using splines, on an
event by event basis are used at ND280. The response functions span 1σ, this factorisation
of the response functions has been validated and is of order 1 %.
4.2.1.9 Deep inelastic scattering (DIS)
At high neutrino energies, above ∼5 GeV, deep inelastic scattering (DIS) processes
dominate, where the interaction of the neutrino is directly with the quark inside the
nucleon via one of the weak force bosons, often fragmenting the nucleon in the process
and these fragments producing a hadronic shower. These interactions lie in the tail of the
T2K flux, and are not part of the signal that is considered for the oscillation analysis.
4.2.2 Final State Interactions and Secondary Interactions Tuning
As previously described in section 4.2.1.8, FSI and SI interactions interactions can mean
that the reconstructed energy of an event is biased due to misidentification of the event
topology. The NEUT cascade model is tuned to external pi± −A scattering data. The
parameters that are used are named in table 4.5, and each of these is used to scale the
microscopic probability at each step in the cascade apart from FEFCX which scales the
charge fraction in low momentum quasi-elastic scattering. The interaction channels that
are used for the analysis are:
• Absorption (ABS): No pions in the final state
• Quasi-elastic Scattering (QE): Only a single pion in the final state, of the
same charge as the incident beam
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• Single Charge Exchange (CX): Only one pi0 in the final state
• Absorption + Single Charge Exchange (ABS+CX): Sum of ABS and CX
• Reactive: Sum of ABS + CX + QE, Double Charge Exchange, and Hadron
Production. Double charge exchange is final states with one pion with the opposite
charge to the incident beam. To be defined as hadron production the final state
must contain more than one pion.
The target materials used in the FGDs are plastic scintillator (FGD1), and a combination
of water and plastic scintillator (FGD2) as described in section 3.2.1.2, Super-K uses
water as its target material described in section 3.3. In principle there is not a need to
tune to heavier nuclei but the near detector contains heavier nuclei e.g. the Pb planes in
the ECals, on which interactions and FSI/SI interactions can occur. There are also plans
to use interaction samples from outside the tracker region in the ND fits to constrain
the uncertainties in the oscillation analysis so a variety of targets, Carbon, Oxygen,
Aluminium, Iron, Copper and Lead are used to tune the data.
Data comparisons were made to 18 data sets, including measurements from the Dual
Use Experiment at TRIUMF (DUET) [158].
A pre-computed grid of pion cross-sections for a grid of the 6 FSI parameters in table 4.5.
A best fit for the parameters is then found by minimising a χ2. A scaling was applied
to the χ2FSI to cover all the external data fits, The scaling Φ is determined by
Φ =
σBestfitj (fFSI)− σDataj
∆σBestfitj (fFSI)
, (4.9)
where the, σBestfitj external data are compared with the σ
Bestfit
j NEUT values and the
1-σ errors ∆σBestfitj (fFSI). Even with the inflated errors the post-fit values of the FSI
parameters are smaller than those obtained with the previous analysis performed in
[152].
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4 Fit Results306
4.1 Fixed Normalization Parameters307
The best fit FSI parameters, while keeping the normalization parameters fixed, are presented in308
Table 5 for both interpolation methods. The spread in the results from the methods was found to309
be covered by the uncertainties of the fitted parameters. The minimum  2 values obtained from310
each method are in agreement and are shown in the last row of Table 5, along with the number311
of degrees of freedom in the fit (n.d.o.f). This confirms that the interpolation methods are not312
introducing biases, and indicates that the  2 didn’t have a local minimum that would a↵ect the313
minimization process. Thus, no additional uncertainties due to the interpolation method choice314
were deemed necessary.315
Parameter
Best fit ± 1 
TMultiDimFit GNU-Octave
FEFQE 1.073 ± 0.063 1.069 ± 0.041
FEFABS 1.503 ± 0.081 1.404 ± 0.057
FEFCX 0.694 ± 0.053 0.697 ± 0.040
FEFINEL 0.889 ± 0.196 1.002 ± 0.146
FEFQEH 1.899 ± 0.248 1.824 ± 0.114
FEFCXH 1.8 (Fixed) 1.8 (Fixed)
 2(n.d.o.f) 150.74(59) 149.03(59)
Table 5: Post-fit FSI parameters, and the minimum  2 value obtained, with fixed normalization
parameters using the TMultiDimFit and GNU-Octave interpolation methods
Figures 9 and 10 show the covariance matrices obtained from Minuit using each interpolation316
method. Stronger correlations across the FSI parameters are observed when using the TMultiDimFit317
interpolation. This can be understood as the e↵ect of the polynomial parameterization, which318
inherently carries strong correlations from the large number of cross-terms. For this reason, it was319
decided to use the GNU-Octave interpolation for the final results.320
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Figure 9: Correlation matrix obtained using the
TMultiDimFit interpolation
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Figure 10: Correlation matrix obtained using the
GNU-Octave interpolation
14
Figure 4.16: Correlation matrix for Final State Interactions parameters obtained from the
external data fit, using interpolation and the lower values of correlations retrieved
from the two methods used. Reproduced from [156]
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Two interpolation methods were used which returned values of minimum χ2 which agreed,
however the covariance matrices that were returned from the two methods differed in the
strength of the correlations that they returned. The method with the smaller correlations
was used for the final results [156], which are shown in fig. 4.16. The resulting central
values and 1σ uncertainties are shown in section 4.2.2. The parameter FEFCXH was left
fixed in the fits as the data does not cover this region of phase space and the FEFINEL
FEFQEH parameters cover the data sets. fits are shown in fig. 4.17 for a subset of the
data considered.
Parameter Best Fit ± 1σ
FEFQE 1.069± 0.313
FEFABS 1.404± 0.432
FEFCX 0.697± 0.305
FEFINEL 1.002± 1.101
FEFQEH 1.824± 0.859
FEFCX 1.8(Fixed)
Table 4.6: The post-fit values of the FSI parameters, with the error scaling described in
eq. (4.9).
T2K-TN-325-v1.0
Parameter Best fit ± 1 
FEFQE 1.069 ± 0.313
FEFABS 1.404 ± 0.432
FEFCX 0.697 ± 0.305
FEFINEL 1.002 ± 1.101
FEFQEH 1.824 ± 0.859
FEFCX 1.8 (Fixed)
Table 8: Post-fit FSI parameters after error scaling
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Figure 18: Comparison of the available ⇡+-C cross section external data with the FSIFitter best fit
(solid black line) and 1  band after scaling (red), and the TN-032 best fit (dashed black line) and
1  and (blue).
20
Figure 4.17: Fits to the available pi+-C cross section external data using the FSIFitter devel-
oped in [156] compared with earlier fit results and 1-σ error bands from [150].
4.3 Near Detector Flux and Cross-section Model
Constraints
The T2K flux and cross section models can be constrained using external and internal
measurements, the set of external measurements that constrain the flux and cross section
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parameters are described in previous sections. The following section describes how better
quantified central values for many systematic parameters are obtained, these form the
inputs to the nominal spectra predictions made at Super-K. The uncertainties of each
of the systematic parameters are also better quantified and the correlations between
them are reported in a covariance matrix, this matrix is used in the bounds of the
systematic variations of the Super-K spectra which are used in the oscillation analysis
in chapter 5.
The flux and cross section parameters, which are nuisance parameters, are constrained
using BANFF [159] and MaCh3 fitters for the T2K experiment. Both analyses fit the
near detector data to produce covariance matrices containing the uncertainties on the
parameters and separately the associated tuned central values for use as an input to
the oscillation analysis. The parameters considered are fitted using ND280 data with
the flux parameters for Super-K allowed to vary in the fit according to separately to
Super-K, where this constraint is propagated. This analysis uses data whose interaction
vertex is in FGD1 or FGD2.
The “Asimov data set” is a statistical technique which is used in the following section and
extensively in the analysis in chapter 5. The “Asimov data set” is a single toy experiment
generated from MC, without statistical or systematic fluctuations, intended to replace
an ensemble of data sets. This set has the property of characterising the sensitivity
without the need to generate many MC toy experiments with good accuracy even for
small samples [160]. This technique saves computation time by replacing the ensemble
of data sets that would otherwise need to be generated.
4.3.1 Sample Selection
Two sets of samples are selected to fit at the near detector, FHC νµ and for RHC ν¯µνµ.
For the RHC mode the different production rates of pi+/pi− in the p − C collisions at
the T2K target [161] along with the difference in cross section between neutrinos and
antineutrinos result in a greater contamination of ν in the ν¯ beam. Without being able
to separate neutrino induced events from antineutrino events, this forms an irreducible
background at Super-K. For this reason the RHC selection characterises this background
by selecting the appropriate sample which are then used in the BANFF and MaCh3
near detector fits. These samples are selected using software which is described in [162,
163, 164].
For the RHC running mode the same criteria were used to select both neutrino and
antineutrino events. Three stages are used to select the events: first an event pre-selection
takes place for both FGD1 and FGD2, events are then selected to form a CC-inclusive
sample, and finally events are separated into CC 1-Track and CC N-Track samples [165,
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166]. The CC 1-Track sample is CC-quasielastic enhanced which forms the bulk of the
oscillation analysis sample, whilst CC N-Track include hadron production. The event
pre-selection for both RHC samples is detailed below:
• Event Quality: The event must occur in a defined bunch with good data quality
flags
• Total Multiplicity: The selected event must have at least one track which crosses
TPC2
• Quality and Fiducial: The highest momentum positive track (HMPT) in the
event must have its vertex in the FV of FGD1 (or FGD2) and > 18 TPC nodes
• Highest Momentum Track: The HMPT must be the highest momentum track
(HMT) in the event
• TPC1 veto: Veto on backwards events or events originating from the PØD or
Magnet. Additionally for the FGD2 selection no tracks starting in the FGD1 FV
are allowed
• External FGD1 (FGD2): Rejection of external background from the last two
layers of FGD1 (FGD2)
• Muon PID: events passing the above cuts are then classified using the TPC by
first removing electrons and then removing p and pi+ from CCnonQE interactions.
After the cuts that are outlined above the sample, CC-inclusive, is split into CC 1-Track
and CC N-Tracks. Those events with a single matched track reconstructed in the FGD
and TPC are CC 1-Track, and those with more tracks are classified as CC N-Track.
The CC 1-Track and N-Track samples are separated by the number of matched tracks
in the TPC and FGD for an event. Events with a single TPC-FGD matched track are
selected for the 1-Track sample, leading to an enhancement in CCQE-like events. Events
with more than a single TPC-FGD matched track compose the N-Tracks sample. The
efficiency and purity of the of the samples are listed for both the νµ and ν¯µ in RHC
running mode in FGD1 and FGD2 in table 4.7.
The topologies used in the selections are CC-0pi, which is defined as events with a true µ±
and without any pi±,0. CC-Npi are the events remaining from the CC-inclusive sample
once the CC-0pi events are removed, this includes > pi±,0 and µ± and also includes
K, η. Backgrounds are made up of the (anti)neutrino CC interactions depending on the
selection, νe and neutral current signal. Events outside the fiducial volume of the FGD,
for which the sample is being selected (FGD1 or FGD2), are tagged as external.
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Component Sample Efficiency(%) Purity(%)
FGD1 FGD2 FGD1 FGD2
νµ
CC-Inclusive 55.1 54.6 80.0 79.2
CC 1-Track 46.3 46.4 50.5 46.2
CC N-Track 36.5 36.7 66.1 67.4
ν¯µ
CC-Inclusive 67 68.5 81.3 80.7
CC 1-Track 66 68 74.4 74.5
CC N-Track 29 31 46.4 45.6
Table 4.7: Selection efficiency and purity for the RHC samples selected in FDG1 and FGD2.
Data from [165, 166].
The FHC running mode uses similar selection criteria to define the CC-inclusive sample
[167]. Although the sample selection names are different they are composed of the same
true topologies, with the FHC running mode distinguishing between single and multiple
pion production.
• Event Quality: The event must occur in a defined bunch with good data quality
flags.
• Total Multiplicity: The selected event must have at least one track which crosses
TPC2
• Quality and Fiducial: The event is selected when there is at least one recon-
structed track inside the fiducial volumes of FGD1 or FGD2, and must have its
vertex inside the FGDs fiducial volume. Short tracks, which are less reliably re-
constructed in the TPCs are rejected by requiring > 18 clusters in a vertical or
horizontal track.
• Upstream background veto: Muon tracks that start upstream but are mis-
reconstructed as originating in the TPC are rejected by vetoing events where the
second highest momentum track starts 150 mm upstream of the muon candidate.
The FGD2 selection also vetoes events containing a secondary track staring in
FDG1 fiducial volume.
• Broken Track Rejection: tracks may be split by the reconstruction into two
muon candidate tracks a fully contained FGD track and a FDG TPC track. These
are rejected by requiring that the start position of the track is < 425 mm from the
FGD upstream edge.
• Muon PID: events that pass the above cuts are muon candidates, electrons are
removed folllowed by protons and pions.
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Component Sample Efficiency(%) Purity(%)
FGD1 FGD2 FGD1 FGD2
νµ
CC0pi 47.62 48.45 70.4 67.4
CC1pi 27.49 23.69 54.1 53.5
CC Other 27.61 28.23 72.9 72.8
Table 4.8: Selection efficiency and purity for the samples selected in FDG1 and FGD2 for
FHC running mode, data from [167].
The CC-inclusive data set is subdivided into three sub-samples CC0pi, CC1pi and CC
Other, secondary tracks must start in the same FGD fiducial volume and are identified
using a likelihood from the TPC. Three likelihood hypotheses are used for positive tracks,
pi+, e+ and p, negative tracks only consider pi− and e−. CC0pi contains no pi+, e+ or
p using the TPC PID information, and there are no Michel decay electrons or charged
pions found in the FGD. CC1pi contains events with a single charged pion in the TPC
and a single Michel electron, in the absence of a Michel electron the number of pi+ in
the TPC and FGD must equal one. CC other contains all events not in either of the
previous two classifications. The efficiency and purity of the samples that are selected
are listed in table 4.8 for both FGD1 and FGD2.
4.3.2 Near detector binning
Data from both FGD1 and FGD2 are used in the analysis in addition to using data
from both positive focussing (PF or FHC) and negative focussing (NF or RHC). Both
of the FGDs are expected to have similar number of events so the kinematic binning for
the lepton angle and momentum are the same in both.
• FHC νµ CC0pi bin edges:
p (MeV): 0, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1250, 1500, 2000, 3000, 5000, 30000
cos θ: -1, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96, 0.98, 0.99, 1
• FHC νµ CC1pi bin edges:
p (MeV): 0, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1250, 1500, 2000, 5000, 30000
cos θ: -1, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96, 0.98, 0.99, 1
• FHC νµ CCOther bin edges:
p (MeV): 0, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1250, 1500, 2000, 3000, 5000, 30000
cos θ: -1, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96, 0.98, 0.99, 1
• RHC ν¯µ CC 1-Track bin edges:
p (MeV): 0, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1100, 1400, 2000, 10000
cos θ: -1.0, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.85, 0.88, 0.91, 0.93, 0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99, 1
• RHC ν¯µ CC N-Track bin edges:
p (MeV): 0, 700, 950, 1200, 1500, 2000, 3000, 10000
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cos θ: -1.0, 0.75, 0.85, 0.88, 0.91, 0.93, 0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99, 1
• RHC νµ CC 1-Track bin edges:
p (MeV): 0, 400, 600, 800, 1100, 2000, 10000
cos θ: -1.0, 0.7, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.93, 0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99, 1
• RHC νµ CC N-Track bin edges:
p (MeV): 0, 500, 700, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, 10000
cos θ: -1.0, 0.7, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.93, 0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99, 1.
There are 100 flux parameters considered in the fit broken down into 25 parameters
for each of the ND280 FHC and RHC modes and the same for the SK FHC and RHC
modes, and is parameterised as presented in table 4.3. For this analysis 25 cross section
parameters in addition to 6 FSI parameters are used and are listed in table 4.9. Due to
the difference in composition between the near and far detectors the carbon parameters
are marginalised to remove them from the covariance matrix. The composition of FDG1
is entirely scintillator, whilst FGD2 has water filled portions, making up 42 % of the target
mass, which allow constraints to be set on interactions on oxygen nuclei as described in
section 3.2.1.2.
The near detector fit uses bins in leptonic momentum, p and angle θ. The fits are
performed by two analysis methods the BANFF and MaCh3. The detector systematics
are treated by throwing 2000 variations of the systematics in a framework which allows
for event weights and observables to vary and for event migration in samples and different
p− cos θ bins within a sample. Correlations between FGD1 and FGD2 are accounted for
by generating two sets of systematic variations for application to events from the FDGs
individually. Bin-to-bin correlations are also applied, a covariance matrix is calculated
around the mean values in each p − cos θ bin. There are 556 detector systematics
considered in the fit.
The cross section matrix, described in section 4.2 contains the parameters which are
listed in table 4.9,
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ND Fit Name Description
NC_other_far NC Other Far
NC_other_near NC Other Near
NC_1gamma NC 1 γ
NCCoh NC Coherent
CC_Coh_O CC Coherent Oxygen
CC_Coh_C CC Coherent Carbon
CC_DIS CC Deep Inelastic Scattering
nuebar_numubar ν¯e/ν¯µ
nue_numu νe/νµ
ISO_BKG I1/2 non-resonant background
MARES MRESA
CA5 C5A axial form factor
BeRPA_U BeRPA U
BeRPA_E BeRPA E
BeRPA_D BeRPA D
BeRPA_B BeRPA B
BeRPA_A BeRPA A
2p2h_shape_O 2p2h shape, Oxygen
2p2h_shape_C 2p2h shape, Carbon
2p2h_norm_CtoO 2p2h normalisation, Carbon to Oxygen
2p2h_norm_nubar 2p2h normalisation, ν¯
2p2h_norm_nu 2p2h normalisation,ν
pF_O Fermi Momentum pF , Oxygen
pF_C Fermi Momentum pF , Carbon
MAQE MQEA Axial Mass
FSI_PI_ABS Absorption
FSI_INEL_LO QE scattering (low energy)
FSI_CEX_LO Single charge exchange (low energy)
FSI_INEL_HI QE scattering (high energy)
FSI_CEX_HI Single charge exchange (high energy)
FSI_PROD Hadron (N+npi) production
Table 4.9: The ND names of the cross-section parameters that are used in the ND280 fit to
constrain the uncertainties between near and far detectors. These parameters were
described in more detail in section 4.2.
Splines are generated for each event in the ND280 MC, equal interval variations of the
cross section parameters are made and weights are calculated at these points. During the
fits, each event is then weighted using values interpolated from the previously generated
variations.
The fitters are validated using “Asimov” data sets (further described in section 5.3.3.1),
where all the values of the parameters from the beam detector and cross section groups
are set to their nominal values in a scaled T2K MC. BANFF fit makes throws of the fit
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parameters using their prior probability distributions, and statistical throws are made
to construct “toy” data. These toy experiments are fitted to understand the behaviour
of the fitter.
4.3.3 Analysis Methodology
A binned log likelihood ratio, notated as ∆χ2ND280, is used in both BANFF and MaCh3
on the event samples from ND280. A set of systematic parameters have additional
penalty terms applied, both MaCh3 and BANFF treat their systematics in the same
way and apply the reweighting for each event . The BANFF framework uses statistical
methodology that is Frequentist in nature, whilst MaCh3 uses a Bayesian approach
using Markov Chain Monte Carlo to step through the parameter space.
∆χ2ND280 =2
N bins∑
i
(
Npi (
~b, ~x, ~d)−Ndi +Ndi ln[Ndi /Npi (~b, ~x, ~d)]
)
+
Nb∑
i
Nb∑
j
∆bi
(
Vb
−1)
i,j
∆bj +
Nx∑
i
Nx∑
j
∆xi
(
Vx
−1)
i,j
∆xj+
Nd∑
i
Nd∑
j
∆di
(
Vd
−1)
i,j
∆dj
(4.10)
In eq. (4.10), ∆χ2ND280 ≡ −2 logL and Ndi is the number of data events in the ith bin,
Npi is the number of predicted events, this term is a function of the flux, ~b, cross section,
~x, and detector ~d systematic parameters. The first term in the equation captures the
difference between the prediction and the data, whilst the remaining terms add penalty
terms according to a covariance matrix Vs, where s = b, x, d are the matrices for the
flux, cross section and detector effects respectively, and ∆b,∆x,∆d are the deviations
of those parameters from the prior central values.
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(a) Full prefit correlation matrix for flux and cross section parameters, the flux parameters
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(b) Full postfit correlation matrix for flux and cross section parameters, the flux parameters
follow the binning in table 4.3
Figure 4.18: Prefit (a), and postfit correlation matrix for all flux and cross-section param-
eters (b) showing the resulting anticorrelation between flux and cross-section
parameters. Reproduced from [168].
The correlation matrix resulting from the fit to the flux and cross-section parameter
and which is used as a constraint for the oscillation analysis is shown in fig. 4 8. The
2p2h shape parameters caused difficulties in the fit due to hitting the boundary of the
80
4.3 Near Detector Flux and Cross-section Model Constraints
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Figure 4.19: Postfit cross section parameters, considered by the near detector fit in the cor-
relation matrix, as described in table 4.9. Reproduced from [168]
parameter values at 1 and not being able to retrieve correlations for those values. In
order to retrieve errors and correlations for these values splines whose range is extended
by making them symmetric around 1 were used. Studies showed that these splines do
not affect the post-fit values of other parameters.
The prefit and postfit central values and uncertainties for the cross-section parameters
are shown in table 4.10, along with the values for the flux in both FHC and RHC modes
at Super-K in table 4.11. The predicted event rates pre/postfit are shown in table 4.12.
The spectra generated with postfit parameter values for FGD1 and FGD2 are shown
with data overlaid in figs. 4.20 to 4.26
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± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
2 ± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
2 ± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
Table 4.10: Prefit and Postfit values of the cross section parameters that are considered in
the near detector fit. Reproduced from [168].
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± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
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± ±
(a) FHC running mode flux parameters
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
± ±
(b) RHC running mode flux parameters
Table 4.11: Prefit and postfit values and uncertainties of the Super-K flux parameters for a
FHC, and b RHC running modes, the parameterisation of the flux parameters is
detailed in table 4.3. Reproduced from [168].
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⇡
⇡
⇡
⇡
cos ✓
cos ✓
data  postfit
cos ✓
cos ✓
Table 4.12: Event rates prefit and postfit compared to data, for the samples from both FGD1
and FGD2. Where Nu corresponds to ν Anu corresponds to ν¯. Reproduced from
[168].
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Figure 4.20: FGD1 MC momentum νµ CC0pi distribution with data overlaid for (a) FGD1
prefit, (b) postfit.
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Figure 4.21: FDG1 MC momentum distribution with data overlaid for νµ CC1pi, (a) prefit,
(b) postfit.
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Figure 4.22: FGD1 MC momentum distribution with data overlaid for νµ CC Other, (a)
prefit, (b) postfit.
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Figure 4.23: FGD1 MC momentum distribution with data overlaid for ν¯µ 1-Track, (a) prefit,
(b) postfit.
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Figure 4.24: FGD1 MC momentum distribution with data overlaid forν¯µ N-Track, (a) prefit,
(b) postfit.
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Figure 4.25: FGD1 MC momentum distribution with data overlaid for νµ 1-Track, (a) prefit,
(b) postfit.
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Figure 4.26: FGD1 MC momentum distribution with data overlaid for νµ N-Track, (a) prefit,
(b) postfit.
4.4 Super-Kamiokande Samples
The data that is selected at Super-K undergoes a series of checks against atmospheric
data and additional control samples fr m cosmic ray muons and their resulting decay
Michel electrons. This analysis is the first that makes use of the fiTQun algorithm,
introduced in se tion 3.3.1 to perform the reconstruction of the events, which has been
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used to perform a neutral pion background reduction, and is still used in the current
analysis. NEUT 5.3.2 and SKDETSIM v13p90 are used in the analysis.
towall wall
track
vertex
Figure 4.27: FitQun variables wall and towall which are used in the fiducial volume cuts, the
wall variable is the minimum distance to the ID PMT wall from the reconstructed
vertex, and towall is the distance along the particle track to the detector ID
wall.
The beam data is first selected on the basis of good beam spills which are determined by
the Super-K DAQ. Spills which are rejected by the pre-activity cut are increasing in the
Super-K detector due to gain increase in the PMTs resulting in an increase in the low
energy events. A timing window [−2,+10] µs is applied to the beam spill’s leading edge.
Fully contained (FC) events are selected by requiring the activity in the outer detector
(OD), nhitac <16, where nhitac is the number of hits in the highest charge hit cluster.
The fiducial volume (FV) sample is a a sub-sample of the FC sample and is used in this
analysis. The selection of FV samples is done by the fiTQun algorithm, and are known as
fully contained fiducial volume (FCFV) samples. Two variables,wall and towall , are used
to determine if a sample is FCFV, rather than a single variable, wall , as was used by the
previous APFit algorithm. The wall variable is the distance to the nearest inner detector
(ID) wall from the interaction vertex, and towall is the distance to the ID wall along
the path of the particle direction vector from the vertex, as illustrated in fig. 4.27. Due
to differences in the optimum values for the wall and towall variables for the electron
and muon hypotheses, an additional fiducial volume definition FCFVfloor, is made using
values of the wall and towall variables, using the minimum allowed values used in the
optimisation study of the FV, which are wall >50 cm) and towall >150 cm [169], and
will be discussed in section 4.5.2. The visible energy condition is, Evis>30 MeV, which
is the observed Cherenkov light in an event that would be produced by an electron at
that energy.
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Figure 9: ∆T0 distribution of all LE, OD and FC events observed in the T2K 1msec window
during all run periods (currently Runs 1-8). The same distribution after requiring more than 30
MeV of visible energy is shown in the right image.
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Figure 10: ∆T0 distribution of all the FC events (zoomed into the spill on-timing window)
observed during Runs 1-7 (orange) and Run 8 (green). The eight dotted vertical lines represent
bunch centre positions fitted to the observed FC event times preserving the inter-bunch spacing
of 581 nsec. The two histograms are stacked.
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(a) Distribution of all Low Energy (LE), OD
and FC events observed in a a window 1 ms
around the T2K beam bunch.
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Figure 9: ∆T0 distribution of all LE, OD and FC events observed in the T2K 1msec window
during all run periods (currently Runs 1-8). The same distribution after requiring more than 30
MeV of visible energy is shown in the right image.
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Figure 10: ∆T0 distribution of all the FC events (zoomed into the spill on-timing window)
observed during Runs 1-7 (orange) and Run 8 (green). The eight dotted vertical lines represent
bunch centre positions fitted to the observed FC event times preserving the inter-bunch spacing
of 581 nsec. The two histograms are stacked.
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(b) Distribution of ∆T0 of all the FC events
observed in run periods 1–7 in orange and
1–8 in green. The dotted vertical lines are
spaced according to the bunch spacing of
581 ns and are fitted to the observed FC
event times
Figure 4.28: Distributions of ∆T0 at Super-K. Reproduced from [95]
4.4.1 FiTQun Based Sample Selection
The criteria that are used for the νe/ν¯e event selection are
• Fully contained in the SK inner detector (ID) and reconstructed inside the fiducial
volume (wall >80 cm, towall >170 cm)
• The number of rings that are found by the fiTQun multi-ring fitter is one
• The ring is identified as electron-like by fiTQun single-ring fitter
• The visible energy, Evis >100 MeV (use pe in practice)
• No decay electrons
• The reconstructed neutrino energy (Erecν ) <1250 MeV
• Neutral pion rejection cut: ln(Lpi0/Le) < 175 − 0.875mγγ , Lpi0 is the likelihood
from the dedicated pi0 fit, and mpi0 is the the fitted pi0 mass.
The Super-K fiducial volume cut is optimised for sensitivity to δCP, which is described
in greater detail in section 4.4.2. For the νe sample an increase of ∼22 % in the νe + ν¯e
signal and a proportional increase in background is observed by application of the cuts
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Sample
Run 8 Scaled Runs 1-7 (neutrino-mode)
Data MC Data MC
sin2θ13=0.02 sin
2θ13=0.02
FC 578 591.4 657.8± 25.7 596.4
Floor-FCFV 478 484.2 524.0± 23.0 488.2
Sample-FCFV 488 495.3 538.1± 23.3 499.4
Single Ring 203 207.4 224.3± 15.0 209.8
1R µ-like 138 145.7 141.8± 11.9 147.5
pµ > 200 MeV/c 138 145.6 140.8± 11.9 147.4
1R e-like 65 61.7 82.5± 9.1 62.2
pe > 100 MeV/c 55 54.6 72.4± 8.5 55.0
Multi-ring 285 287.9 313.8± 17.8 289.6
MR µ-like 147 130.0 142.8± 12.0 130.7
MR e-like 123 144.3 153.9± 12.4 145.2
FC non-FV 66 66.9 85.5± 9.3 67.5
Table 7: Breakdown of events in Run 8 data (7.170 × 1020) and MC compared with Runs 1-7
neutrino-mode data (7.565× 1020) and MC, scaled down to the Run 8 data exposure. The MC
has been oscillated with sin2 θ13 = 0.02 and other parameters set to the values in 10.
Sample
Runs 1-7 (neutrino) Runs 1-8 (neutrino)
Data MC Data MC MC MC
sin2θ13=0.02 sin
2θ13=0.02 sin
2θ13=0 Unosc.
FC 654 593.0 1232 1184.4 1096.5 2481.7
Floor-FCFV 521 485.4 999 969.6 894.0 2087.7
Sample-FCFV 535 496.5 1023 991.8 916.6 2067.8
Single Ring 223 208.6 426 416.0 351.9 1340.4
1R µ-like 141 146.7 279 292.4 296.4 1256.0
pµ > 200 MeV/c 140 146.5 278 292.1 296.0 1254.7
1R e-like 82 61.9 147 123.6 55.6 84.3
pe > 100 MeV/c 72 54.7 127 109.3 42.6 48.8
Multi-ring 312 288.0 597 575.9 564.7 727.5
MR µ-like 142 129.9 289 259.9 260.6 361.0
MR e-like 153 144.4 276 288.8 277.2 325.2
FC non-FV 85 67.1 151 134.0 121.8 283.5
Table 8: Breakdown of events in Runs 1-7 neutrino data (7.565 × 1020) compared with Runs
1-8 neutrino-mode data (14.735× 1020) and MC. The Runs 1-7 MC and the first Runs 1-8 MC
column have been oscillated with sin2 θ13 = 0.02 and other parameters set to the values in 10.
The second MC column is oscillated like the first but with sin2 θ13 = 0. The third MC column
is unoscillated.
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Figure 4.29: Events in Run 8 data (7.170× 1020 POT) and with oscillations applied,
compared to the number of events in runs 1-7 (7.565× 1020 POT) scaled to Run
8 exposure. Reproduced from [95].
compared to the previous set. Similarly for the ν¯e sample also see the same ∼22 % in
the νe + ν¯e signal and a ∼29 % increase in background.
The neutrino energy reconstruction equation used at Super-K for CCQE events is,
Erecν =
(Mn − Vnuc) · El −m2l /2 +Mn · Vnuc − V 2nuc/2 + (M2p −M2n)/2
Mn − Vnuc − El + Pl cos(θbeam) (4.11)
where Mn,p are the masses of the neutron and proton, Vnuc is the binding energy of the
neutron in oxyge , ml is the energy of the charged lepton, El is the total lepton energy,
and θbeam is the angle between the outgoing charged lepton and the beam, and Pl is the
lepton momentum. Equation (4.11) is based on the assumption of a bound nucleon at
rest and two body kinematics for the nucleon and lepton [170].
The criteria that are used for the 1-ring νe-CC1pi+ event selection are
• Fully contained in the SK inner detector (ID) and reconstructed inside the fiducial
volume (wall >50 cm, towall >270 cm)
• The number of rings that are found by the fiTQun multi-ring fitter is one
• The ring is identified as electron-like by fiTQun single-ring fitter
• The visible energy, Evis >100 MeV (use pe in practice)
• The number of decay electrons is one.
• The reconstructed neutrino energy (ErecνeCC∆) <1250 MeV
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• Neutral pion rejection cut: ln(Lpi0/Le) < 175 − 0.875mγγ , Lpi0 is the likelihood
from the dedicated pi0 fit, and mpi0 is the the fitted pi0 mass.
The selection criteria are identical up to the decay electron cut, the neutrino energy
reconstruction is determined by
ErecνeCC∆ =
2MnEe +M
2
∆++ −M2n −M2e
2(Mn − Ee + pe cos θe) , (4.12)
where M∆++ is the ∆++ resonance mass, Ee is the reconstructed electron energy and
pe is the reconstructed momentum for the electron and θe is the angle between the
beam and outgoing electron. Since the reaction is considered as a two body process with
a ∆ baryon recoil, the nuclear binding potential is not included in the reconstruction
[171]. There is an observed increase in the νe + ν¯e signal of ∼33 % and significantly a
70 % reduction of the νµ + ν¯µ CC background which has a large associated systematic
uncertainty.
The criteria that are used for the νµ/ν¯µ event selection are
1. Fully contained in the SK inner detector (ID), by (OD) classification and recon-
structed inside the fiducial volume (wall >50 cm, towall >250 cm)
2. The number of rings that are found by the fiTQun multi-ring fitter is one
3. The ring is identified as muon-like by fiTQun single-ring fitter: ln(Le/Lµ) < 0.2pe
4. The reconstructed momentum of the single-ring muon-like hypothesis, pµ
>200 MeV
5. The number of decay electrons is one or zero
6. fiTQun pi+ rejection cut: ln(Lpi+/Lµ) < 0.15pµ, Lpi+ is the likelihood of the single-
ring pi+ hypothesis.
The 6th cut will be described in more detail in section 4.4.2. The event composition
that is reconstructed by fiTQun is different to APFit, namely more multi-ring events
are reconstructed, a ∼40 % reduction in CCnonQE, and ∼50 % reduction in NC events
remain after the single-ring cut and an ∼13 % increase in the νµ + ν¯µ signal. For the
ν¯µ sample the same improvements are seen. The sample composition after the cuts
described are shown with the data in fig. 4.30 for cuts 1–4 and fig. 4.31 shows cuts 5
and 6 along with a summary of the events that pass each of the selection cuts. The
momentum cut, shown in fig. 4.30(c) is intended to reduce the number of CC non QE
events in the sample.
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Figure 48: Distributions of νµ neutrino mode event selections at each stage for Runs 1-8 (left)
and Run 8 only (right). Plots presented here are: Number of rings (top), Single-ring PID
parameter (middle), and visible energy (bottom). Blue arrows denote the selection criteria. MC
distributions are normalised to data by POT.
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Figure 48: Distributions of νµ neutrino mode event selections at each stage for Runs 1-8 (left)
and Run 8 only (right). Plots presented here are: Number of rings (top), Single-ring PID
parameter (middle), and visible energy (bottom). Blue arrows denote the selection criteria. MC
distributions are normalised to data by POT.
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Figure 48: Distributions of νµ neutrino mode event selections at each stage for Runs 1-8 (left)
and Run 8 only (right). Plots presented here are: Number of rings (top), Single-ring PID
parameter (middle), and visible energy (bottom). Blue arrows denote the selection criteria. MC
distributions are normalised o data by POT.
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Figure 49: Distributions of νµ neutrino mode event selections at each stage for Runs 1-8 (left)
and Run 8 only (right). Plots presented here are: Number of decay electrons (top), π+ rejection
cut in 2D (middle), and distance from the cut line (bottom). Blue arrows denote the selection
criteria. MC distributions are normalised to data by POT.
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(d)
Figure 4.30: Monte Carlo overlaid with data for each of cuts for the 1 Ring µ sampl d crib
in section 4.4.1, (a) is the number of rings cut, cut (b) is µ identification, (c)
is the momentum cut, and (d) is the c t on th umber of decay electrons,
reproduced from [95]. The graphical representation of the cuts is continued in
fig. 4.31.
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Figure 49: Distributions of νµ neutrino mode event selections at each stage for Runs 1-8 (left)
and Run 8 only (right). Plots presented here are: Number of decay electrons (top), π+ rejection
cut in 2D (middle), and distance from the cut line (bottom). Blue arrows denote the selection
criteria. MC distributions are normalised to data by POT.
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Figure 49: Distributions of νµ neutrino mode event selections at each stage for Runs 1-8 (left)
and Run 8 only (right). Plots presented here are: Number of decay electrons (top), π+ rejection
cut in 2D (middle), and distance from the cut line (bottom). Blue arrows denote the selection
criteria. MC distributions are normalised to data by POT.
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Figure 50: Number of events passing each selection stage for Runs 1-8 (left) and Run 8 only
(right) neutrino mode data. MC distributions are normalised to data using POT.
Runs 1-8 Expected Data
νe + ν¯e CC NC νµ + ν¯µ CC non-QE Bckg Total νµ CCQE ν¯µ CCQE
sample-FCFV 120.805 230.800 370.306 721.911 244.720 14.051 985
Single Ring 89.591 42.697 62.594 194.883 213.979 12.400 419
Muon-like PID 0.095 17.534 58.632 76.261 209.809 12.308 279
Momentum > 200MeV 0.095 17.413 58.594 76.103 209.613 12.306 278
0 or 1 Decay-e 0.095 16.834 37.795 54.723 207.419 12.179 249
π+ rejection cut 0.077 8.193 36.562 44.833 204.713 12.053 240
Eﬃciency from FCFV 0.001 0.035 0.099 0.062 0.837 0.858 -
Table 19: Expected numbers of signal and background events passing each selection stage,
compared to neutrino mode data taken in Runs 1-8. Oscillation parameters are set to the values
in Table 10. Expectations are normalised to 14.734× 1020 POT .
Figure 56 shows the cumulative number of observed νµ candidate events as a function of448
POT. For data taken during Runs 1-8, the greatest vertical distance D between observation449
(shown as a blue line) and a hypothesis of constant event rate (shown in red) was found to be450
0.028, where D is normalised so that its maximum possible value is 1. The KS probability to451
obtain values larger than 0.028 from statistical fluctuations was calculated to be 98.85%.452
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(c)
Figure 4.31: Event distributions after each of the cuts described in section 4.4.1, continued
from fig. 4.30. The location of the pi+ cut is shown in the likelihood momentum
space (a), (b) shows the cut on the MC overlaid with data, and finally the
number of events passing each cut is shown in (c). Reproduced from [95]
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4.4.2 Event Selection Optimisation
Oscillation analyses at T2K prior to the one described in this thesis, those by the
the VALOR (VALOR) group are detailed in section 5.2, have employed a cut which
is used to remove the pi0 background which makes up the major background to νe
appearance. However the location of the cut was not studied in detail and further
capabilities within fiTQun are available. These include the reduction of NC1pi+ which is
a large background which could not previously be removed for the νµ disappearance. The
background component and signal components typically have very different systematic
uncertainties, e.g. 55 % compared to ∼3 % in NC 1pi+ [172], which complicates the task
of preserving signal statistics. For the event selection the sensitivity to the oscillation
parameter δCP 6= 0 is used to optimise the pi0 cut, and precision of the parameter sin2 θ23
for the pi+ cut. Systematic parameters are implemented in a different way to the official
oscillation analyses, and will be detailed below.
The fits used to determine the sensitivity to the oscillation parameters are determined
using the fitter described in [173]. A joint fit of FHC and RHC channels in appearance and
disappearance is made. The number of events, Ni for a neutrino type, i, in reconstructed
energy, Er is predicted by
Ni(Er) =
∑
Et
∑
j
Rij(Et, Er)Pij(Et) (4.13)
the neutrino types i, νµ → νµ, νe → νe, νµ → νe and the same for antineutrinos. The
index j runs over the interaction types. The true and reconstructed energies are Et andEr
respectively. An unoscillated map, Rij(Et, Er), is made from T2K events passing all cuts,
this contains flux, cross-section and efficiency information. The oscillation probability is
Pij(Et) and is calculated by the Prob3++ [174] package.
In section 5.5 a fuller treatment of the systematic parameters will be given where the
systematic parameters which affect both the shape and normalisation of the neutrino
energy spectra will be described. For the event selection optimisation a simple treatment
is used where the total systematic uncertainties on the reconstructed energy and the
correlations on a bin-by-bin basis are used. The matrix resulting from the near detector
fit section 4.3 is used to randomly throw 1000 sets of systematic error parameters, weights
are generated and saved for each MC event using T2KReWeight if implemented, or are
otherwise added manually . Another set of 1000 parameters generated from the Super-K
detector and FSI/SI+PN covariance matrix, this matrix is binned in APfit reconstructed
energy neutrino flavour and interaction mode, fiTQun SK+FSI/SI+PN errors were not
available at the time of the study but are not expected to change significantly when
altering the reconstruction algorithm. A total weight is then generated from the product
of the BANFF and SK+FSI/SI+PN matrices. Energy distributions are then generated
from each of the 1000 parameter sets, and a covariance matrix is generated using the
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bin-to-bin correlations of the energy distributions
σErecij =
1
1000
1000∑
k=1
(Nki −N0i )(Nkj −N0j ) (4.14)
where the sum is over k systematic parameter sets for the expected number of events,
Nki in the i
th bin, and N0i is the number of events for the nominal distribution (the
parameter set which corresponds to the nominal values from the fits). A fractional
covariance matrix is used in the fit which is defined as
σerrij =
σErecij
N0i N
0
j
. (4.15)
The covariance matrix eq. (4.14), and fractional error matrix eq. (4.15), are re-generated
for the fiTQun cut in each iteration. The energy scale uncertainty is not applied as it
has a negligible effect [175] and are looking for the relative difference in sensitivities
from varying cuts.
In the νµ disappearance sample the systematic uncertainty of the NC1pi+ background
is 55 % [172], with an expectation for all NC events 13 % of the total sample rate,
compared to ∼3 % for the uncertainty on the signal. This is the main background for νµ
disappearance and can be reduced by use of a single-ring pi+ likelihood. The cuts for the
NC1pi+ background are made in ln(Lpi+/Lµ) vs. pµ space and are parameterised as a
straight line (y = aµx+bµ), the same approach is taken for the pi0 ln(Lpi0/Le) vs. pe and
(y = aex+ be). Pairs of aµ, bµ variables are iterated over in a grid, where at every point a
new systematic uncertainty covariance matrix is generated and a fit to to determine the
sensitivity to sin2 θ23 is made, the optimisation with systematics favours more agressive
cuts, sacrificing efficiency for lower background rates, plots of the ∆χ2 surface are shown
in section 4.4.2 and fig. 4.33. For the pi0 cut the same procedure as previously followed
but using pairs of ae, be values the significance of δCP 6= 0 is evaluated, the optimum
value found using this procedure yields only a very small difference in significance so the
existing cut was left unaltered. For the one-ring CC pi+ sample no optimisation was run.
The results of the optimisation were outlined in section 4.4.1 where the sample selection
cuts are described.
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Please note that the first five cuts in Tab.5 and the first six cuts in Tab.6 are analogous to the173
corresponding APfit selections. The result of π+ cut optimization is shown in Fig.6. A pair of174
cut parameters, aµ = 0.15 and bµ = 0 are chosen from the center of the favored region, within175
which the diﬀerence in sin2 θ23 precision is negligible. It should also be noted that compared176
with the result without systematic uncertainties, the optimization with systematics favors more177
aggressive cuts. In other words, it is beneficial to sacrifice eﬃciency in exchange for lower178
background, which is what one would expect from cases where background has a much larger179
systematic uncertainty than signal.180
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Figure 6: 1σ width of sin2 θ23 ∆χ
2 curve (z-axis) as a function of π+ cut parameters aµ and
bµ. Left: with systematics; right: without systematics. The star denotes the chosen value for
fiTQun π+ cut aµ = 0.15, bµ = 0
APfit fiTQun
FCFV
evclass==1, wall>200,
evis>30
evclass==1, fqwall>50,
fqtowall>250, fq1rmom[0][1]>30
Single-ring nring==1 fqmrnring[0]==1
µ-like ip[0]==3
fq1rnll[0][2]-fq1rnll[0][1]
<0.2*fq1rmom[0][1]
pµ > 200 MeV amomm[0]>200 fq1rmom[0][2]>200
0 or 1 Michel electron nmue<=1 fqnse<=2
Not π± N/A
fq1rnll[0][2]-fq1rnll[0][3]
<0.15*fq1rmom[0][2]
Table 5: νµ disappearance sample selection criteria defined by APfit and fiTQun parameters in
T2K MC and by fiTQun parameters respectively. Details about the meanings of the selection
criteria are described in 3.1.
The resulting distributions of νµ (ν¯µ) sample will be shown in greater detail in Chapter 3.181
Shown below in Fig.8 are the sensitivities relevant to π+ cut. Improvements in both sin2 θ23182
and ∆m232 are expected from better NC background rejection and consequently better energy183
reconstruction, and indeed are achieved. Please note that only the relative APfit/fiTQun sen-184
sitivities are meaningful; due to diﬀerences in treatment of systematic uncertainties and fitting185
methods, the results will be slightly diﬀerent in oﬃcial analyses.186
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Figure 4.32: 1-σ width of the ∆χ2 curve left for the oscillation parameter sin2 θ23 as a function
of the parameters aµ, bµ. Systematics are neglected in the plot on the right and
included on the left. Reproduced from [176].
Similarly for fiTQun π0 cut optimization, pairs of (ae, be) parameters are chosen from a grid.187
For each set of (ae, be), a new systematic error covariance matrix is generated, and δCP ̸= 0188
significance is evaluated. All νµ cuts show in Tab.5, and the first six νe cuts shown in Tab.6189
are applied. The result of π0 cut optimization is shown in Fig.7. Because the current cut –190
ae = −0.875 and be = 175 – yields negligible diﬀerence in significa ce (< 0.05σ) compared to191
the absolute optimum, we chose not to change it for now.192
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Figure 7: δCP ̸= 0 rejectio significance (z-axis) as a function of π0 cut parameters ae and
be. Right plot is left plot zoomed in. The star denotes the chosen value for fiTQun π
0 cut
ae = −0.875, be = 175.
APfit fiTQun
FCFV
evclass==1, wall>200,
evis>30
evclass==1, fqwall>80,
fqtowall>170, fq1rmom[0][1]>30
Single-ring nring==1 fqmrnring[0]==1
e-like ip[0]==2
fq1rnll[0][2]-fq1rnll[0][1]
>0.2*fq1rmom[0][1]
Evisible > 100 MeV evis>100 fq1rmom[0][1]>100
0 Michel electron nmue==0 fqnse==1
Erec < 1.25 GeV Erec < 1.25 GeV Erec < 1.25 GeV
Not π0
fq1rnll[0][1]-fqpi0nll[0]
<175-0.875*fqpi0mass[0]
fq1rnll[0][1]-fqpi0nll[0]
<175-0.875*fqpi0mass[0]
Table 6: νe appearance sample selection criterion defined by APfit and fiTQun parameters in
T2K MC and by fiTQun parameters respectively. Details about the meanings of the selection
criteria are described in 3.3.
The resulting distributions of νe (ν¯e) sample will also be shown in details in the next Chapter193
3. Shown below in Fig.9 are the sensitivities relevant to π0 cut. The improvement in δCP194
sensitivity is not as significant as sin2 θ23 and ∆m
2
32 because π
0 cut has already been applied195
to APfit νe selection. Note that APfit samples have the original fiducial cut wall > 200 cm196
applied, whereas fiTQun samples use the new fiducial cuts.197
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Figure 4.33: Significance to reject δCP 6= 0 as a function of the parameters ae, be. The right
plo shows part of the ∆χ2 surface on th left in a more finely gr ded scale, th
star shows the s lec ed parameter values for the pi0 cut. R produced from [176].
4.5 Super Kamiokande Detector and Final State
Interactions
Systematic uncertainties that are nique to the Super-K detector can be grouped into
three categories: detector selection uncertainties, final state interaction uncertainties and
secondary in eraction uncertainties. Each of the parameters in these categories takes the
form of a normalisation on the content of a particular bin. The contributions from each
source are binned in the same way and this means that the contributions from each of
the error sources can be combined in an overall covariance matrix.
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4.5.1 Super-K FSI and SI Errors
The analysis method that was used to evaluate the FSI and SI errors is presented in
section 4.2.2. These are propagated to Super-K by reweighting each parameter set de-
scribed in table 4.5 and building a covariance matrix with the same binning as the
Super-K detector covariance matrix. The covariance matrix that is produced includ-
ing the photo-nuclear effect (PN) FSI+SI+PN is presented in fig. 4.34. Photo-nuclear
interactions occur when a photon from a pi0 decay is absorbed by the nucleus.
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Figure 60: SK FSI+SI+PN error matrix, resulting from adding the FSI+SI (Fig-
ure 58) and PN ( 59) matrices in quadrature
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Figure 4.34: The FSI+ I+PN covariance matrix for Sup r-K, reproduced from [134].
4.5.2 Fiducial Volume Optimisation and Detector Systematic Evaluation
The detector systematics are evaluated with the fiTQun algorithm. Improvements to:
decay electron tagging efficiency and false tag rate, mis-PID rate of CC νµ interactions,
vertex position and, NC pion background, have been made. This analysis was also per-
formed in conjunction with the fiducial volume optimisation which is increased compared
to previous analyses.
The cuts defining the fiducial volume from which the sample selection is made for the
T2K analysis have remained largely unchanged since the first oscillation analysis. The
fiTQun algorithm offers improved resolution of the neutrino interaction vertex, and
simulated data studies show parts of the large, ∼30 % of the FV, regions previously
rejected by the 200 cm cut can be reconstructed successfully . Since the event selection
by fiTQun represents significant change to the event selection the detector systematics
need to be re-evaluated. The systematics vary across the detector regions, and areas
with similar systematics are selected and evaluated via a fit to the Super-K atmospheric
data. This is performed in conjunction with the updated fiTQun event selection which
is discussed in section 4.4.1. Finally the detector systematics for the sample selections
are evaluated by a toy MC method.
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m fiTQun variable name Prior Constraint σβm
0 e/µ PID 200
1 e/pi0 PID 200
2 µ/pi PID 200
3 Ring-Counting 100
Table 4.13: Variables and prior constraints of the fiTQun for the detector systematics evalu-
ation.
The atmospheric neutrino fit is used to extract a set of systematic error parameters,
~dSK which characterise the fiTQun reconstruction performance, ~dSK should capture the
difference between running on Super-K atmospheric data and MC simulation. Here we
assume that the differences are from the mis-modelling of the detector properties. This
is done by maximisation (sampling in MCMC terms) of a likelihood described by,
L(~a, ~xatm, ~dSK| ~MSK) = P ( ~MAtm-SK|~a, ~xatm, ~dSK) · pi(~a) · pi(~xatm) · pi(~dSK), (4.16)
where ~a are atmospheric neutrino flux parameters, ~xatm the atmospheric cross section
parameters, ~MAtm-SK is the Super-K atmospheric data, and pi(~a), pi(~xatm), pi(~dSK) are
priors on each of the parameters. The choice of ~dSK is not unique and has varied
depending on the particular analysis that was being run, in this case the fiTQun cut
variables were modified that define the event selections for νe and νµ, there are four of
these variables, labelled m described in table 4.13 . Each event has the mth cut variable,
Lm associated with a parameter β0 and β1
L′m = β
1Lm + β
0, (4.17)
here β0 shifts the whole distribution whilst β1 is a multiplicative scaling parameter
which gives additional flexibility to the fit.
Precise knowledge of the true distributions for the atmospheric data sample that is
used to constrain the Super-K detector errors is not available. This complicates the
analysis goal of extracting the detector systematics independently of the T2K flux and
cross section systematics. Although the flux is different, in principle the cross section
systematics should be captured by the same model, and performing a joint fit is under
study. The Super-K detector uncertainties are instead estimated with the available
atmospheric neutrino data.
Different event topologies are taken into account by fitting independently for the different
likelihoods that are used in fiTQun, 6 different event MC component classes, listed in
table 4.14, are taken into account. These components are defined based on topology
identification and retaining sufficient statistics to provide a meaningful constraint. Events
are then further subdivided by location and the wall and towall variables see fig. 4.27
for a diagram. Events are better imaged when they hit a larger number of PMTs, this
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0 1
2 3
4 5
Figure 3: Graphical depiction of the detector region bins in terms of wall and towall . Note
that this plot is zoomed in on the small wall and small towall region.
Sample l Cut
1 fqnse = 1
2 fqnse = 2
3 fqnse > 2
Table 5: The sample cuts that are applied to both data and MC events. The fqnse variable
is the number fiTQun sub-events. The number of decay electrons is fqnse  1.
we are trying to measure. We choose instead to break down the data and MC into broad
samples based on the number of decay electrons, as listed in Table 5. The sample with
no decay electrons emphasizes the single ring electron component, while the single decay
electron sample emphasizes the single ring muon and multi-ring electron components. An
additional sample for multiple decay electrons emphasizes the multi-ring muon components.
By dividing up the data and MC in this way, we hope to achieve better resolution of the
systematic error uncertainties for each individual component. Examples of how the MC
components are distributed in each sample can be seen in Figure 4 through Figure 6.
Since the shifts in the fiTQun likelihood distributions should be independent of the
number of sub-events, we do not assign independent systematic error parameters based on
these samples. Instead, we introduce an overall normalization parameter for each sample,
denoted as  j,l, that scales the total number of events for the l-th sample in the j-th detector
region bin. The systematic uncertainties associated with the decay electron tagging e ciency
have been evaluated with a a separate study on stopping cosmic muon data and are described
in TN-217 [4].
8
Figure 4.35: Defined detector regions in terms fo the wall and towall regions, zoomed into
the small wall and towall regions
MC Component k Name Definition (from MC truth)
0 Single e Single visible electron ring
1 Single µ Single visible muon ring
2 e-like + Other Visible electron ring with other visible rings
3 µ-like + Other Visible muon ring with other visible rings
4 Single pi0 Single visible pi0
5 Single Hadron Single visible proton or pion
Table 4.14: MC component classes that are used in the atmospheric fit, these are based on
the true visible topology. Reproduced from [169]
can occur when th event vertex is near the ID wall but points inwards to the detector,
and ar mo e poorly imaged w n the same vert x p ints outwards and hits few PMTs.
In order to optimise the cuts, the variation of the detector systematics over different wall
and towall regions needs to be known. Bins were made of the detector regions, varying
both wall and towall simultaneously, to produce 6 regions, see fig. 4.35, with each of
these bins being parameterised using the same model as eq. (4.17).
Cuts are made that can be applied to both the MC and the mospheric d ta, without
using th fiTQun cut variables since the study ai s to measure their uncertainties.
Initial cuts are made on the number of decay electrons table 4.15, this is intended to
achieve better resolution of the systematic uncertainties for each component. Any shifts
in the likelihood estimations should not depend on the number of sub-events, which is
one plus the number of decay electrons seen. A normalisation is introduced instead for
each sample in each detector region bin γl,j in eq. (4.18). The decay electron tagging
efficiency from cosmic muon tagging is described in [177]. The full model includes
{
αn, β
i
j,k,m, γj,l
}
, (4.18)
the index i = 0, 1 represents the multiplicative or additive detector systematic parameters
described by eq. (4.17), j is one of 6 detector region bin as shown in fig. 4.35, The index
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MC Component l Definition (from MC truth)
1 fqnse = 1
2 fqnse = 2
3 fqnse > 2
Table 4.15: Sample cuts applied to both the data and the MC events, for the number of decay
electrons fqnse. Reproduced from [169]
k is one of 6 the MC components, a full list contained in table 4.14, l, the 3 sample
cuts for data and MC as shown in table 4.15, and m the 4 fiTQun variables defined in
table 4.13. There are a total of 325 parameters in the fit, broken down into 288 β detector
systematic parameters, 19 αn parameters for atmospheric flux and cross section and 18
γj,l sample normalisations. These parameters are constrained in the fit by fitting to the
full fiTQun variables, which provide shape information in the fit which is important for
the regions where wall and towall are small and statistics become the limiting factor.
This procedure also makes the detector systematics estimation a separate process from
the cut optimisation process .
The negative log likelihood minimised in the fit is
− log
[
L
(
α, β, γ | ~hData
)]
= − log
[
P
{
~hData | ~hMC (α, β, γ)
}]
− log[pi(α)]− log[pi(β, γ)]
(4.19)
~hMC ≡ hMCj,l,m is a set of histograms filled from the simulation, likewise the set of his-
tograms ~hData ≡ hDataj,l,m are filled from atmospheric data . The terms on the right hand
side of eq. (4.19) can be expanded in terms of the parameters making it up which leads
to an expression
− log
[
L
(
α, β, γ | ~hData
)]
=∑
s
∑
j
∑
l
∑
m
[(
Nˆs,j,l,m(α, β, γ)−Ns,j,l,m
)
+Ns,j,l,m log
(
Ns,j,l,m
Nˆs,j,l,m(α, β, γ)
)
+
∑
n
1
2
(
(αn − 1)
σαn
)2
+
1
2
(
(γj,l − 1)
σj,l
)2
+
∑
i
1
2
(
(βij,l,m − δi,l)
σβm
)2 .
(4.20)
A sum is taken over all the bins, s where Ns are the observed events in the bin and
Nˆs is the Poisson mean expectation, the remaining squared terms are priors for the fit
parameters. The priors are taken as gaussian with a width σ around a nominal value for
the parameter. The procedure used to evaluate eq. (4.20) is to fill histograms for each
fiTQun cut variable detector region and sample based on the number of decay electrons,
and to do the same for simulated data with the inclusion of the components based on the
knowledge of the true visible topology. The sums are then evaluated for the simulation,
to remove the true topology dependence, and allow comparison to data and evaluation
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of the bin-wise log-likelihood , finally the prior contributions are summed, with the loose
priors listed in table 4.13.
In order to find the data favoured regions in the parameter space along with their corre-
lations Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is used. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
is used [178], with a modified proposal function to deal with the strongly correlated pa-
rameters in the analysis by using ideas from Differential Evolution MCMC (DE-MCMC)
[179], which employs a modified sampling of the parameter space to converge more
rapidly on the set of parameters which minimise the likelihood.
Ideally the optimum fiducial volume cuts would be determined based on the sensitivity
to the oscillation parameters, this approach is taken in section 4.4.2 but does not fully
account for the systematic parameters due to computational restrictions. A simplified
measure is used instead which takes into account statistics, purity and uncertainty. This
“figure of merit” (F.O.M.) is described by
F.O.M. =
(
∂Nˆ
∂θ
)2
Nˆ + σ2syst
(4.21)
where Nˆ is the MC prediction which approximates the number of events N(θtrue) for
an oscillation parameter θ drawn from a Poisson distribution. The eq. (4.21) assumes
that the total uncertainty is the sum of the statistical uncertainty and systematic in
quadrature Nˆ , and σ2syst respectively.
The atmospheric fit results previously determined are used as the posterior Markov chain
to determine the systematic uncertainties in each detector region. A random set of fit
parameters is chosen from the posterior MCMC, a loop over the T2K events is made
and for each event the fiTQun cut variables are modified using the parameterisation in
eq. (4.17). Then a check is made if the event passes any of the T2K selection cuts and
add to count of events passing cut by detector region and category. Repeat the procedure
. This generates a set of toy distributions for each region and category in table 4.14 from
which two quantities are extracted. The mean of the distribution of toy experiments is
compared to the nominal MC value and the fractional difference is extracted, the square
root of the variance is also obtained, these are referred to as the “shift error” and the
“fit error”. The total uncertainty is made up of the the sum of errors in quadrature.
The fitQun energy reconstruction is biased in regions of the detector with wall 6 50 cm
and towall 6 150 cm and so values larger than this are used as a constraint in the figure
of merit calculation, this also excludes effects from the PMT structure near the ID wall
which are not simulated and assumptions about the PMT geometry.
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A total systematic uncertainty weight is assigned which is based on
wsyst = wdetector + wxsec + wentering, (4.22)
wdetector is taken from the fractional uncertainty from MC toys, wxsec is drawn from
the table , and wentering is applied only to the category of entering events. The FV cut
optimisation procedure is to take a particular region in (towall,wall), a loop over all
events is made and and ∂Nˆ/∂θ and σ2syst are calculated, and finally eq. (4.21) is calculated,
this is iterated for many (towall,wall) values. The point which maximises the figure of
merit lies outside the allowed value for the νµ single-ring sample and the νe-CC1pi+
samples, in these cases wall = 50 cm and the value of towall which maximises the figure
of merit is chosen.
The detector regions towards larger values of wall and towall have higher systematic
uncertainties and have lower values for the figure of merit. Backgrounds which have
larger systematic uncertainties which are introduced by the increase of the value of the
wall and towall variables mean that those regions of the detector also score lower in the
figure of merit. The small towall region shows an increase in the background events in
the νe sample due to difficulty in discriminating between the µ-like and e-like rings and
absence of the decay electron ring. The small wall region has the previously discussed
entering events and NC events as background, with the entering events mostly in the
region wall < 50 cm, and a broader NC events. Similar effects are seen in the νe CC1pi+
sample, a larger component of misidentified events is seen but a smaller NC background
contribution is seen. The νµ sample does not show a sharp peak in the background
events and the event distribution in towall gradually decreases so the figure of merit is
dominated by the uncertainty in the small towall regions.
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Figure 17: Plots of the figure of merit for FV cut optimization at various (towall, wall)
points for each of the T2K event selections. The maximum value of the figure of merit with
the constraint wall   50cm is used to determine the fiTQun FV cuts listed in Table 9
events. In this case, the important backgrounds are the entering and NC events. The entering
events are concentrated in the wall < 50cm region, whereas the NC events have a broader
peak that results in somewhat tighter cut on wall compared to the other T2K samples.
The distributions of the selected T2K ⌫e CC1R⇡ events show peaks in the background
events that are generally similar to the selected ⌫e events. Some important di↵erences are
a much larger peak in the mis-ID background (coming presumably from the loosened decay
electron cut), and a smaller NC background peak. This results in a tighter towall cut to reject
the muon background, but a looser wall cut since the NC background is less problematic.
For the selected ⌫µ events, the signal and background distributions are noticeably di↵er-
ent. The key di↵erence in this case is that there is no sharp peak in the background events
at small towall values. This combined with the fact that there is a slow tapering o↵ in the
30
(a) Single ring e-like
Figure 17: Plots of the figure of merit for FV cut optimization at various (towa l, wa l)
points for each of the T2K event selections. The maximum value of the figure of merit with
the constraint wa l   50cm is used to determine the fiTQun FV cuts listed in Table 9
events. In this case, the important backgrounds are the entering and NC events. The entering
events are concentrated in the wa l < 50cm region, whereas the NC events have a broader
peak that results in somewhat tighter cut on wa l compared to the other T2K samples.
The distributions of the selected T2K ⌫e CC1R⇡ events show peaks in the background
events that are genera ly similar to the selected ⌫e events. Some important di↵erences are
a much larger peak in the mis-ID background (coming presumably from the loosened decay
electron cut), and a sma ler NC background peak. This results in a tighter towa l cut to reject
the muon background, but a looser wa l cut since the NC background is le s problematic.
For the selected ⌫µ events, the signal and background distributions are noticeably di↵er-
ent. The key di↵erence in this case is that there is no sharp peak in the background events
at sma l towa l values. This combined with the fact that there is a slow tapering o↵ in the
30
(b) Single ring µ-like
Figure 17: Plots of the figure of merit for FV cut optimization at various (towall, wall)
points for each of the T2K event selections. The maximum value of the figure of merit with
the constraint wall   50cm is used to determine the fiTQun FV cuts listed in Table 9
events. In this case, the important backgrounds are the entering and NC events. The entering
events are concentrated in the wall < 50cm region, whereas the NC events have a broader
peak that results in somewhat tighter cut on wall compared to the other T2K samples.
The distributions of the selected T2K ⌫e CC1R⇡ events show peaks in the background
events that are generally similar to the selected ⌫e events. Some important di↵erences are
a much larger peak in the mis-ID background (coming presumably from the loosened decay
electron cut), and a smaller NC background peak. This results in a tighter towall cut to reject
the muon background, but a looser wall cut since the NC background is less problematic.
For the selected ⌫µ events, the signal and background distributions are noticeably di↵er-
ent. The key di↵erence in this case is that there is no sharp peak in the background events
at small towall values. This combined with the fact that there is a slow tapering o↵ in the
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(c) e-like sample with single decay electron ring
Figure 4.36: Figure of merit describ d in eq. (4.21) as a function of the wall and towa l
variables, for (a) the single ring νe, and (b) sing e ring νµ sample, and (c) νe
CC1pi+ samples.
Two categories of detector systematic uncertainties are made, an event selection efficiency
and a FV cut ffici ncy. The even s l ction efficie cy is a r sult of systemati hifts
arising from th underlying detec r properti s and de ermined using MC toy study nd
fit. The FV cut efficiencies, which result from the direction and vertex resolution, also
vary due o th d tector propertie but re not character ed w th the atmospheric data
and are described in [177].
With the topological cuts for each sample that are defined in section 4.4.2 and the FV
cuts that have been obtained with the procedure outlined above, an estimate of the
detector systematic uncertainties for each sample can be made. A covariance matrix is
generated, containing the uncertainties in the different MC categories and in different
energy regions which is used as input to generate the final Super-K uncertainties. An
estimate by event category of the fractional efficiency of the “core” cuts applied after
the “base” cuts, described in table 4.16, is made and the atmospheric flux, cross section
parameters and normalisation parameters are marginalised. The remaining dependence
on the fractional change in efficiency ∆ is on the shape parameters β,
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Category Base Cuts Core Cuts
νe CC1e 1 e-like ring, Ndecay = 0, pe > 100 MeV e-like, not pi0-like, 1R-like
νe CC Other e-like + other rings, Ndecay ≥ 1, pe > 100 MeV e-like, not pi0-like, 1R-like
νµ CCµ 1 µ-like ring, Ndecay = 1, pe > 30 MeV µ-like, not pi-like, 1R-like
νµ CC Other µ-like + other rings, Ndecay ≥ 2, pe > 30 MeV µ-like, not pi-like, 1R-like
Table 4.16: MC categories that are used in the covariance matrix to determine the “core"
and “base" cuts
∆ =
1
0
Ncore(α, β, γ)
Nbase(α, γ)
, (4.23)
where 0 is the nominal MC prediction, Ncore is the number of events that pass the
core cuts, and Nbase is the base number of events. The procedure is almost the same
as the previous toy MC fit procedure, and the “core” cuts in table 4.16 are applied. A
correlation matrix is generated for each MC category and for each bin in that category
which can be seen in fig. 4.37. The constraints reported here cannot be compared directly
to the previous analysis that was run in [180] since the shape information is not used
which provides a stronger constraint.
Category Base Cuts Core Cuts
⌫e CC1e 1 electron ring, Ndecay = 0, pe > 100 MeV e-like, not ⇡
0-like, 1R-like
⌫e CC Other electron + other rings, Ndecay   1, pe > 100 MeV e-like, not ⇡0-like, 1R-like
⌫µ CC1µ 1 muon ring, Ndecay = 1, pe > 30 MeV µ-like, not ⇡-like, 1R-like
⌫µ CC Other muon + other rings, Ndecay   2, pe > 30 MeV µ-like, not ⇡-like, 1R-like
Table 10: Definitions of the MC event categories for the detector error covariance matrix.
Figure 18: Correlation matrix for the e ciencies of the core cuts for various MC categories
in various visible energy regions.
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Figure 4.37: Correlation matrix for the efficiencies of the core cuts for each of the energy
binned MC categories
Strong correlations in the visible energy bins are observed, the parameters do not include
an explicit visible energy dependence and share the same β parameters.
4.5.3 Super-K Energy Scale Uncertainty
Although the rest of Super-K systematics use quantities that are derived from the fiTQun
algorithm the determination of the energy scale systematic is made with APFit. Studies
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are still ongoing to determine the effect of the increased sensitivity to temporal and
spatial anisotropy in the fiTQun algorithm. Four samples are used to evaluate the energy
scale uncertainty in order to cover a large range of momenta, 30 MeV to 10 GeV, these
samples are
• Decay electrons from stopping cosmic ray muons
• pi0 from atmospheric neutrino interactions
• Sub-GeV stopping cosmic ray muons
• Multi-GeV stopping cosmic ray muons
the previously described samples give the absolute energy scale error, which is selected
by taking the uncertainty of the sample with the largest absolute data-MC difference
which is the sub-GeV stopping muon sample, and an uncertainty of 2.4 % is used.
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5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the results of a 3-flavour ν/ν¯ joint analysis, on the combined Run 1-8
dataset, using data taken in both neutrino-enhanced forward horn current (FHC) mode
(1.4734× 1021 POT), and antineutrino-enhanced reverse horn current (RHC) mode
(7.558× 1020 POT) are reported.
This analysis updates the previous analyses based on the additional data gathered at
Super-K [95], a new cross-section model [134] and a change in the Super-K reconstruction
method [91].
Section 5.4 describes the Super-K samples, section 5.5 describes the systematic errors
considered and their effects on the extrapolated single-ring event spectra, whilst the
sensitivity of the various fits is considered in section 5.6 before presenting the data fit
results for Run 1-8 in section 5.7.
The analysis is performed by the VALOR framework which performs an oscillation
analysis based on the inputs which were described in chapter 4, and a strategy using those
inputs to produce predictions of the far detector, outlined in fig. 4.1. The far detector
predictions consist of energy and energy and lepton angle spectra which are compared
using a binned likelihood-ratio. Nuisance parameters are marginalised and confidence
intervals for δCP are produced using the Feldman-Cousins method (see section 5.3.3.1),
while confidence intervals of the other oscillation parameters are set using the constant
∆χ2 method.
As previously discussed in section 3.3.1 and section 4.4, in this analysis we move from
the APFit reconstruction algorithm to the fiTQun algorithm [91]. Selection cuts are
revisited sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 and a significant improvement in statistics is achieved
by modifying the fiducial volume cuts to allow for a larger interaction mass section 4.5.2.
This analysis includes new cross-section model parameters. A 2p2h shape parameter is
added to the 2p2h normalisation parameters already present in the previous analysis.
Furthermore, the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) is parameterised by a Bernstein
polynomial (BeRPA) [134] and forms a new source of uncertainty. Each of these new
parameters will be described in section 5.5.
Finally, a summary is given in section 5.8.
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5.2 Analysis Strategy
This analysis builds on our previous analyses in [181, 182] and [183, 184, 185, 186, 187,
188, 189] and for antineutrino [190, 191]. In this analysis we fit Super-K data using a
hybrid frequentist-Bayesian method [192], in which nuisance parameters are marginalised
according to the priors set by external and Near Detector (ND) data. A description of
the method can be found in section 4.2 of [191].
The analysis uses a binned likelihood-ratio method [193] where the estimation of the
parameters of interest, ~θ, is obtained by comparing the observed and predicted Super-K
spectra for 1-ring events. For the two one-ring µ-like samples the binning of data events
is in one-dimensional reconstructed neutrino energy space, whilst the three one-ring
e-like samples bin data events in two-dimensional reconstructed neutrino energy and
lepton angle space.
The 2D binning scheme used for the e-like samples is to improve the separation of the
different reaction / flavour components, in particular ν¯µ → ν¯e and νµ → νe, which are
fundamental in measuring δCP . The νe intrinsic beam and NC components can also be
better separated from signal.
µ-like templates have 84 true energy bins and 73 reconstructed energy bins. e-like
templates have 84 true energy bins, 25 reconstructed energy bins and 15 reconstructed
lepton angle bins.
For all templates the 84 true energy bins of constant width are the following:
• 6 50-MeV bins from 0-0.3 GeV,
• 28 25-MeV bins from 0.3-1 GeV,
• 40 50-MeV bins from 1-3 GeV,
• 5 100-MeV bin from 3-3.5 GeV,
• 1 bin from 3.5-4 GeV,
• 1 bin from 4-5 GeV,
• 1 bin from 5-7 GeV,
• 1 bin from 7-10 GeV and
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• 1 bin from 10-30 GeV
For µ-like samples the 73 reconstructed energy bins are the following:
• 60 50-MeV bins from 0-3 GeV,
• 4 250-MeV bins from 3-4 GeV,
• 4 500-MeV bins from 4-6 GeV,
• 4 1000-MeV bins from 6-10 GeV and
• 1 bin from 10-30 GeV.
For e-like samples the 25 reconstructed energy bins with constant width are the follow-
ing:
• 25 50-MeV bins from 0-1.25 GeV.
The θ binning used for e-like samples is
• 14 10° bins from 0–140°,
• 1 bin for the range 140–180°.
For µ-like samples a single θ bin, that covers the whole range 0◦ - 180◦, is used. The
predicted e-like 2-dimensional spectra were studied in detail in [182] for each flavour
component and were compared with the 1-dimensional reconstructed energy spectra.
A study was performed to decide the optimum binning scheme for reconstructing neutrino
energy, balancing the needs for accuracy and speed. Details are given in Appendix I of
Ref. [186].
5.3 Fitter details
5.3.1 Spectra prediction methodology
In this analysis a comparison of the reconstructed energy (Er) and reconstructed lepton
angle (θ) spectrum of single ring events, including the νe CC1pi+-like sample, observed
at Super-K with the predicted spectrum is used to build the test statistic to quote
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confidence intervals for neutrino oscillation parameters. For µ-like samples the templates
are built as a function of the reconstructed neutrino energy, as in previous analyses, and
a single θ bin is used. The predicted number NSK;r,θ of single ring and νe CC1pi+ events
in the r-th and θ-th bin is computed for each selected sample as follows:
NSK;r,θ =
∑
m
∑
t
∑
r′
Pm;t · Tr;r′;fSKE;r · Sm;t;r′,θ;~f ·N
MC
SK;m;r′,θ;t (5.1)
In eq. (5.1), NMCSK;m;r′,θ;t is the input Super-K Monte Carlo (MC) template containing
the number of events in the single ring MC sample with true reaction mode m in the
true energy bin t, the reconstructed energy bin r′ and reconstructed lepton angle bin
θ. S
m;t;r′,θ;~f is an overall, multiplicative, systematic error factor depending on a vector
of nuisance (systematic) parameters ~f , which is function of the reaction mode m, the
true energy bin t, the reconstructed energy bin r′, and the reconstructed lepton angle
bin θ. Tr;r′;fSKE;r is a transfer function describing the migration of events between the
reconstructed energy bins r and r′ due to uncertainty in the Super-K reconstructed
energy scale, expressed here in terms of the nuisance parameter fSKE;r . Finally, Pm;t is
the 3-flavour oscillation probability applied to the true energy bin t of the Super-K MC
template which corresponds to mode m; application of the term Pm;t is discussed in
section 5.3.3.
5.3.2 Construction of the nominal Super-K Monte Carlo templates
The nominal Super-K single ring and νe CC1pi+ MC analysis templates NMCSK;m;r′,θ;t are
constructed by applying the single e-like ring selection cuts, the νe CC1pi+ selection
cuts, or the single µ-like ring selection cuts to the official Super-K MC samples [95]. The
calculation of the normalisation of each MC sample is described in section 5.3.2.1. The
list of MC templates used in this analysis is shown in section 5.3.2.2.
5.3.2.1 Normalisation of Monte Carlo samples
The normalisation (integrated exposure in terms of POT) of each event sample is calcu-
lated from the number of events with a MC truth interaction vertex within the 22.5 kt
fiducial volume.
N =
∫
dSdIdE · d
3ΦSK
dSdIdEν
· σH2O ·
NA
A
· ρ · L (5.2)
where d3ΦSK/dSdIdE is the number of flux particles for the given neutrino species per
neutrino energy bin dEν , per unit area dS and per POT, σH2O is the total interaction
cross section on water for the given neutrino species, I is the beam exposure in terms of
POT, NA is Avogadro’s number, A is the mass number for water, ρ is the water density
and L is the neutrino path length in the water volume.
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The Super-K MC samples are normalised to the Run 1-8 POT. Assuming that all the
MC files are used, each sample is first normalised to 1021 POT by weighting it with the
ratio of the number of events per 22.5 kt per 1021 POT to the number of generated events
in the true fiducial volume in all the available MC. Then each sample is normalised to
1.4734× 1021 POT for neutrino and 7.558× 1020 for antineutrino mode, by weighting
the result respectively by 1.4734 and 0.7558 (the Run 1-8 POT in units of 1021 POT).
5.3.2.2 List of Monte Carlo templates
For each Super-K MC sample, a number of different MC templates is constructed corre-
sponding to different true reaction modes. The template number depends on the type of
oscillation analysis and the specific systematic parameters considered in the analysis. 50
are used for the current analysis, these are the same templates as in our 2016 analysis
[181]. The NC templates are built from each true component which exists in the Super-K
MC where the flavour of the interacting neutrino is known. In particular
• ν¯µ CCQE,
• ν¯µ CC1pi,
• ν¯µ CC coherent,
• ν¯µ CC 2p-2h,
• ν¯µ CC other,
• ν¯µ(and → ν¯e, ν¯τ ) NC1pi0,
• ν¯µ(and → ν¯e, ν¯τ ) NC1pi±,
• ν¯µ(and → ν¯e, ν¯τ ) NC coherent,
• ν¯µ(and → ν¯e, ν¯τ ) NC other,
• ν¯µ(and → ν¯e, ν¯τ ) NC 1γ,
• νµ CCQE,
• νµ CC1pi,
• νµ CC coherent,
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• νµ CC 2p-2h,
• νµ CC other,
• νµ (and → νe, ντ ) NC1pi0,
• νµ (and → νe, ντ ) NC1pi±,
• νµ (and → νe, ντ ) NC coherent,
• νµ (and → νe, ντ ) NC other,
• νµ (and → νe, ντ ) NC 1γ,
• ν¯e CCQE,
• ν¯e CC1pi,
• ν¯e CC coherent,
• ν¯e CC 2p-2h,
• ν¯e CC other,
• ν¯e (and → ν¯µ, ν¯τ ) NC1pi0,
• ν¯e (and → ν¯µ, ν¯τ ) NC1pi±,
• ν¯e (and → ν¯µ, ν¯τ ) NC coherent,
• ν¯e (and → ν¯µ, ν¯τ ) NC other,
• ν¯e (and → ν¯µ, ν¯τ ) NC 1γ,
• νe CCQE,
• νe CC1pi,
• νe CC coherent,
• νe CC 2p-2h,
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• νe CC other,
• νe (and → νµ, ντ ) NC1pi0,
• νe (and → νµ, ντ ) NC1pi±,
• νe (and → νµ, ντ ) NC coherent,
• νe (and → νµ, ντ ) NC other,
• νe (and → νµ, ντ ) NC 1γ,
• oscillated νµ → νe CCQE,
• oscillated νµ → νe CC1pi,
• oscillated νµ → νe CC coherent,
• oscillated νµ → νe CC 2p-2h,
• oscillated νµ → νe CC other,
• oscillated ν¯µ → ν¯e CCQE,
• oscillated ν¯µ → ν¯e CC1pi,
• oscillated ν¯µ → ν¯e CC coherent,
• oscillated ν¯µ → ν¯e CC 2p-2h,
• oscillated ν¯µ → ν¯e CC other.
5.3.3 Applying neutrino oscillations
The MC templates are constructed from the unoscillated MC samples and must be
weighted with the appropriate oscillation probability. Oscillations are applied as a func-
tion of true energy to the MC templates for all CC interactions.
The MC templates calculated from the ν¯µ MC sample are weighted with P(ν¯µ → ν¯µ),
with this survival probability being calculated using the oscillation parameters, namely
sin2 θ23, sin2 θ12, sin2 θ13, |∆m232| (normal hierarchy) or |∆m231| (inverted hierarchy),
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∆m221 and δCP . The ν¯e templates are weighted with P(ν¯e → ν¯e), while the oscillated
ν¯µ → ν¯e templates are weighted with P(ν¯µ → ν¯e) (the sample was generated assuming
100% of ν¯µ transform to ν¯e). All these oscillation probabilities are computed in a 3-
flavour framework including matter effects in constant-density matter (assuming an
Earth crust density of 2.6 g/cm3). Custom oscillation probability calculation code was
developed within the VALOR analysis framework. Details and estimates of the numerical
accuracy of this code are first presented in [185], and is also shown in Appendix A of
[186]. Comparisons between the VALOR oscillation probability calculation code and
Prob3++ [174], which is typically used by the alternative T2K oscillation analyses, are
shown in Appendix B of [186].
In the standard 3-flavour oscillation framework, oscillations of ν¯e and ν¯µ can yield ν¯τ . In
this analysis, we neglect contributions from ντ -CC and ν¯τ -CC as their energy threshold
is around 3.5 GeV and their effect is negligible1. Accordingly, this analysis uses no ντ -CC
and ν¯τ -CC MC templates.
It should be emphasized here that the νµ NC MC templates for a mode m contain the
NC MC templates for the mixture of νe+νµ+ντ resulting from 3-flavour νµ oscillations
for that mode m. The same applies to the ν¯µ, νe and ν¯e NC MC templates. These NC
MC templates are unchanged under standard 3-flavour oscillations.
Also it should be noted that there are no explicit NC MC templates made from the
oscillated ν¯e and νe samples. If they were used, the oscillated ν¯e (i.e. ν¯e coming from
oscillations of ν¯µ) would be double counted since they are already included in the ν¯µ
NC MC templates. The same applies to oscillated νe.
1A back-of-the-envelope calculation can be found in the replies to comments and revision history
document of [186] that gives  1% ντ contamination in the 1-ring µ-like Super-K sample. A Super-
K MC study is required to determine whether the Super-K efficiency assumptions made there are
valid.
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This analysis uses flux tuning based on NA61/SHINE 2009 data [194][122]. It also uses
a model-based extrapolation from ND280 to Super-K, which is implemented via a fit of
flux model and cross-section model parameters to ND280 measurements of the muon
momentum-angle distributions of ν¯µ and νµ charged current interaction candidates for
different event topologies with the neutrino interaction vertex either in FGD1 or FGD2
(BANFF fit) [168], which was described in section 4.3.
The log-likelihood function used in the analysis is
− 2 ln λ(~θ,a) = 2 ·
N−1∑
i=0
(
nobsi · ln
(
nobsi /n
exp
i
)
+ (nexpi − nobsi )
)
(5.3)
where nobsi is the observed number of events in the i
th bin and nexpi = n
exp
i (
~θ;a) is the
corresponding expected number of events, N is the number of reconstructed energy and
lepton angle bins and a is a vector of systematic (or nuisance) parameters.
The total likelihood is then given by the sum of −2 ln λ(~θ,a) from all of the Super-K
samples
− 2 ln λ(~θ,a) =
Nsamples∑
s=1
−2 ln λs(~θ,a) (5.4)
The procedure for marginalising the nuisance parameters to obtain only the parameters
of interest in a marginal likelihood λmarg(~θ) is
λmarg(~θ) =
∫
A
λ(~θ,a)pi(a) da
≈ 1
n
n∑
i
λ(~θ,~ai)
(5.5)
where n is the number of toy MC experiments that are used, and pi(a) is the prior
distribution for the nuisance parameters, including correlations between parameters. ~ai
is the set of nuisance parameters generated in the toy MC throw a large number of toys
are generated in order to sample the nuisance parameter space A. As the number of
events in each bin of the likelihood tends from a Poisson to Gaussian distribution we
have
χ2marg(
~θ) = λmarg(~θ) (5.6)
The postfit covariance matrices which result from the BANFF fit and Super-K fits are
used as prior uncertainties. The parameters are thrown using the Cholesky method [195],
which allows throws according the parameters’ multivariate distribution and existing
correlations. Where systematic parameters have physical boundaries, any toy experiment
where such a parameter is generated beyond its physical limits is rejected. Furthermore,
values of systematic parameters that give a negative predicted number of events in any
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reconstructed energy bin in any interaction mode are not allowed. If a systematic throw
gives a negative number of events, that toy experiment is rejected. All rejected toys are
regenerated.
A single set of oscillation parameters in the 3-flavour framework is used to describe
both neutrino and antineutrino data. Nuisance oscillation parameters are marginalised
in the fit while the parameters of interest are minimized with respect to the likelihood
distribution. Flat priors are used for sin2 θ23, ∆m232 and δCP in all fits, whereas sin
2 θ13
uses a flat prior when not applying constraints from reactor experiments and a gaussian
prior when using the measurement found in reactor experiments. sin2 θ12 and ∆m221 use
gaussian priors in all fits due to the limited sensitivity of T2K to the solar parameters.
Fits are performed for each mass hierarchy and both with and without the constraint
for the value of sin2 θ13 determined from reactor experiments, “the reactor constraint”
applied.
Oscillation probabilities include constant-density matter effects, with details of our oscil-
lation probability calculations, estimates of their numerical accuracy and comparisons
with calculations used by the alternative T2K oscillation analyses are given in Appen-
dices A and B of Ref. [186].
5.3.3.1 Feldman-Cousins
In the gaussian approximation the constant ∆χ2 method can be used to build confidence
intervals. However, the oscillation probability is not linear in oscillation parameters and
so in some cases the gaussian approximation is not reliable and the Feldman-Cousins
method [196] must be used. In this method a different critical value for each point of
the ~θ grid, ∆χ2(~θ)crit, is calculated. Since the most important result of this analysis is
the search for CP violation, this method is performed only for the simultaneous fit of
δCP and mass hierarchy. In particular, critical values are calculated for 9 evenly spaced
true values of δCP in the range [−pi,+pi] for both normal and inverted mass hierarchy,
and linearly interpolated between these points.
In the previous analysis the Feldman-Cousins implementation used the disappearance
likelihood surface from the best-fit of the data to generate fake data sets during the
procedure. However, this approach causes the critical values to become smaller in the
vicinity of the best-fit for δCP because the generated fake data sets are closer to the real
data. The new method [197] instead uses the data best-fit for disappearance parameters,
along with the PDG 2016 [198] best-fit values for the remaining oscillation parameters
(table 5.1), to perform additional Asimov fits in normal and inverted hierarchy. It is
then the likelihood surfaces from these fits that are used to generate the fake data sets
during the procedure. The procedure consists of the following steps:
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The Asimov data sets are in this case the predicted reconstructed energy spectra with
or without the lepton angle dependence. In these spectra all parameters are set to their
nominal values, two sets of oscillation parameter central values are used table 5.1, and
no statistical fluctuations are applied with scaling to the required POT.
1. At least 1× 104 fake data sets are produced assuming the oscillation hypothesis
of the grid point ~θ and taking into account both the statistical and systematic
uncertainties (i.e. nuisance parameters, including non-fit oscillation parameters,
are marginalised);
2. For each fake data set:
a) χ2(~θfix) is obtained by computing χ2(~θ) with respect to the marginalisation
toys produced for the data fit, with the oscillation parameters ~θ fixed to the
values corresponding to the grid point.
b) χ2(~θbf ) is obtained by minimizing χ2(~θ) with respect to the marginalisation
toys produced for the data fit, leaving the oscillation parameters ~θ free.
c) The test statistic is calculated as
∆χ2 = χ2(~θfix)− χ2(~θbf ) (5.7)
3. This results in a distribution of ∆χ2(~θ), f(∆χ2).
4. Several critical values for X% CL (e.g. 68%, 90%...), ∆χ2(~θ)crit, can be defined
as:
∆χ2crit :
∫ ∆χ2crit
0
f(∆χ2)d(∆χ2) = X% (5.8)
where f(∆χ2) is the p.d.f. of ∆χ2 and d(∆χ2) is the differential of the integral.
5. This procedure is repeated to produce critical values for all the points of the ~θ
grid.
Once a critical value, ∆χ2(~θ)crit, is computed for each oscillation hypothesis in the ~θ
grid, the confidence intervals are set by the condition
∆χ2(~θ) > ∆χ2crit (5.9)
with those values of ∆χ2(~θ) being excluded at the relevant confidence interval.
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5.4 Super-K samples used in this analysis
This analysis is comprised of five samples based on the fiTQun selection algorithm,
which has improved reconstruction capabilities and can therefore reduce the background
components of the selected samples. The five samples are:
• neutrino mode single µ-like ring sample
• antineutrino mode single µ-like ring sample
• neutrino mode single e-like ring sample
• antineutrino mode single e-like ring sample
• neutrino mode single e-like ring sample with one decay electron (referred to as νe
CC1pi+)
The Super-K MC templates contain events from the νµ, ν¯µ, νe, ν¯e, oscillated νe and
oscillated ν¯e samples passing the Super-K selection cuts. Details of the selection cuts
can be found in [95].
5.4.1 Predicted event rates
Predicted event rates for this analysis are determined for the case of two different sets
of oscillation parameters based on previous best fit results from T2K and NOvA. These
parameter sets are referred to as Asimov A and B, with their definitions and associated
event rates given in the following sections.
5.4.1.1 Definition of Asimov A and B
Table 5.1 shows the definitions used for the Asimov data sets. Asimov A represents
parameter values close to the T2K best fit for Run 1-7, whilst Asimov B modifies these
parameters such that CP is conserved and changes the sin2 θ23 octant.
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Parameter(s) Asimov A Asimov B
sin2 θ23 0.528 0.450
sin2 θ13 reactors 0.0219 0.0219
sin2 θ12 0.304 0.304
|∆m232| (NH) / |∆m231| (IH) 2.509× 10−3 eV2/c4 2.509× 10−3 eV2/c4
∆m221 7.53× 10−5 eV2/c4 7.53× 10−5 eV2/c4
δCP -1.601 0
Mass Hierarchy Normal Normal
Table 5.1: Values of oscillation parameters used to compute the event rates, systematic effects
and sensitivity studies. Each set of oscillation parameters correspond to a different
Asimov data set, which is the MC expected distribution in a certain oscillation
hypothesis. In the Asimov data set A the nominal values of sin2 2θ13, sin2 2θ12 and
∆m221 are from [199], while all the other oscillation parameter values corresponds
to the most probable values obtained by the Bayesian analysis on the T2K run 1-4
neutrino mode data [200]. The values for Asimov data set B changes the octant of
sin2 θ23 and conserves δCP . The mass hierarchy is not marginalised but fixed to
either NH or IH.
5.4.1.2 Event rates
Table 5.2 shows the expected event rates for each selected sample at Super-K for the
Asimov A data set, but with δCP varied at −pi/2, 0, pi/2 and pi.
δCP = −pi/2 δCP = 0 δCP = pi/2 δCP = pi
FHC e-like sample 73.47354 61.43388 49.90582 61.94533
FHC µ-like sample 268.40351 268.05327 268.37281 268.81441
FHC νe CC1pi+-like sample 6.92243 6.00922 4.86656 5.77983
RHC e-like sample 7.91206 9.02311 10.02989 8.91886
RHC µ-like sample 64.27306 64.12292 64.27392 64.43654
Table 5.2: Predicted total number of events in each sample obtained after applying the
BANFF weight for a total exposure of 1.4734× 1021 POT. The Asimov data
set A in 5.1 is used, but with varying δCP.
Tables 5.3 to 5.7 present the expected event rates for each sample selected Super-K
corresponding to the Asimov A data set. Event rates in other oscillation scenarios can
be found in appendix A. In each case the normal hierarchy is assumed and all rates are
generated for an integrated exposure corresponding to Run 1-8.
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νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 175.62883 0.00413 11.03473 0.00019 0.02245 0.00015 186.69049
CC1pi 27.69898 0.00199 2.61604 0.00009 0.02406 0.00007 30.34123
CCcoherent 0.28837 0.00000 0.09218 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.38055
2p2h 35.57284 0.00151 1.41213 0.00008 0.02551 0.00004 37.01211
CCother 5.46647 0.00086 0.40615 0.00008 0.00011 0.00001 5.87368
NC1pi0 0.61495 0.01841 0.02120 0.00143 N/A N/A 0.65599
NC1piPM 4.90783 0.09799 0.17531 0.00975 N/A N/A 5.19089
NCcoherent 0.00000 0.00000 0.00043 0.00003 N/A N/A 0.00047
NCother 2.05619 0.07378 0.13055 0.00912 N/A N/A 2.26963
Total 252.23446 0.19867 15.88872 0.02078 0.07214 0.00027 268.41504
Table 5.3: Predicted number of events in the neutrino mode µ-like sample obtained after
applying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 1.4734× 1021 POT. The
Asimov data set A in 5.1 is used.
νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 15.29349 0.00085 29.88622 0.00093 0.00094 0.00137 45.18379
CC1pi 3.95485 0.00033 4.53265 0.00025 0.00060 0.00061 8.48929
CCcoherent 0.04705 0.00000 0.17567 0.00005 0.00000 0.00006 0.22283
2p2h 4.47453 0.00026 2.84291 0.00027 0.00044 0.00021 7.31861
CCother 0.94199 0.00012 0.60584 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.54795
NC1pi0 0.06000 0.00222 0.06147 0.00169 N/A N/A 0.12538
NC1piPM 0.35950 0.01527 0.46009 0.01235 N/A N/A 0.84721
NCcoherent 0.00000 0.00000 0.00201 0.00000 N/A N/A 0.00201
NCother 0.31580 0.01640 0.20064 0.00789 N/A N/A 0.54073
Total 25.44720 0.03544 38.76749 0.02342 0.00198 0.00226 64.27780
Table 5.4: Predicted number of events in the antineutrino mode µ-like sample obtained after
applying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 7.558× 1020 POT. The Asimov
data set A in 5.1 is used.
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νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 0.16115 6.30178 0.00634 0.25566 46.25561 0.27811 53.25866
CC1pi 0.04703 0.93168 0.00280 0.06750 4.49505 0.04745 5.59150
CCcoherent 0.00011 0.00830 0.00018 0.00397 0.03445 0.00327 0.05028
2p2h 0.03033 1.59694 0.00117 0.04275 8.68112 0.03893 10.39125
CCother 0.01329 0.12803 0.00034 0.00942 0.08850 0.00326 0.24284
NC1pi0 1.70203 0.03706 0.06012 0.00356 N/A N/A 1.80278
NC1piPM 0.16854 0.00472 0.01020 0.00057 N/A N/A 0.18404
NCcoherent 0.52817 0.00715 0.04794 0.00294 N/A N/A 0.58619
NCother 0.31767 0.01695 0.02120 0.00128 N/A N/A 0.35711
NC1gamma 0.94222 0.01687 0.04983 0.00233 N/A N/A 1.01125
Total 3.91054 9.04948 0.20014 0.38998 59.55473 0.37103 73.47589
Table 5.5: Predicted number of events in the neutrino mode e-like sample obtained after
applying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 1.4734× 1021 POT. The
Asimov data set A in 5.1 is used.
νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 0.01288 0.50911 0.02388 0.84721 1.02586 2.85198 5.27090
CC1pi 0.00763 0.10111 0.00733 0.14431 0.14337 0.33485 0.73858
CCcoherent 0.00002 0.00099 0.00042 0.01066 0.00114 0.03130 0.04455
2p2h 0.00295 0.14379 0.00219 0.11301 0.23285 0.33042 0.82521
CCother 0.00390 0.02116 0.00120 0.01154 0.01042 0.00668 0.05491
NC1pi0 0.13849 0.00541 0.17659 0.00468 N/A N/A 0.32516
NC1piPM 0.02475 0.00127 0.02001 0.00080 N/A N/A 0.04683
NCcoherent 0.04776 0.00221 0.20260 0.00317 N/A N/A 0.25574
NCother 0.05664 0.00221 0.02672 0.00097 N/A N/A 0.08654
NC1gamma 0.07943 0.00439 0.17490 0.00383 N/A N/A 0.26255
Total 0.37445 0.79164 0.63583 1.14019 1.41363 3.55523 7.91097
Table 5.6: Predicted number of events in the antineutrino mode e-like sample obtained after
applying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 1.4734× 1021 POT. The
Asimov data set A in 5.1 is used.
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νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 0.02857 0.02442 0.00117 0.00174 0.21123 0.00265 0.26979
CC1pi 0.07582 0.76065 0.00257 0.00383 4.85325 0.00227 5.69839
CCcoherent 0.00027 0.01765 0.00008 0.00007 0.11121 0.00011 0.12939
2p2h 0.01012 0.02195 0.00049 0.00095 0.16017 0.00105 0.19473
CCother 0.03770 0.11225 0.00116 0.00279 0.12085 0.00150 0.27625
NC1pi0 0.02049 0.00076 0.00083 0.00008 N/A N/A 0.02216
NC1piPM 0.06474 0.00165 0.00382 0.00033 N/A N/A 0.07053
NCother 0.20584 0.00830 0.01304 0.00088 N/A N/A 0.22807
NC1gamma 0.02844 0.00000 0.00067 0.00007 N/A N/A 0.02918
Total 0.47199 0.94764 0.02382 0.01075 5.45671 0.00758 6.91850
Table 5.7: Predicted number of events in the neutrino mode νe CC1pi+-like sample obtained
after applying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 1.4734× 1021 POT. The
Asimov data set A in 5.1 is used.
5.4.1.3 Predicted and observed spectra
In this section, we present the expected spectra in Super-K for Asimov A and unoscillated
scenarios, assuming normal hierarchy. All plots are generated for an integrated exposure
corresponding to Run 1-8.
Predicted single ring Super-K spectra are shown in figs. 5.1 and 5.2. By comparing
neutrino and antineutrino mode e-like plots it is clear that θ vs Ereco distributions are
differently populated by νµ → νe and ν¯µ → ν¯e events.
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(e) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
Figure 5.1: Predicted unoscillated spectra. µ-like distributions are a function of the recon-
structed neutrino energy, while the e-like, including νe CC1pi+, distributions are
functions of both the reconstructed neutrino energy and the reconstructed angle
between the outgoing lepton and the neutrino direction. The distributions cor-
respond to the statistics collected in the full Run 1-8 data set. The spectra are
generated with the systematic parameters described in section 5.5.
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(b) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(e) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
Figure 5.2: Predicted oscillated Asimov A spectra. µ-like distributions are a function of the
reconstructed neutrino energy, while the e-like, including νe CC1pi+, distributions
are functions of both the reconstructed neutrino energy and the reconstructed
angle between the outgoing lepton and the neutrino direction. The distributions
correspond to the statistics collected in the full Run 1-8 data set. The spectra
are generated with the systematic parameters described in section 5.5 and the
oscillation parameters corresponding to the Asimov data set A shown in table 5.1.
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5.5 Effects of Systematics in the prediction of the µ and e
single ring and νe CC1pi+ - like spectra
This analysis considers 110 flux, cross section and Super-K detector systematic parame-
ters plus 6 oscillation parameters, which can be treated as either nuisance parameters
or as parameters of interest, depending on the analysis that is performed.
5.5.1 Flux and cross-section parameters (73 parameters)
In this analysis, all the flux and cross-section systematic parameters are included in
the ND280 data (BANFF) fit. However, since the ND fit is not sensitive to the elec-
tron neutrino cross section and the NC1γ parameters they remain unconstrained. The
parameters fit are 11 νµ, 5 ν¯µ, 7 νe and 2 ν¯e neutrino mode (FHC) flux parameters, 5
νµ, 11 ν¯µ, 2 νe and 7 ν¯e antineutrino mode (RHC) flux parameters and 23 cross-section
parameters. Best-fit values of these parameters and a covariance matrix giving their
correlated uncertainties are obtained by the BANFF group from a fit of the ν¯µ and νµ
ND280 samples as described in Ref [168]. A list of the BANFF parameters, their best-fit
values and their prefit and postfit errors can be found in tables 5.8 to 5.10.
The best-fit values are used to reweight the templates as described in Section 5.3, and
the postfit errors in the covariance matrix are used as prior uncertainties in this analysis.
All the cross section parameters set to 1 correspond to the NEUT nominal value, except
“CC other shape” and “2p2h shape O”, for which the NEUT nominal value is 0. For all
the normalisation parameters, 1 is the nominal pre-BANFF fit value.
The effects of these correlated uncertainties (see fig. 5.3) are evaluated using the Cholesky
method, that allows throws of the systematic parameters according to their multivariate
distribution taking into account existing correlations.
Many of the cross-section parameters are the same as those used in the previous analysis
[181]. However, the binding energy for 16O is no longer included in this analysis and a
number of new parameters have been included, see section 5.5.1.1. Five of these new
parameters (2p2h, BeRPA A, B, D and E) are implemented using cubic splines, details
for which can be found in [181], while one of the new parameters (BeRPA U) is fixed in
the analysis.
5.5.1.1 Neutrino-nucleus interaction uncertainties
Overall normalisation uncertainties for 2p2h interactions were included in previous
analyses, but this analysis includes a 2p2h shape uncertainty (using best-fit value and
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Index Parameter Description Best fit 1σ pre/postfit
fractional error
0 f banff0;t,r FHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 0.0 - 0.4 GeV 1.026 0.099 / 0.057
1 f banff1;t,r FHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 0.4 - 0.5 GeV 1.050 0.103 / 0.052
2 f banff2;t,r FHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 0.5 - 0.6 GeV 1.032 0.096 / 0.045
3 f banff3;t,r FHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 0.6 - 0.7 GeV 0.991 0.087 / 0.042
4 f banff4;t,r FHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 0.7 - 1.0 GeV 0.943 0.113 / 0.054
5 f banff5;t,r FHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 1.0 - 1.5 GeV 0.963 0.092 / 0.049
6 f banff6;t,r FHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 1.5 - 2.5 GeV 1.030 0.070 / 0.042
7 f banff7;t,r FHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 2.5 - 3.5 GeV 1.047 0.074 / 0.044
8 f banff8;t,r FHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 3.5 - 5.0 GeV 1.038 0.087 / 0.041
9 f banff9;t,r FHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 5.0 - 7.0 GeV 1.003 0.098 / 0.040
10 f banff10;t,r FHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 7.0 - 30.0 GeV 0.991 0.114 / 0.048
11 f banff11;t,r FHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 0.0 - 0.7 GeV 0.989 0.103 / 0.074
12 f banff12;t,r FHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 0.7 - 1.0 GeV 0.986 0.079 / 0.048
13 f banff13;t,r FHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 1.0 - 1.5 GeV 0.996 0.084 / 0.057
14 f banff14;t,r FHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 1.5 - 2.5 GeV 1.042 0.086 / 0.062
15 f banff15;t,r FHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 2.5 - 30.0 GeV 1.104 0.086 / 0.065
16 f banff16;t,r FHC νe flux normalisation, E = 0.0 - 0.5 GeV 1.030 0.090 / 0.046
17 f banff17;t,r FHC νe flux normalisation, E = 0.5 - 0.7 GeV 1.031 0.090 / 0.042
18 f banff18;t,r FHC νe flux normalisation, E = 0.7 - 0.8 GeV 1.029 0.086 / 0.041
19 f banff19;t,r FHC νe flux normalisation, E = 0.8 - 1.5 GeV 1.017 0.081 / 0.039
20 f banff20;t,r FHC νe flux normalisation, E = 1.5 - 2.5 GeV 1.034 0.079 / 0.040
21 f banff21;t,r FHC νe flux normalisation, E = 2.5 - 4.0 GeV 1.036 0.084 / 0.041
22 f banff22;t,r FHC νe flux normalisation, E = 4.0 - 30.0 GeV 1.050 0.094 / 0.059
23 f banff23;t,r FHC ν¯e flux normalisation, E = 0.0 - 2.5 GeV 1.050 0.074 / 0.054
24 f banff24;t,r FHC ν¯e flux normalisation, E = 2.5 - 30.0 GeV 1.093 0.128 / 0.114
Table 5.8: Summary of neutrino mode flux systematics included in the VALOR joint fit
analysis. A description of how the BANFF fit constrained these systematics can
be found in [168].
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Index Parameter Description Best fit 1σ pre/postfit
fractional error
25 f banff0;t,r RHC RHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 0.0 - 0.7 GeV 0.993 0.094 / 0.066
26 f banff1;t,r RHC RHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 0.7 - 1.0 GeV 1.003 0.079 / 0.049
27 f banff2;t,r RHC RHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 1.0 - 1.5 GeV 1.018 0.077 / 0.045
28 f banff3;t,r RHC RHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 1.5 - 2.5 GeV 1.061 0.081 / 0.049
29 f banff4;t,r RHC RHC νµ flux normalisation, E = 2.5 - 30.0 GeV 1.051 0.080 / 0.043
30 f banff5;t,r RHC RHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 0.0 - 0.4 GeV 1.012 0.104 / 0.065
31 f banff6;t,r RHC RHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 0.4 - 0.5 GeV 1.028 0.102 / 0.052
32 f banff7;t,r RHC RHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 0.5 - 0.6 GeV 1.008 0.096 / 0.045
33 f banff8;t,r RHC RHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 0.6 - 0.7 GeV 0.988 0.085 / 0.041
34 f banff9;t,r RHC RHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 0.7 - 1.0 GeV 0.986 0.125 / 0.052
35 f banff10;t,r RHC RHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 1.0 - 1.5 GeV 0.997 0.105 / 0.047
36 f banff11;t,r RHC RHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 1.5 - 2.5 GeV 1.036 0.080 / 0.042
37 f banff12;t,r RHC RHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 2.5 - 3.5 GeV 1.063 0.074 / 0.046
38 f banff13;t,r RHC RHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 3.5 - 5.0 GeV 1.069 0.094 / 0.063
39 f banff14;t,r RHC RHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 5.0 - 7.0 GeV 1.044 0.093 / 0.056
40 f banff15;t,r RHC RHC ν¯µ flux normalisation, E = 7.0 - 30.0 GeV 1.007 0.130 / 0.093
41 f banff16;t,r RHC RHC νe flux normalisation, E = 0.0 - 2.5 GeV 1.050 0.069 / 0.047
42 f banff17;t,r RHC RHC νe flux normalisation, E = 2.5 - 30.0 GeV 1.048 0.085 / 0.065
43 f banff18;t,r RHC RHC ν¯e flux normalisation, E = 0.0 - 0.5 GeV 1.018 0.095 / 0.051
44 f banff19;t,r RHC RHC ν¯e flux normalisation, E = 0.5 - 0.7 GeV 1.018 0.091 / 0.043
45 f banff20;t,r RHC RHC ν¯e flux normalisation, E = 0.7 - 0.8 GeV 1.016 0.091 / 0.044
46 f banff21;t,r RHC RHC ν¯e flux normalisation, E = 0.8 - 1.5 GeV 1.018 0.084 / 0.040
47 f banff22;t,r RHC RHC ν¯e flux normalisation, E = 1.5 - 2.5 GeV 1.043 0.080 / 0.051
48 f banff23;t,r RHC RHC ν¯e flux normalisation, E = 2.5 - 4.0 GeV 1.046 0.089 / 0.064
49 f banff24;t,r RHC RHC ν¯e flux normalisation, E = 4.0 - 30.0 GeV 1.083 0.156 / 0.133
Table 5.9: Summary of antineutrino mode flux systematics included in the VALOR joint fit
analysis. A description of how the BANFF fit constrained these systematics can
be found in [168].
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Index Parameter Description Best fit 1σ pre/postfit
fractional error
50 f banffNorm2p2h Two particle two hole normalisation for
16O 1.426 1.000 / 0.182
51 f banff
CA5
CA5 nucleon to ∆ transition axial form factor 0.977 0.149 / 0.059
52 f banffBgRES Scale of isospin 1/2 nonresonant background 0.979 0.308 / 0.190
53 f banff
MQEA
CCQE axial-mass scaling factor 0.903 0.025 / 0.057
54 f banff
MRESA
Resonance-production axial-mass scaling factor 0.822 0.158 / 0.045
55 f banffSCCA BANFF; Second current class axial 1.000 - / -
56 f banffSCCV BANFF; Second current class vector 1.000 - / -
57 f banffpf Fermi momentum for 16O 0.916 0.058 / 0.072
58 f banffShapeCCoth CC other shape 0.519 0.400 / 0.187
59 f banffNormCCcoh CC coherent for
16O normalisation 0.906 0.300 / 0.275
60 f banffNormNCcoh NC coherent normalisation 0.939 0.300 / 0.297
61 f banffNormNCother NC other normalisation 1.000 - / 0.300
62 f banffNormνe→νµ CC νe normalisation 1.000 - / 0.028
63 f banffNormNC1γ NC 1γ normalisation 1.000 - / 1.000
64 f banffNormν¯e→ν¯µ CC ν¯e normalisation 1.000 - / 0.028
65 f banffNorm2p2hBar Antineutrino two particle two hole normalisation for
16O 0.552 1.000 / 0.201
66 f banffShapeBeRPAA
Bernstein Polynomial coefficient A 0.663 0.118 / 0.056
67 f banffShapeBeRPAB
Bernstein Polynomial coefficient B 1.647 0.210 / 0.117
68 f banffShapeBeRPAD
Bernstein Polynomial coefficient D 0.988 0.170 / 0.128
69 f banffShapeBeRPAE
Bernstein Polynomial coefficient E 0.876 0.352 / 0.355
70 f banffShapeBeRPAU
Bernstein Polynomial coefficient U 1.200 0.100 / 0.100
71 f banffShape2p2hν Neutrino two particle two hole
16O shape 0.997 3.000 / 0.338
72 f banffNorm2p2hCtoO Two particle two hole
12C to 16O normalisation 0.940 0.200 / 0.161
Table 5.10: Summary of cross section systematics included in the VALOR joint fit analysis.
Parameters with no prefit error were unconstrained. A description of how the
BANFF fit constrained these systematics can be found in [168].
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Figure 5.3: The pre-BANFF (left) and post-BANFF (right) cross-section covariance matrix,
with the values shown as the sign of the element times the square root of the
absolute value of the element.
Figure 5.4: Distribution of neutrino events for 2p2h and each 2p2h term in q0-q3 space [201].
errors from the BANFF fit) to describe the uncertainty in the cross-section strength
between Delta-like, non-Delta-like and interference terms of the 2p2h model, determined
by redistributing the cross-section strength of these terms subject to (approximately)
maintaining the total 2p2h event rate (see Section 2 of [201]). In terms of energy transfer
(q0) and three-momentum transfer (q3) kinematics, the distribution of events in this
space for neutrino and antineutrino interactions on oxygen are shown in figs. 5.4 and 5.5
respectively (see Section 2 of [201]).
This analysis also introduces 5 BeRPA parameters (A, B, D, E and U) to describe the
collective effects of interactions between neutrinos and nucleons inside nuclei. These
effects modify the Q2 dependence of the neutrino-nucleus cross-section and in BeRPA
are described by a cubic polynomial transitioning to an exponential above a Q2 threshold,
as described in [134]. Neither the 2p2h shape parameter nor the BeRPA parameters
apply to interactions on free protons.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of antineutrino events for 2p2h and each 2p2h term in q0-q3 space
[201].
5.5.2 Super-K efficiencies & effects of intranuclear and secondary
re-interactions (44 parameters)
The Super-K detector uncertainties include the efficiencies of the fiducial volume and
reduction chain, and the OD, ring-counting, PID, momentum and decay-electron cuts.
These uncertainties have been evaluated by comparisons between SK-IV atmospheric
data and atmospheric neutrino Monte Carlo. Ring counting errors are evaluated using νµ
CCQE, νµ CCnQE, NC, and νe CC-enriched control samples from atmospheric neutrinos.
The NC PID error is evaluated using a NC-enriched control sample, obtained by not
using the PID information during the selection. All the Monte Carlo control samples
are fitted simultaneously to the data with a χ2 function using the selection efficiencies
as fit parameters [172, 202] ad described in section 4.5.
Intranuclear final-state interactions (FSI) have significant effects in the T2K energy range
and result in event topologies, for scattering from nuclear targets, which are drastically
different from those created in neutrino scattering from free nucleons. Uncertainties due
to FSI were estimated by simultaneously varying NEUT parameters that scale interac-
tion probabilities as described in section 2 of [151]. Uncertainties due to secondary pion
interactions (SI) were also evaluated by allowing variations in the interaction probabil-
ities. Details of this are given in [203] in addition to the discussion in section 4.2.1.1.
Since the same model is used for FSI and SI, it is possible to evaluate the uncertainties
in both FSI and SI simultaneously. Details of this procedure are described in section 8
of [204].
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Index Parameter Description 1σ fractional error
0 fSK+FSI0;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 0; Ereco range 0.00 - 0.40 GeV; numu/numubar CCQE (1Rmu) 0.009
1 fSK+FSI1;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 1; Ereco range 0.40 - 1.10 GeV; numu/numubar CCQE (1Rmu) 0.007
2 fSK+FSI2;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 2; Ereco range 1.10 - 30.00 GeV; numu/numubar CCQE (1Rmu) 0.007
3 fSK+FSI3;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 3; Ereco range 0.00 - 30.00 GeV; numu/numubar CCnQE (1Rmu) 0.169
4 fSK+FSI4;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 4; Ereco range 0.00 - 30.00 GeV; nue/nuebar/signue CC (1Rmu) 1.005
5 fSK+FSI5;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 5; Ereco range 0.00 - 30.00 GeV; all NC (1Rmu) 0.658
6 fSK+FSI6;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 6; Ereco range 0.00 - 0.35 GeV; oscillated nue CC (1Re) 0.181
7 fSK+FSI7;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 7; Ereco range 0.35 - 0.80 GeV; oscillated nue CC (1Re) 0.036
8 fSK+FSI8;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 8; Ereco range 0.80 - 1.25 GeV; oscillated nue CC (1Re) 0.042
9 fSK+FSI9;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 9; Ereco range 0.00 - 0.35 GeV; numu/numubar CC (1Re) 0.300
10 fSK+FSI10;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 10; Ereco range 0.35 - 0.80 GeV; numu/numubar CC (1Re) 0.321
11 fSK+FSI11;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 11; Ereco range 0.80 - 1.25 GeV; numu/numubar CC (1Re) 0.393
12 fSK+FSI12;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 12; Ereco range 0.00 - 0.35 GeV; nue/nuebar CC (1Re) 0.135
13 fSK+FSI13;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 13; Ereco range 0.35 - 0.80 GeV; nue/nuebar CC (1Re) 0.070
14 fSK+FSI14;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 14; Ereco range 0.80 - 1.25 GeV; nue/nuebar CC (1Re) 0.077
15 fSK+FSI15;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 15; Ereco range 0.00 - 0.35 GeV; all NC (1Re) 0.194
16 fSK+FSI16;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 16; Ereco range 0.35 - 0.80 GeV; all NC (1Re) 0.181
17 fSK+FSI17;t,r SKDet + FSI/SI 17; Ereco range 0.80 - 1.25 GeV; all NC (1Re) 0.472
18 fSK+FSI0;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 0; Ereco range 0.00 - 0.40 GeV; numu/numubar CCQE (1Rmu); RHC 0.009
19 fSK+FSI1;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 1; Ereco range 0.40 - 1.10 GeV; numu/numubar CCQE (1Rmu); RHC 0.007
20 fSK+FSI2;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 2; Ereco range 1.10 - 30.00 GeV; numu/numubar CCQE (1Rmu); RHC 0.007
21 fSK+FSI3;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 3; Ereco range 0.00 - 30.00 GeV; numu/numubar CCnQE (1Rmu); RHC 0.130
22 fSK+FSI4;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 4; Ereco range 0.00 - 30.00 GeV; nue/nuebar/signue CC (1Rmu); RHC 1.005
23 fSK+FSI5;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 5; Ereco range 0.00 - 30.00 GeV; all NC (1Rmu); RHC 0.657
24 fSK+FSI6;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 6; Ereco range 0.00 - 0.35 GeV; oscillated nue CC (1Re); RHC 0.108
25 fSK+FSI7;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 7; Ereco range 0.35 - 0.80 GeV; oscillated nue CC (1Re); RHC 0.036
26 fSK+FSI8;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 8; Ereco range 0.80 - 1.25 GeV; oscillated nue CC (1Re); RHC 0.057
27 fSK+FSI9;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 9; Ereco range 0.00 - 0.35 GeV; numu/numubar CC (1Re); RHC 0.349
28 fSK+FSI10;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 10; Ereco range 0.35 - 0.80 GeV; numu/numubar CC (1Re); RHC 0.342
29 fSK+FSI11;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 11; Ereco range 0.80 - 1.25 GeV; numu/numubar CC (1Re); RHC 0.417
30 fSK+FSI12;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 12; Ereco range 0.00 - 0.35 GeV; nue/nuebar CC (1Re); RHC 0.085
31 fSK+FSI13;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 13; Ereco range 0.35 - 0.80 GeV; nue/nuebar CC (1Re); RHC 0.056
32 fSK+FSI14;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 14; Ereco range 0.80 - 1.25 GeV; nue/nuebar CC (1Re); RHC 0.078
33 fSK+FSI15;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 15; Ereco range 0.00 - 0.35 GeV; all NC (1Re); RHC 0.214
34 fSK+FSI16;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 16; Ereco range 0.35 - 0.80 GeV; all NC (1Re); RHC 0.191
35 fSK+FSI17;t,r RHC SKDet + FSI/SI 17; Ereco range 0.80 - 1.25 GeV; all NC (1Re); RHC 0.465
36 fSK+FSI0;t,r MultiRing SKDet + FSI/SI 0; Ereco range 0.30 - 0.80 GeV; oscillated nue CC (MultiRe); MultiRing 0.249
37 fSK+FSI1;t,r MultiRing SKDet + FSI/SI 1; Ereco range 0.80 - 1.25 GeV; oscillated nue CC (MultiRe); MultiRing 0.215
38 fSK+FSI2;t,r MultiRing SKDet + FSI/SI 2; Ereco range 0.30 - 0.80 GeV; numu/numubar CC (MultiRe); MultiRing 0.507
39 fSK+FSI3;t,r MultiRing SKDet + FSI/SI 3; Ereco range 0.80 - 1.25 GeV; numu/numubar CC (MultiRe); MultiRing 0.236
40 fSK+FSI4;t,r MultiRing SKDet + FSI/SI 4; Ereco range 0.30 - 0.80 GeV; nue/nuebar CC (MultiRe); MultiRing 0.244
41 fSK+FSI5;t,r MultiRing SKDet + FSI/SI 5; Ereco range 0.80 - 1.25 GeV; nue/nuebar CC (MultiRe); MultiRing 0.235
42 fSK+FSI6;t,r MultiRing SKDet + FSI/SI 6; Ereco range 0.30 - 0.80 GeV; all NC (MultiRe); MultiRing 0.983
43 fSK+FSI7;t,r MultiRing SKDet + FSI/SI 7; Ereco range 0.80 - 1.25 GeV; all NC (MultiRe); MultiRing 0.524
44 fSKE;r SK energy scale 0.024
Table 5.11: Summary of SK detector + FSI + SI + PN systematics included in the VALOR
joint fit analysis.
A list of the Super-K parameters and their errors can be found in table 5.11. We
consider the Super-K detector efficiency and FSI+SI+PN systematics together, adding
their covariance matrices linearly and evaluating the effects of these uncertainties using
the Cholesky method. Details of all parameters can be found in [181].
5.5.3 Super-K energy scale (1 parameter)
The systematic parameter fSKE;r is included to estimate the effects of uncertainty in the
Super-K reconstructed energy scale. This uncertainty is estimated to be 2.4% [205]; its
effects are calculated by scaling the bin edges of the MC templates and, assuming uniform
distribution of events within the bins, calculating the number of events gained from/lost
to other bins (including bins that are not immediately adjacent). This systematic is
applied after all other systematics have been applied, because it affects reconstructed
rather than true energy, does not commute with spline-based systematics, which are
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Parameter(s) Prior Range
sin2 θ23 uniform [0.3; 0.7]
sin2 2θ13 (sin2 θ13) reactors gaussian 0.0857± 0.0046
sin2 2θ13 (sin2 θ13) T2K only uniform [0; 0.4]
sin2 2θ12 gaussian 0.846± 0.021
|∆m232| (NH) / |∆m213| (IH) uniform [2.3; 2.7]× 10−3 eV2/c4
∆m221 gaussian (7.53± 0.18)× 10−5 eV2/c4
δCP uniform [−pi; +pi]
Mass Hierarchy fixed NH or IH
Table 5.12: Treatment of the oscillation parameters in the ν/ν¯ joint analysis. All the gaussian
priors are from [199]. The parameter sin2 2θ13 can be constrained with the mea-
surement of reactor experiments using the gaussian prior, otherwise a uniform
prior is used and the measurement relies only on the T2K data. The nominal
values of sin2 2θ13, sin2 2θ12 and ∆m221 are from [199], while all the other oscil-
lation parameter values corresponds to the most probable values obtained by
the Bayesian analysis on the T2K run 1-4 neutrino mode data [200]. The mass
hierarchy is not marginalised but fixed to either NH or IH.
generated without consideration of energy scale variation and also does not commute
with the other Super-K systematics, which are determined from data without any energy
scale variation.
5.5.4 Oscillation parameters and mass hierarchy (7 parameters)
The 3-flavour oscillation probability is used. All the nuisance oscillation parameters, i.e.
those parameters which are not shown in a given contour, are marginalised except the
mass hierarchy which is fixed to either normal or inverted hierarchy.
For sin2 θ13 two different priors can be used, depending on whether the reactor constraint
is applied, denoted as “reactors", when applied and “T2K only" when not applied. The
value of the reactor constraint is 0.085± 0.005 for sin2 2θ13 from [206].
5.5.5 Systematic error on Super-K predictions
The effect of each category of systematic parameter on the expected event rate for Super-
K sample is given in tables D.1 to D.5 (details of per-sample event rates for 1σ and
3σ variations of each independent systematic parameter can be found in appendix B).
The mean and RMS of 10000 throws of the respective systematics (with correlations
taken into account) is computed for each sample and in the case of pre-BANFF and
post-BANFF errors. When not measuring the effect of oscillation parameters variations,
the oscillation parameters are fixed at Asimov A values (see section 5.4.1.1).
For the measurement of δCP it is important to understand the effect of the systematic
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uncertainties on the ratio of the number of events between neutrino and antineutrino
mode samples. If correlations do not reproduce the physics correctly, a fake asymmetry
between neutrino and antineutrino oscillations can be seen. Furthermore, if correlations
exist but are not taken into account, the measurement of δCP could be biased. The true
value of δCP determines whether correlations or anti-correlations between systematic
parameters have the greatest effect in hiding any oscillation asymmetry. In particular, if
true δCP = ±pi/2 then anti-correlation in the e-like samples could hide any oscillation
asymmetry. Alternatively, in the case that true δCP ∼ 0 it is uncorrelated parameters
that reduce the sensitivity to δCP . The uncertainties on the ratios between neutrino
and antineutrino mode events due to the systematic parameters are shown in table 5.13.
The most critical systematic parameters are σνe and σν¯e which are applied respectively
to νe and ν¯e events. Their fractional error from the BANFF covariance matrix is 2.83%
(see table 5.10) and they are partially anti-correlated with non-diagonal elements in the
covariance matrix of -0.0004.
It can be seen in tables D.1 to D.5 (Appendix D) that the reduction in the error on
flux and constrained cross-section systematics achieved through the BANFF fit reduces
the fractional error due to all systematics from ∼ 14% to ∼ 4% and ∼ 11% to ∼ 3% in
the neutrino- and antineutrino-mode µ-like samples respectively, from ∼ 16% to ∼ 7%
and ∼ 13% to ∼ 8% in the neutrino- and antineutrino-mode e-like samples respectively,
and from ∼ 25% to ∼ 22% in the νe CC1pi+-like sample. The poor constraint for the νe
CC1pi+ sample from the ND fit is due to the systematic uncertainties for this sample
being dominated by Super-K detector errors and Super-K FSI+SI+PN errors as can
be seen in table 5.13. Only the uncertainty on the parameters sin2 θ13, sin2 θ12, ∆m221
is considered which results in the small contribution from the oscillation parameters
category for the µ-like samples as can be seen in figs. 5.8 and 5.9.
1-Ring µ 1-Ring e
Error source FHC RHC FHC RHC FHC 1 d.e. FHC/RHC
SK Detector 1.86 1.51 3.03 4.22 16.69 1.60
SK FSI+SI+PN 2.20 1.98 3.01 2.31 11.43 1.57
Flux + Xsec constrained 3.22 2.72 3.22 2.88 4.05 2.50
σ(νe)/σ(ν¯e) 0.00 0.00 2.63 1.46 2.62 3.03
NC1γ 0.00 0.00 1.08 2.59 0.33 1.49
NC Other 0.25 0.25 0.14 0.33 0.98 0.18
Osc 0.04 0.03 3.86 3.60 3.78 0.79
All Systematics 4.40 3.76 6.10 6.51 20.94 4.77
All with osc 4.40 3.76 7.27 7.44 21.24 4.85
Table 5.13: Percentage error on event rate by error source and sample. Final column is the
percentage error on the ratio of FHC/RHC events in the one-ring e sample.
The error envelopes corresponding to tables D.1 to D.5 are shown in figs. 5.6 to 5.21.
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These error envelopes are determined by performing 1× 104 correlated throws of the
systematic parameter group under consideration and plotting the mean and Gaussian
1σ error resulting.
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(a) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(e) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
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(f) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
Figure 5.6: Error envelopes (left) and fractional errors (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for all systematic parameters for pre-BANFF (blue) and post-
BANFF (red) errors. 1× 104 toys are generated for the Asimov data set A with
randomized systematic parameters with correlations taken into account. Since
δCP, sin2 θ23, ∆m232 and the mass hierarchy will be measured, only the uncertainty
on sin2 θ13, sin2 θ12 and ∆m221 are taken into account.
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(a) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like antineutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like antineutrino mode
Figure 5.7: Error envelopes (left) and fractional errors (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for all systematic parameters for pre-BANFF (blue) and post-
BANFF (red) errors. 1× 104 toys are generated for the Asimov data set A with
randomized systematic parameters with correlations taken into account. Since
δCP, sin2 θ23, ∆m232 and the mass hierarchy will be measured, only the uncertainty
on sin2 θ13, sin2 θ12 and ∆m221 are taken into account.
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(a) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(e) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
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(f) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
Figure 5.8: Error envelopes (left) and fractional errors (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for all oscillation nuisance parameters. 1× 104 toys are gener-
ated for the Asimov data set A with randomized systematic parameters with
correlations taken into account. Since δCP, sin2 θ23, ∆m232 and the mass hierarchy
will be measured, only the uncertainty on sin2 θ13, sin2 θ12 and ∆m221 are taken
into account.
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(a) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like antineutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like antineutrino mode
Figure 5.9: Error envelopes (left) and fractional errors (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for all oscillation nuisance parameters. 1× 104 toys are gener-
ated for the Asimov data set A with randomized systematic parameters with
correlations taken into account. Since δCP, sin2 θ23, ∆m232 and the mass hierarchy
will be measured, only the uncertainty on sin2 θ13, sin2 θ12 and ∆m221 are taken
into account.
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(a) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(e) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
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(f) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
Figure 5.10: Error envelopes (left) and fractional error (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for Super-K detector systematic parameters. 1× 104 toys are
generated for the Asimov data set A with randomized systematic parameters
with correlations taken into account.
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(a) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like antineutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like antineutrino mode
Figure 5.11: Error envelopes (left) and fractional error (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for Super-K detector systematic parameters. 1× 104 toys are
generated for the Asimov data set A with randomized systematic parameters
with correlations taken into account.
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(a) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(e) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
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(f) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
Figure 5.12: Error envelopes (left) and fractional error (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for Super-K FSI+SI+PN systematic parameters. 1× 104 toys
are generated for the Asimov data set A with randomized systematic parameters
with correlations taken into account.
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(a) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like antineutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like antineutrino mode
Figure 5.13: Error envelopes (left) and fractional errors (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for Super-K FSI+SI+PN systematic parameters. 1× 104 toys
are generated for the Asimov data set A with randomized systematic parameters
with correlations taken into account.
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(a) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(e) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
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(f) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
Figure 5.14: Error envelopes (left) and fractional errors (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for the flux and constrained cross-section systematic param-
eters for pre-BANFF (blue) and post-BANFF (red) errors. 1× 104 toys are
generated for the Asimov data set A with randomized systematic parameters
with correlations taken into account.
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(a) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like antineutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like antineutrino mode
Figure 5.15: Error envelopes (left) and fractional error (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for the flux and constrained cross-section systematic param-
eters for pre-BANFF (blue) and post-BANFF (red) errors. 1× 104 toys are
generated for the Asimov data set A with randomized systematic parameters
with correlations taken into account.
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(a) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(e) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
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(f) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
Figure 5.16: Error envelopes (left) and fractional errors (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for the unconstrained electron neutrino cross-section system-
atic parameters. 1× 104 toys are generated for the Asimov data set A with
randomized systematic parameters with correlations taken into account.
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(a) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like antineutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like antineutrino mode
Figure 5.17: Error envelopes (left) and fractional errors (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for the unconstrained electron neutrino cross-section system-
atic parameters. 1× 104 toys are generated for the Asimov data set A with
randomized systematic parameters with correlations taken into account.
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(a) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(e) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
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(f) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
Figure 5.18: Error envelopes (left) and fractional error (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for the unconstrained NC1γ systematic parameters. 1× 104
toys are generated for the Asimov data set A with randomized systematic pa-
rameters with correlations taken into account.
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(a) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like antineutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like antineutrino mode
Figure 5.19: Error envelopes (left) and fractional errors (right) for the reconstructed neutrino
energy spectrum for the unconstrained NC1γ systematic parameters. 1× 104
toys are generated for the Asimov data set A with randomized systematic pa-
rameters with correlations taken into account.
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(a) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(e) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
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(f) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
Figure 5.20: Error envelopes (left) and fractional errors (right) for the reconstructed neu-
trino energy spectrum for the unconstrained NCother systematic parameters.
1× 104 toys are generated for the Asimov data set A with randomized systematic
parameters with correlations taken into account.
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(a) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(b) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like antineutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like antineutrino mode
Figure 5.21: Error envelopes (left) and fractional errors (right) for the reconstructed neu-
trino energy spectrum for the unconstrained NCother systematic parameters.
1× 104 toys are generated for the Asimov data set A with randomized systematic
parameters with correlations taken into account.
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5.6 Expected Sensitivity studies
5.6 Expected Sensitivity studies
To determine the sensitivity of the analysis a number of fits were performed using
Asimov data set A and B, the contours for which indicate the ability of the analysis to
measure the oscillation parameters in the absence of statistical fluctuations and under
the assumption that their true values correspond to the Asimov A (or B) values. Fits
of single parameters are performed for each of sin2 θ13, δCP, sin2 θ23 and ∆m232, with
two-dimensional fits being performed for δCP vs sin2 θ13 and ∆m232 vs sin
2 θ23. Fits are
performed for each of normal and inverted hierarchy, and also with and without the
reactor constraint on sin2 θ13.
5.6.1 Results for Asimov sets A and B
5.6.1.1 Results for δCP vs sin2 θ13
In fig. 5.22 the sensitivity to δCP vs sin2 θ13 with reactor constraint and T2K only is
shown for the Asimov data sets A and B. Note that in the Asimov B case it can be seen
that the best-fit point is shifted away from the true δCP value of zero towards −pi. In
addition to best-fit points being moved from the true value due to marginalisation of
oscillation and systematic parameters there are additional contributing effects. There is
a lack of sensitivity to distinguish δCP = 0 and δCP = pi due to the spectra for δCP = 0
in inverted hierarchy being similar to the spectra for δCP = pi in normal hierarchy
and vice versa (see fig. G.1 in appendix G), leading to similar ∆χ2 values for the two
points. This can be seen in fig. 5.24(c) and fig. 5.24(d), with the difference in ∆χ2true and
∆χ2best−fit being only ∼ 0.2. Furthermore, degeneracy between δCP and mass hierarchy
can cause δCP = 0 to behave more like δCP = pi/2 in inverted hierarchy, and more like
δCP = −pi/2 in normal hierarchy, shifting the best-fit for inverted hierarchy away from
zero to a value between −pi and −pi/2.
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(a) Asimov A δCP vs sin2 θ13 with reactor con-
straint
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(b) Asimov A δCP vs sin2 θ13 T2K only
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(c) Asimov B δCP vs sin2 θ13 with reactor con-
straint
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(d) Asimov B δCP vs sin2 θ13 T2K only
Figure 5.22: Contours at 68% and 90% CL for δCP vs sin2 θ13 with and without reactor
constraint for Asimov data sets A and B. Normal and inverted hierarchy contours
are independent. All 5 samples were used to produce these fits.
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5.6.1.2 Results for ∆m232 vs sin
2 θ23
The sensitivity to ∆m232 vs sin
2 θ23 with reactor constraint and T2K only is shown for
the Asimov data sets A and B in fig. 5.23.
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(a) Asimov A ∆m232 vs sin2 θ23 with reactor con-
straint
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(b) Asimov A ∆m232 vs sin2 θ23 T2K only
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(c) Asimov B ∆m232 vs sin2 θ23 with reactor con-
straint
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(d) Asimov B ∆m232 vs sin2 θ23 T2K only
Figure 5.23: Contours at 68% and 90% CL for ∆m232 vs sin
2 θ23 with and without reactor
constraint for Asimov data sets A and B. Normal and inverted hierarchy contours
are independent. All 5 samples were used to produce these fits.
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5 Joint Fit δCP Measurement
5.6.1.3 Results for δCP
The sensitivity to δCP with reactor constraint and T2K only is shown for the Asimov
data sets A and B in fig. 5.24.
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(a) Asimov A δCP with reactor constraint
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(b) Asimov A δCP T2K only
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(c) Asimov B δCP with reactor constraint
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(d) Asimov B δCP T2K only
Figure 5.24: The expected ∆χ2 distribution as a function of δCP with and without reactor
constraint for Asimov data sets A and B. The mass hierarchy is minimized, with
normal and inverted hierarchy ∆χ2 distributions shifted to the same global best-
fit χ2 value, which is taken to be the minimum between normal and inverted
hierarchy. All 5 samples were used to produce these fits.
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5.6 Expected Sensitivity studies
5.6.1.4 Results for sin2 θ13
The sensitivity to sin2 θ13 (without reactor constraint) is shown for the Asimov data
sets A and B in fig. 5.25.
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(a) Asimov A sin2 θ13 T2K only
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(b) Asimov B sin2 θ13 T2K only
Figure 5.25: The expected ∆χ2 distribution as a function of sin2 θ13 without reactor constraint
for Asimov data sets A and B. The mass hierarchy is minimized, with normal
and inverted hierarchy ∆χ2 distributions shifted to the same global best-fit χ2
value, which is taken to be the minimum between normal and inverted hierarchy.
All 5 samples were used to produce these fits.
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5 Joint Fit δCP Measurement
5.6.1.5 Results for sin2 θ23
The sensitivity to sin2 θ23 with reactor constraint and T2K only is shown for the Asimov
data sets A and B in fig. 5.26.
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(a) Asimov A sin2 θ23 with reactor constraint
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(b) Asimov A sin2 θ23 T2K only
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(c) Asimov B sin2 θ23 with reactor constraint
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(d) Asimov B sin2 θ23 T2K only
Figure 5.26: The expected ∆χ2 distribution as a function of sin2 θ23 with and without reactor
constraint for Asimov data sets A and B. The mass hierarchy is minimized, with
normal and inverted hierarchy ∆χ2 distributions shifted to the same global best-
fit χ2 value, which is taken to be the minimum between normal and inverted
hierarchy. All 5 samples were used to produce these fits.
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5.6.1.6 Results for ∆m232
The sensitivity to ∆m232 with reactor constraint and T2K only is shown for the Asimov
data sets A and B in fig. 5.27.
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(a) Asimov A ∆m232 with reactor constraint
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(b) Asimov A ∆m232 T2K only
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(c) Asimov B ∆m232 with reactor constraint
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(d) Asimov B ∆m232 T2K only
Figure 5.27: The expected ∆χ2 distribution as a function of ∆m232 with and without reactor
constraint for Asimov data sets A and B. The mass hierarchy is minimized, with
normal and inverted hierarchy ∆χ2 distributions shifted to the same global best-
fit χ2 value, which is taken to be the minimum between normal and inverted
hierarchy. All 5 samples were used to produce these fits.
5.7 Results of the νν¯ joint analysis with the Run 1-8
dataset
The results of the Run 1-8 data set fit, for an exposure of 1.4734× 1021POT in neutrino
mode and of 7.558× 1020POT in antineutrino mode, are shown in this chapter. In
fig. 5.28 the predicted spectra of µ-like and e-like samples are compared to the observed
data. In table 5.14 the expected and observed number of events in Run 1-8 data set
are shown. The predicted number of events are shown for the oscillation parameters of
Asimov data sets A and B. The comparison of the confidence intervals obtained by the
fit of the Run 1-8 data set among all the oscillation analysis groups is shown in [207].
The predicted and observed spectra are shown for each of the samples in fig. 5.28. The
e-like samples are broken down into Erec and θ projections in fig. 5.29.
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Beam mode Sample Exp. Asimov A Exp. Asimov A Exp. Asimov B Exp. Not Osc Observed
(δCP = 0)
ν µ-like 268.415 268.053 280.994 1209.918 240
ν e-like 73.476 61.434 54.684 15.356 74
ν¯ µ-like 64.278 64.123 66.010 211.548 68
ν¯ e-like 7.911 9.023 8.187 3.243 7
ν νe CC1pi+-like 6.919 6.009 5.389 2.543 15
Table 5.14: The observed, expected and best-fit number of events in Run 1-8 data set for an
exposure ofx 1.4734× 1021 POT in neutrino mode and of 7.558× 1020 POT in
antineutrino mode are shown for each selected sample. The prediction is produced
using the BANFF tuning and the oscillation parameters shown in table 5.1.
Beam mode Sample Exp. Best-fit Exp. Best-fit Exp. Best-Fit Exp. Best-Fit Exp. Best-Fit Observed
(δCP = −1.883) (δCP = −pi/2) (δCP = 0) (δCP = pi/2) (δCP = pi)
ν µ-like 270.824 270.634 269.953 270.60058 271.396 240
ν e-like 86.513 86.962 73.734 60.527 73.754 74
ν¯ µ-like 64.996 64.940 64.739 64.941 65.159 68
ν¯ e-like 9.309 9.2918 10.576 11.678 10.394 7
ν νe CC1pi+-like 8.045 8.125 7.137 5.838 6.826 15
Table 5.15: The observed and number of events for the NH best fit values of the oscillation
parameters in Run 1-8 data set for an exposure of 1.4734× 1021 POT in neutrino
mode and of 7.558× 1020 POT in antineutrino mode are shown for each selected
sample. The prediction is produced using the BANFF tuning and the oscillation
parameters shown in table 5.16.
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(a) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(b) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(c) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like antineutrino mode
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(e) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
Figure 5.28: Predicted spectra and observed events (points). µ-like distributions are a func-
tion of the reconstructed neutrino energy, while the e-like, including νe CC1pi+,
distributions are functions of both the reconstructed neutrino energy and the
reconstructed angle between the outgoing lepton and the neutrino direction.
The distributions correspond to the statistics collected in the full Run 1-8 data
set. The spectra are generated with the systematic parameters described in
section 5.5 and the oscillation parameters corresponding to the best-fit values
from the data fit (solar parameters at PDG 2016).
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(a) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(b) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(c) Electron-like antineutrino mode
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(d) Electron-like antineutrino mode
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(e) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
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(f) νe CC1pi+-like, neutrino mode
Figure 5.29: Predicted spectra and observed events (points). The e-like, including νe CC1pi+,
distributions are functions of both the reconstructed neutrino energy and the
reconstructed angle between the outgoing lepton and the neutrino direction, with
the projections in each variable shown here. The distributions correspond to the
statistics collected in the full Run 1-8 data set. The spectra are generated with
the systematic parameters described in section 5.5 and the oscillation parameters
corresponding to the best-fit values from the data fit (solar parameters at PDG
2016).
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Parameter Reactor Best-fit (NH) ±1σ (NH) Best-fit (IH) ±1σ (IH)
δCP Yes -1.833 [-2.476,-1.151 ] -1.374 [-1.947,-0.886 ]
δCP No -2.083 [-2.972,-1.151 ] -1.157 [-1.965,-0.403 ]
sin2 θ13 No 0.0277 [0.0230,0.0331 ] 0.0331 [0.0265,0.0378 ]
sin2 θ23 Yes 0.530 [0.493,0.561 ] 0.530 [0.496,0.559 ]
∆m232 or ∆m213 Yes 2.462 [2.407,2.519 ] 2.436 [2.383,2.491 ]
(10−3 eV2/c4)
Table 5.16: The Run 1-8 measured oscillation parameter best-fit and the ±1σ intervals are
shown for normal and inverted hierarchies with respect to the hierarchy best-
fit. The ±1σ interval is obtained by using the constant ∆χ2 method. For each
parameter normal hierarchy is the global best-fit.
The best-fit values and 1σ ranges for each oscillation parameter are shown in table 5.16
for normal hierarchy (which is preferred in all data fits). The 1σ ranges are extracted for
each oscillation parameter from the 1-dimensional ∆χ2 distributions shown in figs. 5.32
to 5.35.
The 1-dimensional contours are plotted with respect to the global minimum from normal
and inverted hierarchies, while the 2-dimensional confidence intervals are shown drawing
the normal and inverted hierarchy contours independently, i.e. each contour is produced
with respect to the global minimum under that hierarchy hypothesis.
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5.7.1 Results for δCP vs sin2 θ13
In fig. 5.30 the result for δCP vs sin2 θ13 with reactor constraint and T2K only is
shown. The fit shows agreement with the reactor constraint with further discussion in
section 5.7.8. The 1D projection of sin2 θ13 is shown in section 5.7.4 and for δCP in
section 5.7.3.
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(a) δCP vs sin2 θ13 with reactor constraint
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(b) δCP vs sin2 θ13 T2K only
Figure 5.30: Contours at 68% and 90% CL for δCP vs sin2 θ13 with and without reactor con-
straint. Normal and inverted hierarchy contours are independent. All 5 samples
were used to produce these fits.
5.7.2 Results for ∆m232 vs sin
2 θ23
The result for ∆m232 vs sin
2 θ23 with reactor constraint and T2K only is shown in fig. 5.31.
The parameter sin2 θ23 is shown in section 5.7.5, and ∆m232 in section 5.7.6. Results are
further discussed in section 5.7.8
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(a) ∆m232 vs sin2 θ23 with reactor constraint
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(b) ∆m232 vs sin2 θ23 T2K only
Figure 5.31: Contours at 68% and 90% CL for ∆m232 vs sin
2 θ23 with and without reactor con-
straint. Normal and inverted hierarchy contours are independent. All 5 samples
were used to produce these fits.
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5.7.3 Results for δCP
The result for δCP with reactor constraint and T2K only is shown in fig. 5.32. A stronger
than expected constraint is observed based on the Asimov A data set, this is further
discussed in section 5.7.8, and studies performed to understand the sensitivity in sec-
tion 5.7.9.
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(a) δCP with reactor constraint
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(b) δCP T2K only
Figure 5.32: The expected ∆χ2 distribution as a function of δCP with and without reactor
constraint. The mass hierarchy is minimized, with normal and inverted hierarchy
∆χ2 distributions shifted to the same global best-fit χ2 value, which is taken
to be the minimum between normal and inverted hierarchy. All 5 samples were
used to produce these fits.
5.7.4 Results for sin2 θ13
The result for sin2 θ13 (without reactor constraint) is shown in fig. 5.33.
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(a) sin2 θ13 T2K only
Figure 5.33: The expected ∆χ2 distribution as a function of sin2 θ13 without reactor con-
straint. The mass hierarchy is minimized, with normal and inverted hierarchy
∆χ2 distributions shifted to the same global best-fit χ2 value, which is taken
to be the minimum between normal and inverted hierarchy. All 5 samples were
used to produce these fits.
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5.7.5 Results for sin2 θ23
The result for sin2 θ23 with reactor constraint and T2K only is shown in fig. 5.34. To
understand the stronger than expected constraint from the data fit studies described in
section 5.7.10 were carried out.
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(a) sin2 θ23 with reactor constraint
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(b) sin2 θ23 T2K only
Figure 5.34: The expected ∆χ2 distribution as a function of sin2 θ23 with and without reactor
constraint. The mass hierarchy is minimized, with normal and inverted hierarchy
∆χ2 distributions shifted to the same global best-fit χ2 value, which is taken
to be the minimum between normal and inverted hierarchy. All 5 samples were
used to produce these fits.
5.7.6 Results for ∆m232
The result for ∆m232 with reactor constraint and T2K only is shown in fig. 5.35. To
understand the constraint compared with the data fit studies described in section 5.7.10
were carried out.
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(a) ∆m232 with reactor constraint
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(b) ∆m232 T2K only
Figure 5.35: The expected ∆χ2 distribution as a function of ∆m232 with and without reactor
constraint. The mass hierarchy is minimized, with normal and inverted hierarchy
∆χ2 distributions shifted to the same global best-fit χ2 value, which is taken
to be the minimum between normal and inverted hierarchy. All 5 samples were
used to produce these fits.
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5.7.7 Feldman-Cousins simultaneous fit of δCP and mass hierarchy
This section presents the results of the Feldman-Cousins fit of δCP and mass hierarchy.
Throws of oscillation parameters are made according to PDG 2016 best-fit values and
errors for sin2 θ13, sin2 θ12 and ∆m221, whilst sin
2 θ23 and ∆m232 are thrown according
to the likelihood distribution produced by an Asimov fit using the best-fit values from
data for these parameters, this is an updated method from the previous analysis and the
proposal is given in [197]. δCP is fixed at one of 9 evenly specified values in the range
[−pi, pi].
5.7.7.1 Input oscillation parameters
The distributions of oscillation parameters (for normal hierarchy) are shown in fig. 5.36.
Note that whilst the distributions of the atmospheric parameters are shown indepen-
dently they are generated jointly from the likelihood distribution shown in fig. 5.37.
5.7.7.2 Feldman-Cousins critical values and confidence intervals
In fig. 5.38 the confidence intervals obtained with the ‘Feldman-Cousins’ method are
shown for δCP and mass hierarchy with reactor constraint for the Run 1-8 data set.
The critical values at 90%, 2σ and 3σ CL are computed for both the mass hierarchies
at the following true values of δCP; −pi, −3pi/4, −pi/2, −pi/4, 0, +pi/4, +pi/2, +3pi/4,
and +pi. Inverted hierarchy is almost excluded at 2σ, except for a small interval around
δCP = −pi/2. Both δCP = 0 and δCP = pi are excluded at 2σ. In table 5.17 the 2σ CL
intervals for δCP versus mass hierarchy, obtained with the Feldman-Cousins method, are
shown.
Parameter Reactor CL Normal hierarchy Inverted hierarchy
δCP Yes 90% [−2.805,−0.830] -
δCP Yes 2σ [−2.981,−0.600] [−1.531,−1.184]
Table 5.17: The confidence intervals at 2σ CL obtained with the Feldman-Cousins method for
the Run 1-8 data set is shown for the measurement of δCP versus mass hierarchy.
In fig. 5.38 the confidence intervals obtained with the “Feldman-Cousins" method are
shown for δCP and mass hierarchy with reactor constraint for the Run 1-8 data set. The
critical values at 90%, 2σ and 3σ CL are computed for both the mass hierarchies and
the following true values of δCP : −pi, −3pi/4, −pi/2, −pi/4, 0, +pi/4, +pi/2, +3pi/4, +pi.
The procedure described in section 5.3.3.1 is used.
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Figure 5.36: Distribution of oscillation parameter throws for Feldman-Cousins fits.
5.7.8 Discussion of the Run 1-8 data fit results
The νe CC1pi+data set shows an excess in the number of observed appearance events,
observing 15 events compared to an Asimov A expectation of 7. Unlike in our previous
analysis, an excess is not observed in the neutrino mode one ring e-like sample, rather
in this analysis we see a deficit in the number of observed events in neutrino mode one
ring µ-like sample, observing 240 against an Asimov A expectation of 268.
The value of δCP favoured by the joint fit analysis, when the reactor constraint is applied,
is -1.833 and corresponds to normal hierarchy. If the reactor constraint is not applied,
the best-fit value of δCP is -2.083 and δCP = 0 is still excluded at 2σ CL.
When considering the constant ∆χ2 method, we see that the constraint on δCP is
stronger than expected. To investigate the source of this difference a number of fits were
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Figure 5.37: Likelihood surfaces for throws of the disappearance parameter, obtained from
an Asimov fit using the best-fit values from data.
undertaken using hybrids of data and MC. In particular fig. 5.39 shows the expected
sensitivity from the Asimov A data set (dashed), the data fit (solid black) and then a
number of additional fits where one of the data samples was replaced by the corresponding
Asimov A sample (e.g. Data x1Rmu indicates a fit of 4 data samples, with the one-ring
µ-like sample being replaced by the Asimov A prediction). From this one can see that
the largest contribution to the stronger constraint comes from the upward fluctuation
observed in the νe CC1pi+ sample, but contributions are also evident from the FHC
one-ring µ-like sample, where a deficit in events is seen, and from the two one-ring
e-like samples. This results in the exclusion of CP-conservation at more than 2σ with
the reactor constraint applied and the inverted hierarchy is disfavoured at 90%CL. The
effect is also apparent in the appearance contour.
A stronger than expected constraint is also evident in the disappearance contour, with
greater exclusion in sin2 θ23. Similarly to the δCP hybrid fits above, fig. 5.40 shows
the expected sensitivity from the Asimov A data set (red), the data fit (black) and
then a number of additional fits where one of the data samples was replaced by the
corresponding Asimov A sample. From this one can see that the stronger constraint
can be explained by the deficit in the observed number of events in the one-ring µ-like
sample.
The value of sin2 θ13 favoured by the analysis is 0.0277 and corresponds to normal
hierarchy, with the 1D contours in agreement with the PDG 2016 reactor constraint
(0.0219± 0.0012) at ∼ 1.2σ (see table 5.16).
The value of sin2 θ23 favoured by the analysis is 0.530 (0.510) with (without) the reactor
constraint and corresponds to normal hierarchy, with the 1D contours in agreement
with and without the reactor constraint at 1σ, favouring maximal mixing as seen in our
previous analyses.
The value of ∆m232 favoured by the analysis is 2.462 ×10−3 eV2/c4 (2.466 ×10−3 eV2/c4)
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with (without) the reactor constraint and corresponds to normal hierarchy, with the 1D
contours in agreement with and without the reactor constraint at 1σ.
5.7.9 Comparison of δCP versus mass hierarchy result with sensitivity
In order to provide a better understanding of the results of the Run 1-8 data fit, the
result has been compared with the expected sensitivity obtained from a large number
(1× 104) of toy experiments for different true values of δCP (δCP = −pi/2,−1.833) and
the mass hierarchy.
5.7.9.1 Expected sensitivity method
This section outlines the procedure to produce the expected sensitivity comparison plots.
The example given is for true normal hierarchy and δCP = −pi/2.
• 1× 104 fake data sets are generated following the Feldman-Cousins method for
a true value of δCP and mass hierarchy, in this case δCP = −pi/2 and normal
hierarchy.
• A χ2 distribution is computed with respect to the marginalisation toys as a function
of δCP and mass hierarchy.
• For each fake data set, the minimum value of χ2 for each bin of δCP, χ2bin,min is
found with respect to both normal and inverted hierarchy.
• The test statistic is then computed as ∆χ2bin = χ
2
bin − χ2bin,min, which is slightly
different to the Feldman-Cousins method, where ∆χ2FC = χ
2
true − χ2best−fit. The
distributions of ∆χ2bin and ∆χ
2
FC coincide if the bin is δCP = −pi/2 and normal
hierarchy, i.e. the true point used to generate the toy experiments.
• This results in a ∆χ2 distribution from which we can draw conclusions about the
expected ∆χ2 for each value of δCP given a hypothesised true value and hierarchy.
• The spread of the ∆χ2 distribution for each point of δCP and mass hierarchy is
obtained as the range of the ∆χ2bin distribution that contains respectively the
68.27% and 95.45% of the toy experiments on its left side. The test statistic ∆χ2bin
is assumed ot be 1-sided because by construction χ2bin,min ≤ χ2bin.
• An alternative to the one-sided distribution is also produced, for which values
of ∆χ2 of each bin of δCP are themselves binned (100 evenly-spaced bins on the
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range [∆χ2bin,min,∆χ
2
bin,max]) and then toys are added to the expected sensitivity
bands starting from the bin of ∆χ2 that contains the most toys, until 68.27% and
95.45% of the toy experiments have been included, thereby producing two-sided
distributions.
• A plot is also produced, fig. 5.41(c) to show the fraction of toy experiments which
exclude each value of δCP to greater than 2σ significance in the Feldman-Cousins
corrected critical values along with the probabilities to exclude δCP = 0 and
δCP = pi for a given true value of δCP.
5.7.9.2 δCP = −pi/2 - normal hierarchy
In fig. 5.41 the Run 1-8 data result for δCP versus mass hierarchy is compared to the
1σ and 2σ uncertainties on the ∆χ2 distributions corresponding to δCP = −pi/2 and (a)
normal hierarchy and (b) inverted hierarchy. We see that the data contour is contained
within the 2σ band for inverted hierarchy, whilst the data contour falls just outside the
2σ band for normal hierarchy in the region around δCP = 0. This suggests that the data
constraint is consistent with the PMNS matrix at around the 2σ level.
We also see an interesting feature near δCP = −pi/2 where the ∆χ2 values have a
wider distribution. This is due to the boundary at δCP = −pi/2 which causes a wider
distribution when the parameter δCP would like to be pushed beyond the boundary in
the fit.
Finally from fig. 5.41(c) we see that δCP = 0 and δCP = pi are excluded at 90% confidence
level in around 40% (see table 5.18) of the toy experiments and excluded at 2σ confidence
level in between 25% and 30% of the toy experiments, with δCP = pi excluded in slightly
fewer toy experiments in each case.
δCP Hierarchy 90% 2σ
0 NH 0.430 0.300
pi NH 0.383 0.250
0 IH 0.760 0.656
pi IH 0.769 0.667
Table 5.18: The fraction of toy experiments for which δCP = 0, pi and normal and inverted
hierarchy are excluded at 90% and 2σ CL is shown. 10k toy experiments are
used.
5.7.9.3 δCP = −1.833 - normal hierarchy
In fig. 5.42 the Run 1-8 data result for δCP versus mass hierarchy is compared to the 1σ
and 2σ uncertainties on the ∆χ2 distributions corresponding to δCP = −1.833 and (a)
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normal hierarchy and (b) inverted hierarchy. We see that the data contour is consistent
with the PMNS matrix at around the 2σ level.
5.7.9.4 Sample-by-sample expected sensitivity
An extension to the two-sided method described above was applied in order to assess the
effect of each sample on the δCP contour obtained. There key difference to the two-sided
method described in section 5.7.9.1 is that the generation of the 1× 104 fake data sets
is undertaken for a single sample of interest, with the remaining 4 samples being fixed
at the observed spectra.
It can be seen from fig. 5.43 that for normal hierarchy the observed contour resides
within the 1σ band of expected sensitivities for 4 of the samples and thus while three of
these contours are contributing to a stronger constraint than expected, the additional
strength of the constraint in these samples is by no means surprising.
The contribution from the νe CC1pi+sample is rather extreme, as might be expected
given the excess events observed in this sample, with the observed contour falling outside
the 2σ band of expected sensitivities for this sample. Nonetheless, with all 5 samples
considered together, as in fig. 5.41(a), the observed constraint resides approximately
within the 2σ expected sensitivity.
For the case of inverted hierarchy (fig. 5.44) a similar scenario is observed, the principal
difference being that the FHC one-ring µ-like sample has an observed contour contained
with the 2σ band of expected sensitivities, though the full 5 sample contour remains
within the 2σ expected sensitivity (fig. 5.41).
5.7.10 Comparison of sin2 θ23 versus mass hierarchy result with sensitivity
This section provides a comparison of the Run 1-8 data fit with the expected sensitivity
for sin2 θ23.
The procedure used is the one outlined in section 5.7.9.1 for the two-sided distribution,
with the appropriate change in oscillation parameter. Furthermore, whereas the expected
sensitivity method for δCP throws the atmospheric parameters from a 2D likelihood
distribution from on an Asimov fake data set, whose oscillation parameter values are
those from the disappearance data fit, in this case the ∆m232 parameter is thrown from
the 1D projection of this likelihood distribution.
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5.7.10.1 sin2 θ23 = 0.530 - normal hierarchy
In fig. 5.45 the Run 1-8 data result for sin2 θ23 versus mass hierarchy is compared to the
1σ and 2σ uncertainties on the ∆χ2 distributions corresponding to sin2 θ23 = 0.530 for
(a) normal hierarchy and (b) inverted hierarchy.
5.7.11 Comparison of ∆m232 versus mass hierarchy result with sensitivity
This section provides a comparison of the Run 1-8 data fit with the expected sensitivity
for ∆m232.
The procedure used is the one outlined in section 5.7.9.1 for the two-sided distribution,
with the appropriate change in oscillation parameter. Furthermore, whereas the expected
sensitivity method for δCP throws the atmospheric parameters from a 2D likelihood
distribution from on an Asimov fake data set, whose oscillation parameter values are
those from the disappearance data fit, in this case the sin2 θ23 parameter is thrown from
the 1D projection of this likelihood distribution.
5.7.11.1 ∆m232 = −2.462× 10−3eV2 c−4 - normal hierarchy
In fig. 5.46 the Run 1-8 data result for ∆m232 versus mass hierarchy is compared to the
1σ and 2σ uncertainties on the ∆χ2 distributions corresponding to ∆m232 = −2.462×
10−3eV2 c−4 for (a) normal hierarchy and (b) inverted hierarchy.
5.7.12 Comparison of e-like event rates with expectation
It is valuable to see how different values of δCP, sin2 θ23 and hierarchy affect the predicted
event rates. Figure 5.47 shows the predicted ν¯e event rate vs νe event rate for best-fit
values of oscillation parameters where δCP is varied between CP conserving and maxi-
mally CP violating values, and sin2 θ23 is varied around its best-fit, for both hierarchies.
Event rates for a given value of sin2 θ23 and mass hierarchy are linearly interpolated
between those computed for 9 evenly-spaced values of δCP from −pi to +pi to indicate
the behaviour produced by varying δCP. The observed event rates with 1σ errors are
also shown. Figure 5.47(a) shows e-like event rates where the FHC sample includes the
νe CC1pi+sample, while fig. 5.47(b) shows e-like event rates where the FHC sample does
not include the νe CC1pi+sample.
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5.8 Summary
The results of the 3-flavour ν¯/ν joint analysis performed by the VALOR group, on the
combined Run 1-8 data set. The goal of the analysis was to search for CP violation in the
leptonic sector and determine limits on δCP as well as measure all the other oscillation
parameters to which T2K is sensitive: sin2 θ13, sin2 θ23, ∆m232 (∆m213) and partially mass
hierarchy, to which T2K has little sensitivity.
This analysis predicts 268.4 ± 11.8 (syst) for neutrino µ-like, 64.3 ± 2.4 (syst) for
antineutrino µ-like, 73.5 ± 5.3 (syst) for neutrino e-like, 7.9 ± 0.6 (syst) for antineutrino
e-like and 6.9 ± 1.5 (syst) for neutrino νe CC1pi+ events in Super K and observes
respectively 240 for neutrino µ-like, 68 for antineutrino µ-like, 74 for neutrino e-like, 7
for antineutrino e-like and 15 for neutrino νe CC1pi+.
The ν¯/ν analysis was performed in a framework of 3-flavour oscillations including matter
effects in constant-density matter. The observed reconstructed energy spectrum of single
µ-like ring events and reconstructed energy versus lepton angle of single e-like ring events
in addition to e-like events with an additional decay electron were used to compute the
confidence intervals. All 110 systematic parameters as well as the oscillation parameters
which were not parameters of interest considered in this analysis were marginalised.
From the fit of the Run 1-8 data using the reactor constraint we can see that the favoured
value of δCP is -1.833, close to −pi/2. The Feldman-Cousins method is used to construct
confidence intervals with neither over or under coverage from which the significance to
exclude the hypothesis of CP conservation is greater than 2 standard deviations.
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(a) Critical ∆χ2 values
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(b) 1σ CL exclusion region
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(c) 90% CL exclusion region
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(d) 2σ CL exclusion region
Figure 5.38: ∆χ2 critical values and confidence intervals for the measured ∆χ2 distributions
for Run 1-8. Critical values obtained with the Feldman-Cousins method for Run
1-8 for 9 evenly spaced values on the range [−pi, pi]. Critical values are shown for
1σ, 2σ and 90% CL for normal (solid lines) and inverted (dashed lines) hierarchies.
At least 1× 104 toy experiments are performed for each point. The three bands
of lines show the ±1σ uncertainty on the critical values. Also shown are the
measured ∆χ2 distributions shifted with respect to the same global minium and
the 1σ, 90% and 2σ exclusion regions for both mass hierarchies.
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Figure 5.39: The expected ∆χ2 distribution as a function of δCP with reactor constraint for
MC, data and data/MC hybrid data sets.
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Figure 5.40: The expected disappearance contours with reactor constraint for normal hierar-
chy for MC, data and data/MC hybrid data sets.
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(a) Normal hierarchy
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(b) Inverted hierarchy
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Figure 5.41: The distribution of ∆χ2 vs δCP obtained with 1× 104 toy experiments gener-
ated with δCP = −pi/2 and normal hierarchy is shown. The ∆χ2 distributions
obtained by fixing the mass hierarchy to normal (left) and inverted (right) are
shown, along with the ∆χ2 values corresponding to 68.27% and 95.45% of the
toy experiments and the average ∆χ2 values from all experiments. Also shown
are the fractions of toys which exclude each value of δCP to 90% and 2σ using
the Feldman-Cousins corrected critical values (bottom).
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(a) Normal hierarchy
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Figure 5.42: The distribution of ∆χ2 vs δCP obtained with 1× 104 toy experiments generated
with δCP = −1, 833 and normal hierarchy is shown. The ∆χ2 distributions
obtained by fixing the mass hierarchy to normal (left) and inverted (right) are
shown, along with the ∆χ2 values corresponding to 68.27% and 95.45% of the
toy experiments, the median toy and the data contour.
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(a) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(b) Electron-like, antineutrino mode
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(c) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(d) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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Figure 5.43: The distribution of ∆χ2 vs δCP obtained with 1× 104 toy experiments gener-
ated with δCP = −1.833 and normal hierarchy is shown. The ∆χ2 distribution
obtained from the full 5-sample fit, obtained by fixing the mass hierarchy to nor-
mal, is shown, along with the ∆χ2 values corresponding to 68.27% and 95.45%
of the toy experiments for the indicated sample, with all other samples fixed at
their observed spectra.
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(a) Electron-like, neutrino mode
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(b) Electron-like, antineutrino mode
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(c) Muon-like, neutrino mode
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(d) Muon-like, antineutrino mode
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Figure 5.44: The distribution of ∆χ2 vs δCP obtained with 1× 104 toy experiments gener-
ated with δCP = −1.833 and normal hierarchy is shown. The ∆χ2 distribution
obtained from the full 5-sample fit, obtained by fixing the mass hierarchy to
inverted, is shown, along with the ∆χ2 values corresponding to 68.27% and
95.45% of the toy experiments for the indicated sample, with all other samples
fixed at their observed spectra.
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Figure 5.45: The distribution of ∆χ2 vs sin2 θ23 obtained with 1× 104 toy experiments gener-
ated with sin2 θ23 = 0.530 and normal hierarchy is shown. The ∆χ2 distributions
obtained by fixing the mass hierarchy to normal (left) and inverted (right) are
shown, along with the ∆χ2 values corresponding to 68.27% and 95.45% of the
toy experiments, the median toy and the data contour.
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Figure 5.46: The distribution of ∆χ2 vs ∆m232 obtained with 1× 104 toy experiments gener-
ated with ∆m232 = −2.462× 10−3eV2 c−4 and normal hierarchy is shown. The
∆χ2 distributions obtained by fixing the mass hierarchy to normal (left) and
inverted (right) are shown, along with the ∆χ2 values corresponding to 68.27%
and 95.45% of the toy experiments, the median toy and the data contour.
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Figure 5.47: This plot shows the candidate RHC one-ring e-like event rate vs the candidate
FHC one-ring e-like event rate for a variety of different oscillation parameter
values. Predictions are generated for best-fit values of oscillation parameters for
different values of δCP, sin2 θ23 and mass hierarchy. In particular the FHC and
RHC event rates are plotted for the CP conserving and maximally CP violating
values of δCP, with sin2 θ23 set at the best-fit value and ±1σ values in both
normal and inverted hierarchy. The observed rates with statistical error shown
are also included.
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A joint analysis of the transitions
(−)
νµ →(−)νµ and (−)νe →(−)νe was performed assuming PMNS
neutrino oscillations in constant density matter. The analysis used data from the T2K
experiment Run 1-8 with 1.4734× 1021 POT in FHC mode and 7.558× 1020 POT in
RHC mode. Fits were made to reconstructed neutrino energy for µ-like events and
energy and lepton angle for e-like events with separate fits for the normal and inverted
hierarchies. The results of collaboration’s analysis in are presented in [208]. The 110
systematic parameters are marginalised to construct a marginal likelihood from which
the oscillation parameters of interest are extracted. The exclusion of the CP conserving
values 0 and pi, determined using the Feldman-Cousins method and using available
measurements, [3σ] range, of sin2 θ13 = 0.0215 [0.0190−0.0240] (0.0216 [0.0190−0.0242]) ,
determined by reactor experiments
[−2.805,−0.830] 90 %CL
[−2.981,−0.600] ([−1.531,−1.184]) 2σ.
for normal (inverted) hierarchies. The oscillation parameters measured in this analysis,
with the confidence intervals for δCP extracted using the constant ∆χ2 method and T2K
data only were
δCP = −2.083 +0.932−0.889 ( −1.157 +0.754−0.808)
sin2 θ13 = 0.0277
+0.0053
−0.0047 ( 0.0331
+0.0047
−0.0065)
sin2 θ23 = 0.530
+0.031
−0.037 ( 0.530
+0.029
−0.034)∣∣∆m232∣∣(∆m213) = [2.462 +0.057−0.055 ( 2.436 +0.055−0.053)] × 10−3 eV2.
Addition of Gd, to tag neutrons at the level of 90 % with 0.2 % Gd by mass to the water
detection medium at Super-K has been approved, and upgrades to the detector are
underway. Improvements by tagging neutrons in the final state are under study, with
78 % of ν/ν¯ correctly identified, in the T2K beam energy range [209]. Separation of
the NC and CC components of e-like interactions at Super-K via neutron multiplicity
allows for the correct classification of 80 % of true NC and DIS interactions, this region
contains information to determine the mass hierarchy. Neutrons that are produced as
a result of FSI from neutral hadrons in the nuclear medium can be used to correct for
the neutrino energy that is not seen by the Super-K detector. Sensitivity studies using
the General Long Baseline Experiment Simulator (GLoBES) package [210] have been
performed, considering only statistical uncertainty for an exposure of 3.9× 1021 POT,
and show an increase in sensitivity with the inclusion of neutron tagging.
T2K will continue to collect beam data for appearance and disappearance in neutrino and
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antineutrino modes towards an approved 7.8× 1021 POT and a potential 20× 1021 POT
for T2K-II with a potential constraint on the value of δCP at 3σ and a 1σ precision
on the value of sin2 θ23 of 1.7° and ∆m232 at the 1 % level assuming equal running in
ν and ν¯ modes[211]. A joint analysis of T2K and NOνA data is approved in principle,
with discussions underway by the two collaborations on understanding commonalities in
the analyses and using common interaction modelling. The future Hyper-Kamiokande
(Hyper-K) experiment [212] will use the experience from the T2K experiment to resolve
the still open questions of the phase of δCP and the neutrino mass hierarchy. In order
to achieve these goals it will use the same water Cherenkov technology with a single
tank containing 258 kt of water (in one possible scenario), with the same 295 km baseline
and 0.6 GeV beam peak energy as T2K [213]. The future DUNE experiment also seeks
to address these questions as part of its physics goals but is designed with a 1300 km
baseline for the far detector and 575 m for the near detector both using liquid Argon
TPCs technology. The far detector will have a fiducial mass of 40 kt and the experiment
will operate with a high intensity (reaching 2.4 MW) [214] wide-band beam with flux in
the region 1–4 GeV [215].
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Event rates
Tables table A.1-table A.5 present unoscillated rates.
νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 953.15505 0.00429 23.18824 0.00020 0.00000 0.00000 976.34778
CC1pi 76.40088 0.00211 4.12922 0.00010 0.00000 0.00000 80.53230
CCcoherent 0.75678 0.00000 0.17387 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.93065
2p2h 134.02475 0.00161 2.51636 0.00008 0.00000 0.00000 136.54280
CCother 6.94520 0.00090 0.50167 0.00008 0.00000 0.00000 7.44785
NC1pi0 0.61495 0.01841 0.02120 0.00143 N/A N/A 0.65599
NC1piPM 4.90783 0.09799 0.17531 0.00975 N/A N/A 5.19089
NCcoherent 0.00000 0.00000 0.00043 0.00003 N/A N/A 0.00047
NCother 2.05619 0.07378 0.13055 0.00912 N/A N/A 2.26963
Total 1178.86162 0.19909 30.83686 0.02080 0.00000 0.00000 1209.91837
Table A.1: Predicted number of events in the neutrino mode µ-like sample obtained after ap-
plying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 1.4734× 1021 POT. Oscillations
are not applied.
νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 36.21445 0.00089 133.92633 0.00096 0.00000 0.00000 170.14262
CC1pi 6.51012 0.00035 11.57229 0.00027 0.00000 0.00000 18.08303
CCcoherent 0.06956 0.00000 0.75838 0.00005 0.00000 0.00000 0.82799
2p2h 8.28538 0.00028 10.73613 0.00028 0.00000 0.00000 19.02208
CCother 1.18677 0.00012 0.77049 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.95738
NC1pi0 0.06000 0.00222 0.06147 0.00169 N/A N/A 0.12538
NC1piPM 0.35950 0.01527 0.46009 0.01235 N/A N/A 0.84721
NCcoherent 0.00000 0.00000 0.00201 0.00000 N/A N/A 0.00201
NCother 0.31580 0.01640 0.20064 0.00789 N/A N/A 0.54073
Total 53.00159 0.03552 158.48783 0.02349 0.00000 0.00000 211.54843
Table A.2: Predicted number of events in the antineutrino mode µ-like sample obtained after
applying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 7.558× 1020POT. Oscillations
are not applied.
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νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 0.99622 6.79206 0.02082 0.27180 0.00000 0.00000 8.08090
CC1pi 0.18090 0.99514 0.00514 0.07082 0.00000 0.00000 1.25199
CCcoherent 0.00076 0.00885 0.00031 0.00419 0.00000 0.00000 0.01412
2p2h 0.13667 1.71219 0.00236 0.04511 0.00000 0.00000 1.89633
CCother 0.02827 0.13255 0.00057 0.00971 0.00000 0.00000 0.17111
NC1pi0 1.70203 0.03706 0.06012 0.00356 N/A N/A 1.80278
NC1piPM 0.16854 0.00472 0.01020 0.00057 N/A N/A 0.18404
NCcoherent 0.52817 0.00715 0.04794 0.00294 N/A N/A 0.58619
NCother 0.31767 0.01695 0.02120 0.00128 N/A N/A 0.35711
NC1gamma 0.94222 0.01687 0.04983 0.00233 N/A N/A 1.01125
Total 5.00145 9.72355 0.21850 0.41231 0.00000 0.00000 15.35581
Table A.3: Predicted number of events in the neutrino mode e-like sample obtained after ap-
plying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 1.4734× 1021 POT. Oscillations
are not applied.
νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 0.04096 0.54758 0.13906 0.90195 0.00000 0.00000 1.62955
CC1pi 0.01660 0.10715 0.01787 0.15254 0.00000 0.00000 0.29415
CCcoherent 0.00006 0.00105 0.00143 0.01133 0.00000 0.00000 0.01388
2p2h 0.00652 0.15324 0.00694 0.11994 0.00000 0.00000 0.28664
CCother 0.00568 0.02184 0.00232 0.01193 0.00000 0.00000 0.04177
NC1pi0 0.13849 0.00541 0.17659 0.00468 N/A N/A 0.32516
NC1piPM 0.02475 0.00127 0.02001 0.00080 N/A N/A 0.04683
NCcoherent 0.04776 0.00221 0.20260 0.00317 N/A N/A 0.25574
NCother 0.05664 0.00221 0.02672 0.00097 N/A N/A 0.08654
NC1gamma 0.07943 0.00439 0.17490 0.00383 N/A N/A 0.26255
Total 0.41688 0.84635 0.76842 1.21115 0.00000 0.00000 3.24280
Table A.4: Predicted number of events in the antineutrino mode e-like sample obtained after
applying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 7.558× 1020 POT. Oscillations
are not applied.
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νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 0.34542 0.02646 0.00615 0.00187 0.00000 0.00000 0.37990
CC1pi 0.54696 0.82041 0.00710 0.00403 0.00000 0.00000 1.37850
CCcoherent 0.00364 0.01905 0.00021 0.00008 0.00000 0.00000 0.02298
2p2h 0.08323 0.02355 0.00176 0.00100 0.00000 0.00000 0.10953
CCother 0.17904 0.11704 0.00287 0.00289 0.00000 0.00000 0.30184
NC1pi0 0.02049 0.00076 0.00083 0.00008 N/A N/A 0.02216
NC1piPM 0.06474 0.00165 0.00382 0.00033 N/A N/A 0.07053
NCother 0.20584 0.00830 0.01304 0.00088 N/A N/A 0.22807
NC1gamma 0.02844 0.00000 0.00067 0.00007 N/A N/A 0.02918
Total 1.47780 1.01722 0.03645 0.01122 0.00000 0.00000 2.54269
Table A.5: Predicted number of events in the neutrino mode e-like sample obtained after ap-
plying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 1.4734× 1021 POT. Oscillations
are not applied.
Tables table A.6-table A.10 present oscillated rates corresponding to the Asimov B data
set.
νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 186.41514 0.00413 11.15862 0.00019 0.01514 0.00018 197.59340
CC1pi 28.20533 0.00199 2.62809 0.00009 0.01651 0.00009 30.85209
CCcoherent 0.29385 0.00000 0.09293 0.00000 0.00000 0.00001 0.38678
2p2h 36.71916 0.00151 1.42161 0.00008 0.01693 0.00005 38.15934
CCother 5.47728 0.00086 0.40680 0.00008 0.00011 0.00001 5.88513
NC1pi0 0.61495 0.01841 0.02120 0.00143 N/A N/A 0.65599
NC1piPM 4.90783 0.09799 0.17531 0.00975 N/A N/A 5.19089
NCcoherent 0.00000 0.00000 0.00043 0.00003 N/A N/A 0.00047
NCother 2.05619 0.07378 0.13055 0.00912 N/A N/A 2.26963
Total 264.68973 0.19867 16.03554 0.02078 0.04868 0.00032 280.99373
Table A.6: Predicted number of events in the neutrino mode µ-like sample obtained after
applying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 1.4734× 1021 POT. The
Asimov data set B in 5.1 is used.
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νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 15.53910 0.00085 31.15342 0.00093 0.00068 0.00181 46.69679
CC1pi 3.97662 0.00033 4.60026 0.00025 0.00043 0.00073 8.57862
CCcoherent 0.04724 0.00000 0.18223 0.00005 0.00000 0.00007 0.22959
2p2h 4.50940 0.00026 2.92853 0.00027 0.00030 0.00025 7.43900
CCother 0.94370 0.00012 0.60700 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.55082
NC1pi0 0.06000 0.00222 0.06147 0.00169 N/A N/A 0.12538
NC1piPM 0.35950 0.01527 0.46009 0.01235 N/A N/A 0.84721
NCcoherent 0.00000 0.00000 0.00201 0.00000 N/A N/A 0.00201
NCother 0.31580 0.01640 0.20064 0.00789 N/A N/A 0.54073
Total 25.75135 0.03544 40.19565 0.02342 0.00142 0.00286 66.01015
Table A.7: Predicted number of events in the antineutrino mode µ-like sample obtained after
applying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 7.558× 1020 POT. The Asimov
data set B in 5.1 is used.
νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 0.17174 6.30178 0.00647 0.25566 31.20630 0.33860 38.28056
CC1pi 0.04847 0.93168 0.00282 0.06750 3.28336 0.05561 4.38943
CCcoherent 0.00012 0.00830 0.00018 0.00397 0.02515 0.00382 0.04154
2p2h 0.03143 1.59694 0.00118 0.04275 6.08289 0.04642 7.80162
CCother 0.01346 0.12803 0.00034 0.00942 0.07482 0.00374 0.22981
NC1pi0 1.70203 0.03706 0.06012 0.00356 N/A N/A 1.80278
NC1piPM 0.16854 0.00472 0.01020 0.00057 N/A N/A 0.18404
NCcoherent 0.52817 0.00715 0.04794 0.00294 N/A N/A 0.58619
NCother 0.31767 0.01695 0.02120 0.00128 N/A N/A 0.35711
NC1gamma 0.94222 0.01687 0.04983 0.00233 N/A N/A 1.01125
Total 3.92386 9.04948 0.20030 0.38998 40.67252 0.44819 54.68432
Table A.8: Predicted number of events in the neutrino mode e-like sample obtained after
applying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 1.4734× 1021 POT. The
Asimov data set B in 5.1 is used.
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νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 0.01318 0.50911 0.02513 0.84721 0.72476 3.38779 5.50718
CC1pi 0.00771 0.10111 0.00742 0.14431 0.11344 0.39683 0.77081
CCcoherent 0.00002 0.00099 0.00043 0.01066 0.00090 0.03680 0.04981
2p2h 0.00298 0.14379 0.00224 0.11301 0.17444 0.39087 0.82733
CCother 0.00392 0.02116 0.00121 0.01154 0.00920 0.00777 0.05480
NC1pi0 0.13849 0.00541 0.17659 0.00468 N/A N/A 0.32516
NC1piPM 0.02475 0.00127 0.02001 0.00080 N/A N/A 0.04683
NCcoherent 0.04776 0.00221 0.20260 0.00317 N/A N/A 0.25574
NCother 0.05664 0.00221 0.02672 0.00097 N/A N/A 0.08654
NC1gamma 0.07943 0.00439 0.17490 0.00383 N/A N/A 0.26255
Total 0.37487 0.79164 0.63724 1.14019 1.02275 4.22006 8.18675
Table A.9: Predicted number of events in the antineutrino mode µ-like sample obtained after
applying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 7.558× 1020 POT. The Asimov
data set B in 5.1 is used.
νµ νe ν¯µ ν¯e Osc. νe Osc. ν¯e Total
CCQE 0.03298 0.02442 0.00123 0.00174 0.14531 0.00339 0.20908
CC1pi 0.08149 0.76065 0.00261 0.00383 3.47649 0.00267 4.32774
CCcoherent 0.00031 0.01765 0.00008 0.00007 0.07633 0.00013 0.09457
2p2h 0.01100 0.02195 0.00050 0.00095 0.11660 0.00125 0.15225
CCother 0.03947 0.11225 0.00117 0.00279 0.09788 0.00174 0.25531
NC1pi0 0.02049 0.00076 0.00083 0.00008 N/A N/A 0.02216
NC1piPM 0.06474 0.00165 0.00382 0.00033 N/A N/A 0.07053
NCother 0.20584 0.00830 0.01304 0.00088 N/A N/A 0.22807
NC1gamma 0.02844 0.00000 0.00067 0.00007 N/A N/A 0.02918
Total 0.48477 0.94764 0.02396 0.01075 3.91261 0.00917 5.38890
Table A.10: Predicted number of events in the neutrino mode e-like sample obtained after
applying the BANFF weight for a total exposure of 1.4734× 1021 POT. The
Asimov data set B in 5.1 is used.
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Appendix B
Systematic variations
Table B.1 through table B.10 show the effect of systematic variations on the event rates
for pre-BANFF and post-BANFF errors.
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Appendix B Systematic variations
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Appendix B Systematic variations
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Appendix B Systematic variations
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Appendix B Systematic variations
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Appendix C
Marginalisation studies
The increase in sensitivity to δCP provided by a doubling of FHC statistics in Run 1-8
relative to Run 1-7c has made sampling of the tails of oscillation parameters (particularly
sin2 θ13) more significant for 1D fits. In previous analyses all fits were performed with
10K marginalisation toys, but in the present analysis this is no longer sufficient to ensure
that fits return consistent results for independent sets of marginalisation toys. One
can see the nature of the problem in fig. C.1, in which five independent sets of 10K
marginalisation toys were fitted under the Asimov A oscillation parameter hypothesis
without the reactor constraint; a large spread in ∆χ2 contours is evident.
To determine a sufficient number of marginalisation toys to use checks of fit stability
were carried out for different numbers of marginalisation toys. Figures C.2 to C.3 show
the ∆χ2 contours for the case of 40K and 80K marginalisation toys respectively. These
studies indicate that good agreement among fits is achieved for 80K marginalisation
toys 40k toys was found to be sufficient in the with reactor case due to the smaller
marginalisation range for sin2 θ13).
Further to the Asimov-based marginalisation studies, the stronger constraint seen in
the data fits prompted a check of the data fit stability. Figures C.4 to C.4 show the
result of fitting δCP with the reactor constraint for both normal and inverted hierarchy.
Variations of ∆χ2 ∼ 1 are evident around the maximum in the region of δCP ∼ pi/2, but
that good stability is maintained in the preferred region and at the values of δCP = 0
and pi.
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Figure C.1: Asimov A δCP normal hierarchy contours without reactor constraint for indepen-
dent sets of 10K marginalisation toys
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Figure C.2: Asimov A δCP normal hierarchy contours without reactor constraint for indepen-
dent sets of 40K marginalisation toys
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Figure C.3: Asimov A δCP normal hierarchy contours without reactor constraint for indepen-
dent sets of 80K marginalisation toys
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Figure C.4: Data fit of δCP normal hierarchy contours with reactor constraint for independent
sets of 40K marginalisation toys
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Figure C.5: Data fit of δCP inverted hierarchy contours with reactor constraint for independent
sets of 40K marginalisation toys
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Appendix D
Effect of systematic errors on Super-K
predictions
Pre-BANFF Post-BANFF
Group Mean 1σ % Mean 1σ %
SK Detector - - - 269.11 5.01 1.86
SK FSI+SI+PN - - - 268.38 5.91 2.20
Flux+Xsec constrained 250.34 35.35 14.12 266.68 8.60 3.22
σ(νe)/σ(ν¯e) - - - 268.42 0.00 0.00
NC1γ - - - 268.42 0.00 0.00
NC Other - - - 268.42 0.67 0.25
Osc - - - 268.42 0.09 0.04
All 250.95 35.71 14.23 267.78 11.79 4.40
All with osc 250.95 35.71 14.23 267.78 11.79 4.40
Table D.1: Average event rate and RMS error broken down by systematic parameter group
for µ-like Super-K events with Run 1-8 POT for neutrino mode.
Pre-BANFF Post-BANFF
Group Mean 1σ % Mean 1σ %
SK Detector - - - 64.41 0.97 1.51
SK FSI+SI+PN - - - 64.27 1.27 1.98
Flux+Xsec constrained 62.09 7.18 11.56 63.97 1.74 2.72
σ(νe)/σ(ν¯e) - - - 64.28 0.00 0.00
NC1γ - - - 64.28 0.00 0.00
NC Other - - - 64.28 0.16 0.25
Osc - - - 64.28 0.02 0.03
All 62.18 7.31 11.76 64.17 2.41 3.76
All with osc 62.18 7.31 11.76 64.17 2.41 3.76
Table D.2: Average event rate and RMS error broken down by systematic parameter group
for µ-like Super-K events with Run 1-8 POT for antineutrino mode.
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Pre-BANFF Post-BANFF
Group Mean 1σ % Mean 1σ %
SK Detector - - - 73.64 2.23 3.03
SK FSI+SI+PN - - - 73.46 2.21 3.01
Flux+Xsec constrained 65.47 9.80 14.97 72.57 2.34 3.22
σ(νe)/σ(ν¯e) - - - 73.46 1.93 2.63
NC1γ - - - 73.76 0.80 1.08
NC Other - - - 73.48 0.11 0.14
Osc - - - 73.49 2.84 3.86
All 65.91 10.26 15.56 73.12 4.46 6.10
All with osc 65.92 10.57 16.03 73.14 5.32 7.27
Table D.3: Average event rate and RMS error broken down by systematic parameter group
for e-like Super-K events with Run 1-8 POT for neutrino mode.
Pre-BANFF Post-BANFF
Group Mean 1σ % Mean 1σ %
SK Detector - - - 7.94 0.33 4.22
SK FSI+SI+PN - - - 7.91 0.18 2.31
Flux+Xsec constrained 7.63 0.91 11.94 7.84 0.23 2.88
σ(νe)/σ(ν¯e) - - - 7.91 0.12 1.46
NC1γ - - - 7.98 0.21 2.59
NC Other - - - 7.91 0.03 0.33
Osc - - - 7.91 0.29 3.60
All 7.74 1.03 13.32 7.95 0.52 6.51
All with osc 7.74 1.07 13.79 7.96 0.59 7.44
Table D.4: Average event rate and RMS error broken down by systematic parameter group
for e-like Super-K events with Run 1-8 POT for antineutrino mode.
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Pre-BANFF Post-BANFF
Group Mean 1σ % Mean 1σ %
SK Detector - - - 7.02 1.17 16.69
SK FSI+SI+PN - - - 6.92 0.79 11.43
Flux+Xsec constrained 7.71 0.91 11.79 6.91 0.28 4.05
σ(νe)/σ(ν¯e) - - - 6.92 0.18 2.62
NC1γ - - - 6.93 0.02 0.33
NC Other - - - 6.92 0.07 0.98
Osc - - - 6.92 0.26 3.78
All 7.79 1.85 23.71 7.00 1.47 20.94
All with osc 7.79 1.87 24.05 7.00 1.49 21.24
Table D.5: Average event rate and RMS error broken down by systematic parameter group
for νe CC1pi+-like Super-K events with Run 1-8 POT for neutrino mode.
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Appendix E
Effect of νe CC1pi+sample on constraint
strength
Section 5.7 showed stronger than expected constraints from data for δCP, appearance
and disappearance fits. To determine a potential explanation for this we chose to run
an additional fit without the νe CC1pi+sample, hereafter creferred to as the 4-sample
fit, with the fit using all samples being creferred to as the 5-sample fit. It should be
noted that the full 5-sample marginalisation toys were used for all fits, rather than using
4-sample marginalisation toys for the 4-sample fit. This means that the correlations
among samples for the 4-sample fit are not handled correctly, but the effect from this is
expected to be small.
Figure E.1 shows comparisons of the aforementioned fits for normal hierarchy. It can be
seen that the constraint on the δCP and appearance fits is weakened in the absence of
the νe CC1pi+sample, while the disappearance contour is unaffected.
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Figure E.1: Fits of data and the Asimov A data set with four and five samples respectively.
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Appendix F
Matter effects and crust density
To check the effect of the error on the average crust density [216] a number of fits of
δCP were performed varying this value. Figures F.1 to F.2 show the effect of varying the
average crust density between 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 g cm−3 in normal and inverted hierarchy
respectively. 1× 104 marginalisation toys were generated with the average crust density
fixed at the value of 2.6 g cm−3, whilst fits were performed using the Asimov A data set
where the crust density was varied using the aforementioned values. The effect on the
fit of δCP can be seen to be small, supporting the use of a fixed value for the average
crust density.
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Figure F.1: Fits of δCP using the Asimov A data set whilst varying the average crust density
in normal hierarchy for 10K marginalisation toys.
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Figure F.2: Fits of δCP using the Asimov A data set whilst varying the average crust density
in inverted hierarchy for 10K marginalisation toys.
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Appendix G
Asimov B δCP/mass-hierarchy
degeneracy
In section 5.6.1 it was noted that Asimov B fits are affected by a lack of sensitivity to
distinguish δCP = 0 and δCP = pi, for example, the fit of δCP shown in fig. 5.22 shows a
best-fit point shifted away from the true value. fig. G.1 shows normalised one-ring e-like
spectra for Asimov data set B with mass hierarchy and δCP varied to demonstrate the
problem. It is clear from the plots that the spectrum for δCP = 0 in normal hierarchy is
similar in shape to the spectrum for δCP = pi in inverted hierarchy and vice versa.
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Figure G.1: Normalised spectra for one-ring e-like samples showing the effect of changing the
mass hierarchy and true value of δCP for the Asimov B data set.
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